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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This report summarizes highlights from an evaluation of the Personnel

Preparation Program, one of five divisions in the Office of Special Education

Programs (OSEP) in the U.S. Department of iducafAon's Office of Special Educa-

tion and Rehabilitative Services (OURS). This initial effort was a &Ea

evaluation, conducted by a study team from the American Institutes for Research

(AIR). A separate effort, to be undertaken by AIR in FI87, will be a stratezv

evaluation of one or more aspects of the program.

The Personnel Preparation Program is the third of five discretionazy

programs to be studied under an OSEP contract with COSMOS Corporation, with

whom AIR is participating as subcontractor. The COSMOS project director is

Robert Yin; the AIR subcontract director is Peggie L. Campeau, who also serves

as task leader for the Personnel Preparation Program evaluation.

The other programs being evaluated under this contract are the Handi-

capped Children's Early Education Program, the Media ServirestTechnology

Program, the Severely Handicapped Program, and Secondary Education and

Transitional Services. All five programs operate under the Education of the

Handicapped Att, as amended.

OSEP, through this contract, is utilizing a program analysis approach

that assists federal program managers. It takes them through a sequence of

steps in which they (1) clarify and agree on performance objectives for their

progress and on strategies for meeting them, (2) maks explicit the assumptions

that are implicit in their choices, and (3) evaluate and improve the plausi-

bility and efficacy of these strategic choices.

A particular strength of the approach Is that it combines the expertise

of program managers, a work group of peers and staff, and an external evaluator

(in this case, AIR), all of whom go through descriptive and analytic processes

together. The forum for their deliberations is a series of structured work

group meetings, held once every four to six weeks throughout the evaluation

process.
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The work group members for the Personnel Preparation Program goal evalua-

tion are listed below. They helped to develop some of the study's products,

and reviewed and critiqued others. Their knowledge of the Personnel Prepara-

tion Program and its policy context, and the time they invested to make sure

that this collective effort stayed cn track, were essential to the pertinence

and utility of the goal evaluation process.

Work Group Members for the
Personnel Preparation Program Goal Evaluation

Max Mueller
Director
Division of Personnel Preparation

Norm Howe
Branch Chief
Leadership Personnel Branch
Division of Personnel Preparation

Jack Tringo
Related Personnel Branch
Division of Personnel Preparation

Marty Kaufman
Director
Division of Innovation and Development

Greg Frane
Budget Analyst
Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation

Bill Wolf
Acting Branch Chief/Project Officer
Program Planning and Information Branch
Division of Program Analysis and Planning

While the authors alone are responsible for the final product, they would

also like to thank the work group and other individuals who consented to be

interviewed or to provide documents and other infonaation to the study team.

In particular, we wish to acknowledge the exceptional cooperation of

project directors and principal investigators of grant projects in the study

sample, who participated in lengthy telephone interviews with the study team.



The project was supported by funds from the U.S. Department of Education

under contract number 300-85-0143. The content of this report does not

necessarily reflect the views or policies of the U.S. Department of Education,

nor does mention of trade names, commercial products, or organizations imply

their endormement by the U.S. government.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This summary highlights findings and conclusions of a goal evaluation of

the Personnel Preparation Program, administered by the Division of Personnel

Preparation (PPP), one of five divisions in the Office of Special Education

Programs (OSEP) in the U.S. Departmont of Education's Office of Special Educa-

tion and Rehabilitative Services (OSIERS).

Overview of the Personnel Prmaration Prvzram

The program was authorized in 1970 under Part D of the Education of the

Handicapped Act (P.L. 91-230), although the history of federal involvement in

the preparation of personnel to work with the handicwpped goes back nearly 30

years.

The present program, which is the largest of the discretionary programs

in OSEP, has received total appropriations of over $800 million since 1966 for

the purpose of increasing the number of fully qualified persons that are

available to provide education and related services to handicapped children

and youth. Appropriations exceeded $60 million each year in FY85 and FY86,

and the authorized funding level for FY87 exceeds $70 million.

The Personnel Preparation Program awards grants tbat may be renewed

annually for up to five years (three years, generally). Grantees may be

institutions of higher education (Ins), state education agencies (SEAs), or

other appropriate nonprofit organizations, who may use their funds in these

major ways: to develop, improve, and support personnel preparation programa

(and to provide financial assistance to participants in these rlgrams), to

develop, evaluate, and disseminate models with broad significance for the

field of personnel preparation; and to provide technical assistance and

information to training providers, including parent organizations, so that

they will be able to meet effectively the needs of children and youth for

specialized educational and related services, and to interact effectively with

the system on their behalf.
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In FY86, OURS announced 10 priorities for competition: (1) preparation

of special educators; (2) preparation of related services personnel; (3)

parent organisation projects; (4) preparation of personnel to provide special

education and related services to newborn and infant handicapped children; (5)

preparation of leadership personnel; (6) special projects; (7) state education

agency (SBA) projects; (8) preparation of personnel to work in rural areas;

(9) preparation of personnel for minority handicapped children; and (20)

regular educators. Not all published priorities need be announced for

grant competition each year; for example, the "transition" priority was not

announced for new grant competition for FY86.

Overview of the Coal Bvaluation Process

The goal evaluation had three purposes. One purpose was to determine the

degree to wbich those strategies the federal program intends to pursue through

the above major types of grant activities are actually being implemented by

grantees. The second purpose was to determine, to the extent that data avail-

able to the study team permitted, if the Personnel Preparation Program is

achieving its objectives. Third, the goal evaluation developed information to

show if funded activities can logically and plausibly produce the outcomes

desired by the program, even if actual evidence of these outcomes is insuffic-

ient.

The goal evaluation process drew heavily on the assistance of OUP staff

and management. Throughout, the task leader met with a work group composed of

managers and staff representing the program, OUP, and Office of Planning,

Budget, and &Valuation (OPBB). They helped to develop some of the study's

products, and reviewed 3nd critiqued others. Their knowledge of the Personnel

Preparation Program and its policy context, and the time they invested to make

sure that this collective effort stayed on track, were essential to the

pertinence and utility of the goal evaluation process.

The evaluation approach consists of two parts: a goal evaluation and a

strategy evaluation. This summary pertains to the goal-oriented phase of the

evaluation, which is now complete.
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The main steps in the goal evaluation included: (1) documenting the

program's logic and underlying assumptions; (2) conducting project reviews of

a representative sample of 57 projects, with data collection emphasising depth
in areas important for a program analysis of this type; (3) analyzing program

implementation, performance, and plausibility; and (4) drawing conclusions and
framing recommendations for program management, OSEP, and t'441 work group to

review in preparation for planning the second, strategy-oriented phase of the
evaluation.

Loaic

The work group reached a consensus on the following statement of the
Personnel Preparation Program's ultimate goal and objectives:

tattpat2 zoal: To enhance education and
related services for handicpped children
and youth through the preparation of
specialized personnel

"Specialized personnel" means Anx personnel, including regular educators,
who have the knowledge and skills necessary to deliver such services to this
broad target group. reins the word "enhance" deliberately implies that (1)
fully achieving "free and appropriate public education" for handicapped indi-
viduals is beyond the direct control or resources of the federal government
and, in turn, the program and that (2) appropriate roles for the program are
complementary and catalytic ones.

To achieve its ultimate goal within these two caveats and those in the

authorizing legislation and regulations, the Personnel Preparation Program
directs its efforts to three enabling oblectivec

To produce more qualified personnel
who are handicapped

To improve the quality of personnel
and youth who are handicapped

to serve children and youth

trained to serve children

To expand the capacity of the system for personnel development
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The Personnel Preparation Program utilizes eight major strategies to

atLain these three objectives:

1. Supporting recruitment end retention

2. Targeting critical needs

3. Supporting model program development, evaluation, and dissemin-

ation

4. Supporting leardership development

S. Encouraging state and professional standards

6. Supporting parent organization projects

7. Building capacity

8. Promoting institutionalization

Figure 1 portrays the logic of the overall program. It shows the rela-

tionships among events that influence program design, implementation, and

capacity to meet these objectives. Figure 2 shows the relationship among

federal strategies, grant activities, and program objectives. The causal

assumptions implied by the two figures are made explicit in the full report of

the goal evaluation.

These major points are relevant to the Figures 1 and 2:

The Personnel Preparation Program pursues particular stratexies

through activities that grantees carry out at the state,

institutional, and local level. (These strategies and activities

are the row and column labels, respectively, in Figure 2.)

Thus, the grant programs are the primary mechanism for implement-

ing federal strategies and legislative intent.

The matrix conveys the expectation that, in aggregate, (1)

projects in a particular priority area will contribute more to

one program objective than to the other two, and that (2) the

means they implement will be congruent with the federal

strategy(ies) that are "attached" to that objective.

It is possible to focus grant competitions (for selected

priorities) to accommodate one or more of the strategies (and

program objectives).
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PDLICY INPUTS

Congress

Enabling legisla-
tion
P.L. 98-199,PartD

Regulations
34 CFR, Part 318

Appropriations
$61,250,000 (FY86)

Executive Agencies

Administration
policy directives

OMB policy direc-
tives

ED policies

OSERS priorities

The Field (Consti-
tuencies)

s Needs analyses,
data

Priority sugges-
tions

Peer review

11

PROGRAM INPUTS

(by DPP)

Program support

Grant program administration

CSPD support

Leadership and technical
assistaace to the field of
personnel preparation
(all levels, as feasible)

Coordination and collabora-
tion with other agencies
regarding persmel pre-
paration

USING SEVERAL
FEDERAL STRATEGIES

(:) Supporting recruit-
ment and retention

(E) Targeting critical
needs

(:) Supporting model
program development,
evaluation, and
dissemination

(2) Supporting leader-
ship development

(E) Encouraging state
end professional
standards

CE) Supporting pirent
organization
projects

(2) Building capacity

(i) Promoting institu-
tionalization

INOTE: Figure 2 shows the relationship

THROUGH GRANT
PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

TO AMIEVE
MPROGRA OBJECTIVES

Program develop-
ment, improvement,
and support, in-
cluding stipends

Model prognms
development,
evaluation, and
dissemination

Technical assis-
tance and infor-
mation

Produce more
qualified
personnel to
serve children
and youth who
are handicapped

Improve the qual-
ity of personnel
trained to serve
children and youth
who are handi-
capped

Expand the capac-
ity of the system
for personnel

development

activities, and objectives.

among strategies,

Figure 1. Personnel Preparation Program Logic Model

THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE

ULTIMATE PROGRAM GOAL

Enhance education
and related services
for handicapped
children and youth
through the prepara-
tion of specialized
personnel
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES/
FRDRRAL STRATEGIES

Program Development,
Improvement, and Support,

Including Stipends

GRANT ACTIVITIES

Mbdel Development,
Evaluation, and
Dissemination

Technical Assis-
tance and

Information

Produce more qualified
personnel ...

0 Supporting recruitment and
retention

(i) Targeting critical needs
areas

Special Educators
Related Services
Rural
Infant
Transition
Minority

Improve the quality of
personnel ...

Supporting model program
development, evaluation,
and dissemination

Supporting leadership
development

Encouraging state and pro-
fessional standards

Leader3hip Projects (D

Special Projects 0

Expand the capacity of
the system for personnel
development ...

1:3 (i) Supporting parent organiza-
tion projects

Supporting improvements In
system capacity

(i) Promoting institutionalization

Regular Educators
SEA Projects

Parent Organization
Projects 0

Figure 2. The Intended Relationship Among Program Objectives, Federal Strategies,
Grant Activities, and Primary Foci of Competitions (FY86)



The essential core of grantmaking activity is represented by
the five clusters of primary activity depicted in Figure 2
(see Roman numerals in five cells).

Cell entries indicate the main emphasis of FY86 grant
activity. These clusters might be consituted differently,
depending upon bow each competition area is defined for a
particular fiscal year.

The (above) gross classification scheme that Figures 1 and 2 provide

served two purposes in the goal evaluation. One was to show the Personnel

Preparation Program's overall strategic plan, Where the federal investment in

grants is intended to generate the most mileage toward one of the three

objectives. (The work grotp realized that projects will implement strategies

in addition to those shown as their primary emphasis in Figure 2.) The second

purpose of the classification scheme was to provide the conceptual underpin-

nings for planning data collection and analyses.

Data Collection Approach and Related Caveats

The study team carried out 57 confidential project reviews, in which the

primary data sources were information in grant files and 75-minute (average)

focused telephone interviews with project directors and/or principal investi-

gators. (One project was dropped because available information was too minimal

to include it in subsequent analyses.)

The study sample consisted of subsamples drawn from each of the program's

priority areas, shown as cell entries in Figure 2. For the most part, projects

were drawn at random from FY86 continuations whose initial year for their

current grant was FY84.

Restricting data collection to currently operating projects, most of

which began in FY840 ensured that they had been running long enough to have

learned lessons from their implementation experience that would be very infor-

mative for a program analysis of the type conducted in a goal evaluation.

Also, better cooperation was expected from project staff whose projects were

currently operating than from projects that bad been completed or discontinued.



On the other hand, data collection from "live" projects necessarily restricted

the study to conclusions on rmsvective program performance supported by

evidence that grantees said they were collecting or were likely to present in

their final performance reports.

These additional caveats apply to conclusions from the goal evaluation:

It is not within the scope of a goal waluatioo to collect
primary data on project accomplishments, or to capture all
relevant perspectives. Project reviews nay on twp major
secondary data sources: initial and continuation applications
in grant files, and interviews with project directors or
principal investigators. Although interviews were conducted on
a confidential basis, and most interviewees seemed to be
candid, it is possible that some relevant information was not
communicated.

Evaluation resources for the goal evaluation did not permit
data collection from third parties, such as consumers (agencies
who subsequently utilize the personnel trained and the models
or programs developed through grant activities). They could
have indicated the extent to which these products are meeting
their critical needs and are found to be high-quality, useful,
and effective.

The goal evaluation sample is small in proportion to the size
of the program, although it is representative of the broad
array of Personnel Preparation Program grant activities, and
six of the eleven subsamples constituted between 25% and 37% of
their sampling pools.

Conclusions pertain specifically to federal strategies as the
Personnel Preparation Program perceived them, and grantees
implemented them, in grant activities operating in FY86.

Goal evaluations do not examine program management procedures
pa se, but do try to determine whether intended major program
inputs (see Figure 1, Column 2) occur at a level that supports
program objectives and the federal strategies that are pursued
to attain objeetives.

EaJor Conclusions

The generally positive findings presented in the full report of the goal

evaluation justify the conclusions that follow, but also indicate areas that

could profit from further examination in the next phase of the evaluation.



To An ExteDt That Suoports Proaram Obiectives

and

Froject Requite Swoport Prom= Objectives

All projects in the study sample were judged to be implementing (1) the

federal strategies that were expected to be their primary emphasis and, in

addition, (2) one or more of the strategiea associated with other program

ob:Actives (and competition foci).

Overall, the nature of quantitative and qualitative evi.ence of their

activities and accomplishments, provided in the full report of the goal

evaluation, indicates a good fit with program objectives. (See below.)

Many Prolect Results Are Well Documented

Nearly SO% of the study sample claimed to be achieving outcomes that

pertain to the first program objective, "to produce more qualified personnel."

They indicated that their supporting data included: numbers of individuals

recruited, trained, and gram.. ed (by level and specialty); number of program

graduates who subsequently enter careers in special education in roles and

areas for which they were trained; number and nature of the training, technical

assistance, and disseminatior activities that grantees carried out; and the

number and nature of the models and materials they developed.

Over 30% of the study sample reported outcomes rinel claimed to have data

to support the second program objective, "to improve the quality of personnel

trained." These data, however, ars subjective and qualitative. For example,

evidence of model quality, improved competence, and use of state-of-the-art

practice in personnel preparation consisted mostly of subjective assessments of

"experts," project staffs (who may both design and implement the model during

its developmental tryout), and participcnts' instructors or supervisors.

Although soft, such data served the formative evaluation needs of these model

and program development projects very well. Moreover, as these three-year

grant activities ars presently focused, it msy not be feasible to expect



grantees to obtain data that would rigorously support this federal program

objective.

Hove than 791 of the study sample reported outcomes that constituted a

wide variety of system improvements which would support the third program

objective, "to expand the capacity of the system for personnel development."

However, much of their corroborating evidence probably will not be provided in

final performance reports in a form that makes it feasible for federal program

staff to extract and aggregate.

Proaram Loxic and Assumptions Are Valid

In the type of analysis characteristic of a goal evaluation, judgments of

the validity of program logic and assumptions, and the plausibility of program

objectives, are based on evidence of "congruence," rather than by testing

cause-effect linkages. In theory, such an analysis may reveal that What

projects in the field are actually attempting in their day-to-day operations

is not consistent with expectations at the federal program level. However, in

the Personnel Preparation Program's case, (1) a close correspondence was found

between expected and reported emphases on federal strategies through major

kinds of grant activity, and (2) the results and corroborating data that

grantees in the study sample claim to have will support federal program

objectives.

In short, no major incongruities with the logic model are apparent from

what is actually being attempted through the operating grant projects in the

study sample.

Recommendations

Tbs full report of the goal evaluation presents two types of recommenda-

tions. One set suggests actions that could be taken immediately to address

problems or information gape the goal evaluation identified. A second set

identifies candidate topics that could be examined in the strategy evaluation

phase of the study.

-xiv-
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I. OVERVIEW OF THE PERSONNEL PREPARATION PROGRAM

For nearly 30 years without interruption, the federal government has

authorized grants to support the preparation of specialized personnel to edu-

cate children and youth who are handicapped. The current program is adminis-

tered by the Division of Personnel Preparation, Office of Special Education

Programs (OSEP), Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services

(OSERS), U.S. Department of Education. The program was originally authorized

in 1970 under Part D of the Education of the Handicapped Act (P.L. 91-230).

Known today as the Personnel Preparation Program, it is the largest discre-

tionary program in OSEP.

Funding_ History

Since 1966, the Personnel Preparation Program has received total appro-

priations of over $800 million for the purpose of increasing the number of

fully qualified persons that are available to provide education and related

services to handicapped children and youth. Appropriations for the Personnel

Preparation Program since 1978 are as follows:

1978 $45,375,000
1979 55,375,000
1980 55,375,000
1981 58,000,000
1982 49,300,000
1983 49,300,000
1984 55,540,000
1985 61,000,000
1986 61,250,000
1987 70,400,000 (authorization)
1988 74,500,000 (authorization)
1989 79,000,000 (authorization)

Legisligive History

Throughout its history, federal legislation for the development of per-

sonnel to provide effective services to handicapped children and youth has

been aimed at improving the quality and increasing the quantity of special

educators and related services personnel.



The history of federal involvoment in the preparation of personnel to

work with the handicapped goes back to 1958, Wien P.L. 85-926 established

grants to educate teacher trainers in mental retardation. Legislation during

the 19601 expanded training grants to include teachers of all types of

handicapped children. In the Elemftntary and Secondary Education Act (=EA)

Amendments of 1966 (P.L. 89-570), Congress added a new Title WI creating both

a program of grants to the states to assist in the education of handicapped

children and a distinct unit within the Office of Educationthe Bureau of

Education for the Handicapped.

In 1970, further nu amendments--which became known as the Education of

the Handicapped Act (P.L. 91-230)--consolidated into one act a number of pre-

viously separate grant authorities relating to handicapped children. Part D

of this act authorized appropriations for discretionary training grants through

fiscal year 1973; Congress has subsequently reauthorized these grants on

several occasions through fiscal year 1987.

Two additional pieces of legislation in the 1970s brought significant

changes for the education of the handicapped. The Education Amendments of

1974 (P.L. 93-380) authorized a six-fold increase in entitlement (formula)

funds (from $100 million to $600 million) to assist states in achieving the

goal of providing full educational opportunities for all handicapped children

in the public schools. The Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975

(P.L. 94-142), which has become known as a civil rights act for the handicap-

ped, expanded the provisions of previous legislation with the purpose of

ensuring a free, appropriate public education for all handicapped children

between the ages of 3 and 21 by 1980. In order to bring about the integration

of more handicapped children toLth nonhandicapped children in the regular

classroom, the Act required the adequate preparation of regular education

personnel to meet the needs of handicapped students.

In response to the passage of P.L. 94-142, BICH (now OUP) established the

training regular educators as another priority area for funding projects

under the discretionary grants program authorized by Part D of P.L. 91-230.

P.L. 94-142 did not change Part D. However, it did expand the state grant

program authorized by Part B and required states to submit plans for a



Comprehensive System of Personnel Development (CSPD). Under this provision,

states are to provide needs-based training for both special educators and

regular educators to ensure that teachers of the handicapped are appropriately

and adequately prepared. (Staff in OSERS and OSEP acknowledge that much work

remains before CSPD is fully functional.)

In 1979, under the Education Organization Act, a major reorganization

occurred for the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped when it became part

of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Special Education and Rehabili-

tative Services--its current organizational placement.

Part D of the Education of the Handicapped Act hes remained a cornerstone

in the preparation of personnel for education of the handicapped for about two

decades. Likewise, the broad goal of the Personnel Preparation Program has

remained stable--to train more and ',otter educator*. Beyond that, many changes

have occurred in program operation throughout the years. These have included

the training audiences to be served; the content areas of the training; the

type of training (preservice or inservice); the types of handicapped children

that personnel are trained to serve; the institntions, organizations, or indi-

viduals that are eligible to receive training grants; the funding priorities;

and so on.

Method of Operation

The Personnel Preparation Program is administered by the Division of

Personnel Preparation (DPP) in the Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP)

within the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Special Education and

Rehabilitative Services (OSERS).

The Personnel Preparation Program provides financial assistance to insti-

tutions of higher education, state education agencies, and other appropriate

nonprofit organizations (including parent groups) to conduct activities that

will increase the supply and improve the quality of personnel who provide

education and related services to handicapped children.

-3-
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Financial assistance normally takes the form of grants awarded for up to

three years, renewable annually. Grantees are institutions of higher educa-

tion (Das), state education agencies (81As), or other appropriate nonprofit

organizations, and individuals may receive financial support (e.g., student

stipends) through a grantee.

The Personnel Preparation Program funds projects that may include (1)

training of special education and related personnel to provide instruction and

other services appropriate for any (or all) types of handicapped children, (2)

information and training for parents or persons who work with parents, and (3)

preparation of degree, nondegree, certified, and noncertified personnel.

The process of focusing program resources on critical needs includes

these elements: (1) setting priorities, (2) announcing priorities and selec-

tion criteria annually for funding competition, and (3) reviwaing and awarding

grants. The number of announced priority areas has increased over the years.

In FY86, OURS announced 10 priorities for competition: (1) preparation of

special educators; (2) preparation of related services personnel; (3) parent

organization projects; (4) preparation of personnel to provide special educa-

tion and related services to newborn and infant handicapped children; (5)

preparation of leadership personnel; (6) special projects; (7) state education

agency (S8A) projects; (8) preparation of personnel to work in rural areas;

(9) preparation of personnel for minority handicapped childran; and (10)

regular educators. Not all published priorities need be announced for new

grant competition each year; for example, the "transition" priority was not

announced for new grant competition for FY86.

Appendix C provides a summary of the funding history for each competition

area since FY83 for both new and continuation grants. The number to the left

of each dollar amount is the number of applications funded.



Rationale for a yeffieral Role in _Personnel Prweration

The following discussion provides a context for presenting the objectives

of the Personnel Preparation Program, and the logic and assumptions underlying

strategies the program uses to pursue these objectives.

Why is there a Personnel Preparation Program at alit Way not leave uni-

versities, states, and local education agencies (LIAs), or others entirely to

their own devices to train personnel to provide education and related services

to children and youth who are handicapped? Is there an appropriate role here

for the federal government?

Looking at the larger context for the special education enterprise sug-

gests these broad legal and strategic antecedents:

The federal intent, according to P.L. 94-142, is to ensure a free,

appropriate public education for all chIldren who are handicapped.

It follows that the federal government acts in ways to protect

handicapped children's right to such education. For example, the

federal government provides entitlements to states to help offset

costs of educating all handicapped children (P.L. 93-380).

This policy acknowledges that the burden of providing free and

appropriate education programs for all children who are handi-

capped is too big for states and LRAs to shoulder without sone

federal assistance.

Rut the federal government's motive is not entirely altruistic.

Investing federal funds in special education acknowledges a

national interest in seeing that these children achieve their

potential for contributing to their own economic well-being, and

for participating in their community, rather than being strictly

on social welfare.

From these antecedents, the reasoning proceeds that these unserved and

underserved children will not have this opportunity unless:

There are sufficient numbers of oualitied personnel specially

trained to provide them the benefits of effective and appropriate

education.

The (nudity, of such specialized personnel is sufficient to enable

children and youth who are handicapped to attain their full

potential for economlc and social self-sufficiency.
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The ISERSILX ef the system* for personnel Asvelopment Is suffi-
cient to meet the above demands for both quantity and quality of
specially-trained personnel.

If left to its own devices, the reasoning goes, the system will not

attain these three aims in a timely fashion nor in a comprehensive enough
manner. It is assumed that:

Special education personnel preparation programs in many univer-
sities do not attract sufficient numbers of individuals to justify
costs for program development, improvement, and maintenance. This
is particularly true for specialities that address unique needs
of relatively small subgroups of the population of children and
youth who are handicapped.

The same assumption applies to preparation of personnel for
emerging roles in special education.

Without an external stimulus for doing otherwise, model program
dissemination is likely to be limited geographically, and model
developers are likely to focus narrowly. Thus, the potential for
improving personnel preparation practice and, in turn, the quality
of trained personnel, is limited.

Universities will not attract and graduate adequate numbers and
types of doctoral and postdoctoral leadership personnel to promote
state-of-the-art practice in personnel preparation at all levels.

Therefore, external stimuli must be applied to hasten the system in contribut-
ing to the three aims and to shape the nature and quality of the system's
response. In short, the appropriate role for the federal government is a
catalytic one.

Continuing this line of argument, the federal government is in a uniquely

advantageous position to stimulate the system to respond to current and emerg-
ing needs for appropriately trained personnel, model programs, curricula,
information, etc. For example, the federal government can:

Muster resources and information on behalf of the system as a
whole.

* This system includes existing and potential training providem, resource
allocators, program developers, R&D institutions, information channels, etc.
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Provide a national perspective on current and emerging needs (at

all levels) for particular types of specialized personnel, model

programa, curricula, etc.

Identify and encoursge replication of state-of-the-art practices

in personnel preparation.

Maintain national visibility for special education personnel

development (all levels).

Accordingly, the Personnel Preparation Program implements strategies that fur-

ther the aims of increasing the quantity and improving the quality of personnel

trained to serve children and youth who are handicapped, and of expanding the

capacity of the system for personnel development. The next section discusses

each of these strategies and the grant activities through which they are

pursued.

Program Goal and Obiectives

The ultivate goal of the Personnel Preparation Program is:

To enhance education and related services for handicapped children

and youth through the preparation of specialized personnel.

"Specialized personnel" means au personnel, including regular educators,

who have the knowledge and skills necessary to deliver education and related

services to child:en and youth who are handicapped.

that:

Using the word "enhance" in stating this broad goal deliberately implies

Fully achieving "free and appropriate public education" for
handicapped individuals is beyond the direct control or resources

of the federal government and, in turn, the Personnel Preparation

Program.

Appropriatl roles for the program are complementary and catalytic

ones, like stimulating new developments and new directions,

making the "system" work better, and augmenting it, rather than

substituting for that system.

-7-
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To achieve its ultimate goal within these two caveats ang those in the

authorizing legislation and regulations, the Personnel Preparation Program

directs its efforts to three "enabling objectives":

Produce more qualified personnel to serve children and youth who
are handicapped.

Improve the quality of personnel trained to serve children and
youth who are handicapped.

expand the capacity of the system for personnel devnlopment.

These objectives are within the direct control of the program. Therefore, they

provide a useful starting point for examining program strategies, activities,

and accomplishments in the present goal evaluation.

Program Logic

Figure 1 portrays the logic of the overall program. This figure shows

the relationships among events that influence program design, implementation,

and capacity to meet the goal and objectives. These events are described

below.

Policy Inputs

Inputs to the program from federal sources include legislation and

regulations, resources, OSEX3 priorities, and a variety of executive agency

directives. Inputs from "the field" include information and expertise in

the form of needs analyses and advice from constituencies.

Program Inputs

The above inputs support and help to shape a program of grants to

eligible institutions and organizations. The grants are for projects in

priority areas, selected annually for funding in consultation with federal

officials and representatives of the program's constituencies.

-8-
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POLICY INPUTS
PROGRAM INPUTS

(by DPP)

USING SEVERAL THROUGH GRANT

100 FEDERAL STRATEGIES PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
TO ACHIEVE

FROMM OBJECTIVES
NAT =TRIBUTE TO THE
ULTIMATE PROGRAM GOAL

Congress

Enabling legisla-
tion
P.L. 98-199, Part D

Regulations
34 CFR,Part 318

Appropriations
$61,250,000 (FT86)

Ezecutive Agencies

Administration
policy directly s

OMB policy direc-
tives

ED policies

OSERS priorities

The Field_iConsti-
tuencies)

Needs analyses,
data

Priority sugges-
tions

Peer review

30

Program support

Grant program adainistration

CSPD support

Leadership and technical
assistance to the field of
personnel preparation
(all levels, as feasible)

Coordination and collabora-
tion with other agencies
regarding personnel pre-
paration

0 Supporting recruit-
ment and retention

CE) Targeting critical

needs

(1) Supporting model
program development,
evaluation, and
dissemination

(4) Supporting leader-
ship development

(S) Encouraging state
and professional
standard.

(i) Supporting parent
organization
projects

(2) Building capacity

(i) Promoting institu-
tionalization

Program develop-
ment, improvement,
and support, in-
cluding stipeods

Model program
development,
evaluation, and
disaemination

Technical assis-
tance and infor-
mation

Produce more
qualified
personnel to
serve children
and youth who
are handicapped

Impralmathequal-
ity of personnel
trained to serve
children antl youth

who are handl-
capped

Expand the capac-
ity of the system
for personnel
development

I iNOTE: Figure 2 shows the relationship among strategies,

activities, and objectives.

Figure 1. Personnel Preparation Program Logic Model

Enhance education
end related service
for handicapped
children and youth
through the prepara-
tion of specialized
personnel
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The Division of Personnel Preparation COPP) administers the grant

program, provides leadership and assistance to the field of personnel

preparation. and (with other units in OSEP), reviews and identifies areas to

be strengthened in the CBPD component of state plans. Actions taken and

polinies imp'emented by DPP are supposed to further the program goal and

objectives. For example, each year DPP develops standards and procedures for

reviewing new and noncompetink: continuation applications. These guidelines,

if adhered to, are expected to direct program resources to high-quality

projects that will produce results which contribute to program objectives.

Strategies

Trie Personnel Preparation Program utilises eight major strategies to

attain its three objectives. The list below groups the strategies under the

relevant program objective. The description of each strategy suggests how it

is supposed to contribute to tht program objective.

Produce mcre_gualified personnel through:

1. Supporting recruitment cad retention: Funding training grants
will attract strong candidates who will prepare for, enter, and
remain in careers in special education, and thereby increase
the numbery of individuals specially trained to serve handi-
capped children and youth Vho are handicapped.

2. Targeting critical needs: Oirectins or:0gram resources to
personnel preparation eforts In areas of critical need will
mime available more of these types of qualified personnel.

Improve the ouelitv of personne.& trained through:

3. Supporting pods; program_development. evaluation_. arml dissemi-
nation; Promoting the refinement and distribution of improved
teaching methods of broad significance for the field of pre-
service and inservice personnel preparation (all levels) will
(a) encourage replication of best practices by other training
programs, leading to (b) improved quality of pergonnel trained
in these programs.

4. Supporting leadership development: Doctoral and postdoctoral
preservice training of individuals who will so on to train
teachers, do research, and administer programs will (a)
encourage use of state-of-the-art methods in personnel prepa-
ration (all levels), leading to (b) improved quality of these
personnel.



5. tpcouraginx skate and Professional standards: (a) Aiding

efforts of accreditation agencies und professional organiza-

tions to develop appropriately rigorous standards for special-

ized personnel certificatiln and institutional and/or

programmatic accreditation, and (b) requiring grantees to

provide assurance that their institutions and proposed

programs meet such standards, will promote improvements in

personnel preparation programs that, in turn, will improve

the quality of personnel trained.

Sxpand system capacitv through:

6. Supporting parent omenization oroiects: Providing training

and information to parents will help them influence the system

to develop and exercise its capacity to meet the needs of

their handicapped children.

7. Suildint caoacitv: Supporting and encouraging activities that

increase the system's ability to meet local, state, and

regional needs for trained and certified personnel, and for

regular educators qualified to educate handicapped children

and youth in least restrictive environments, will increase

system capacity for personnel development (all levels).

S. Promoting institutionalization: Stimulating institutional

commitments to sustain personnel preparation programs, that

is, the system's capacity for personnel development at all

levels, will encourage long-term support for these programs

after federal support for them ends.

Grant Activities

Activities are carried out by grantees, with federal support. Figure 2

shows the relationship among federal strategies, grant activities, and program

objectives. These major points are relevant to the two figures:

The Personnel Preparation Program pursues the above federal

strategies through activities that grantees carry out at the

state, institutional, and local level. (These strategies and

activities are the row and column labels, respectively, in

Figure 2.)

Thus, the grant programs are the primary mechanism for implement-

ing federal strategies and legislative intent.

It is possible to focus grant competitions (for selected prior-

ities) to accommodate one or more of the strategies.

The essential core of grantmaking activity is represented by the

five clusters of primary activity depicted in Figure 2 (see Roman

numerals in five cells).
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES/
FEDERAL STRATEGIES

Program Development,
Improvement, and Support,

Including Stipends

GRANT ACTIVITIES

Model Development,
Evaluation, and
Dissemination

Technical Assis-
tance and

Information

Produce more qualified
personnel ...

Supporting recruitment and
retention

Targeting critical needs
areas

Special Educators (2)

Related Services
Rural
Infant
Transition CO
Minority (2)

Improve the quality of
personnel ...

Supporting model program
development, evaluation,
and dissemination

Supporting leadership
development

04..)

Encouraging state and pro-
fessional standards

Expand the capacity of
the system for personnel
development ...

(i) Supporting parent organiza-
tion projects

SupPortieg improvements in
3-1 system capacity

(:) Promoting institutionalization

Leadership Projects CD

Regular Educators
SEA Projects

Special Projects 0

HE

Parent Organization
Projects eD

Figure2. The Intended Relationship Among Program Objectives, Federal Strategies,
Grant Activities, and Primary Foci of Competitions (FY86)
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Cell entries indicate the main emphasis of FY86* grant activity, by

priority area. This is a gross clessification. The purpose is to show, very

generally, where the federal investment in grants is supposed to generate the

most mileage toward one of the three objectives. The matrix conveys the

expectation that, in aggregpte, projects in a particular priority area (1)

will contribute more to one program objective than to the others, and that (2)

the means they implement will include the federal strategy(ies) "attached" to

that objective.

Two of the eight strategies (5 and 8) are not attached to any priority

area, but this does not imply that nothing is happening in grant projects to

promote ipstitutionalization and to improve standards. Neither do two empty

cells in the row for recruit and retain (Strategy 1) and for targeting

critical needs (Strategy 2) imply that the program is unlikely to attain its

objective of increasing the numbers of qualified personnel available to serve

children and youth who are handicapped.

* These clusters might be constituted differently, depending upon how each
competition area is defined for a particular fiscal year. For example, in
the first year of funding for the Rural priority, the competition focus was
model develoomtnt (Strategy 3). Therefore, it would not be unusual today to
find a continuation project in that priority area that emphasizes this
ntrategy rather than teacher training (more relevant to Strategies 1 and 2).



Cousal AssumPtions

Explanatory statements in the above list of eight strategies strongly

imply the cause-effect linkages between each strategy and one of the program

objectives, and are not reiterated here.

Another set of assumptions relates to the grant activities through Which

these strategies are pursued. These activities (which are the column labels

in Figure 2) and their related assumptions are as follows:

Proxram development, improvement, and suovort. including stipeAds.
will stimulate the system to produce more qualified personnel to
meet current and emerging needs of handicapped children and
youth, and will make such personnel available in a more timely
fashion.

Providing stipends to strong candidates for careers in special
education will help dissuade them from investing in other career
preparation options and will increase the likelihood that they
will enter and remain in special education to provide services to
handicapped children and youth, to train others, and to lead
efforts to expand and improve the system for personnel develop-
ment (all levels).

Model develooment evaluation, and dissemination of best prac-
tices will stimulate the field of personnel preparation to
implement such exemplary approaches, which in turn will make
available more high-quality personnel to deliver services to
handicapped children and youth.

Providing technical assistance and information to training pro-
viders, including parent organisations, stimulates improvements in
training and system capacity that make available more personnel
and parents who are able to provide effective education and
related services to handicapped children and to interact effec-
tively with the system on their behalf.
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II. METHODOLOGY

Data collection for the goal evaluation of the Personnel Preparation

Program took place during August, September, and October, 2986. Its purpose

was to obtain information about the inputs, strategies, and grant activities

that are being carried out and supported to achieve the federal program

objectives that were described in the previous chapter.

The study team conducted detailed project reviews for a sample of projects

selected to represent the essential core of the Personnel Preparation Program's

grant activity. "Essential core" is defined as the five clusters of primary

activity depicted in Figure 2 (Section I).

Data collection included reviews of a representative sample of 57 projects,

selected as described below. Each mismber of the study team was responsible for
a specified number of the projects selected, and for following a protocol

(Appendix A) to complete project reviews. Each review assembled information on:

the basic parameters of the project (e.g., focus,
area, agency type, funding history, staffing);

the nature of grantee activity and target groups,
institutional and state contexts, as appropriate;

competition

including

implementation of federal strategies through grantee activity;

the intended logic of the project (e.g., the proposed linkages by
which project activities will lead to the attainment of desired
results, and the linkages by which grantee activity is intended
to further the objectives and ultimate goal of the Personnel
Preparation Program);

any changes that have taken place in project plans since the
latest grant award;

evidence of project performance to date (e.g., personnel trained,
models produced and disseminated, technical assistance provid6d);

evidence of project institutionalization or system capacity
building (e.g., extent to which federally junded activities will
be picked up by nonfederal sources at the end of the project);

permanent organizational changes that have occurred as a result
of the project.;
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major constraints experienced, addressed, and anticipated;

the process by which the grant wus negotiated and awarded and

through which project performance has been monitored since award;

implementation by DPP of other processes ("program inputs") that

are related to the project and its competition area; and

grantee and DPP staff perceptions of the extent and quality of

federal "program inputs" that are relevant to the project and its

competition area.

To obtain the above information, the reviewer consulted several sources:

the initial program solicitation leading to the grant award

(e.g., FY 1984 grants announcement);

initial and continuation applications (e.g., Fro 1984, 1985,

1986, as available);

technical review/evaluation and award documentation;

monitoring reports if available;

documentation of results of grant projects (e.g., data on the

previous year's accomplishments which are appended to the

beginning of a continuation application, or which may be

described in it);

products or deliverables from the grant project;

telephone interview with the grant project director or principal

investigator (75 minutes was the average length of an interview);

telephone interview with the DPP competition manager; and

literature and othor selected sources that were relevant to the

project or its competition area, to its institutional or state

context, or to presenting findings of the goal evaluation for

clusters of federal strategies and grantee activities. (Examples

included the latest 1986 University of Maryland survey of special

education personnel supply and demand, materials provided by the

project officer for the Rand study of teacher supply-demand,

Center for Statistics data summaries, and materials prepared by

professional organizations or previous Personnel Preparation

Program grantees that were relevant to CSPD activities in states

and/or to improving the quality of personnel preparation programs.
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As is apparent, project reviews were limited to secondary sources of

information. Primary data collection was beyond the scope and resources of

the goal evaluation (but will be possible during the strategy evaluation phase

of the study).

A separate point is that, of all of the above sources, telephone interviews

with project directors or principal investigators provided the most up-to-date

information on project activities and accomplishments, and on the nature of

supporting data that final performance reports were likely to contain. The

study team did not go on site to examine project records, nor did the goal

evaluation schedule and budget make it feasible to obtain independent third-

party verification of information project staff conveyed in the interviews.

However, the study team did check information the interviews provided against

other secondary data (e.g., initial and continuation proposals, phone monitoring

reports). There were no serious inconsistencies.

Sample Selection

A stratified sampling approach was used to be sure that each competition

area was represented in the projects that could be reviewed. These strata

corresponded to the competition areas ("priorities") for grants from the

Personnel Preparation Program.

The numbers of projects to be sampled from each competition area were

determined in consultation with DPP staff, according to the ease or difficulty

of capturing the variability of projects considered to be "true" specimens
within that competition. The sampling pool for each subsample wes determined

according to procedures described below. The pools and subsamples consisted of

the following number* of cases for each stratum:



R in Subsample p in Pool

Special Educators
Related Services
Rural
Infant
Transition

9
5

5
3

5

83
27*
15

12

18

10.8
18.5
33.3
25.0
27.7

Minority 3 8 37.5

Leadership 7 40 17.5

Special Projects 7 21 33.3

Regular Educators 4 **

SEA Projects 4 **

Parent Organization Projects
(including the TAPP prime and

one TAPP regional subcontract)

5 22 22.7

TOTAL CASES IN SAMPLE 57

In general, the sample was drawn randomly from each stratum according to

these three steps:

1. For each of the competition areas, continuations whose initial

year of funding was FY 1984 were identified. This constituted

the sampling pool.

2. Using a table of random numbers, subsamples were drawn from the

pool in the quantities above, and additional random selections

were drawn from which to replace cases, if thisibacame necessary

to achieve representativeness.

3. DPP staff reviewed selections, deleted anomalous ones, and

replaced them in sequence from the randomized lists compiled

in Step 2. Reasons for eliminating particular cases and for

substituting others are summarized in Appendix D.

* The 27 projects in the Related Services pool representld these specialists,

or specialty areas: 7raraprofessional (N=9); therapeutic recreation (N=8);

occupational therapist, physical therapist, nurse (N=4); career, employment

habilitation (N=3); and school psychologist (N=3).

** See explanation for "Rezular Educators/SEA Prolecte on page 19.
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Steps 1 and/or 2 were modified as follows to select projects from eight

of the competition areas (priorities):

Related Services (1.5). One project was randomly selected :rom
each of five major occupational specialty areas* that were
identified from scanning titles of FY86 continuations that were
initially funded in FY84.

Reaular Educators/SRA Prolects (I1.14 each). The plan was to
identify states that had both types of grants, and then to draw
four of those states at random. However, only three states met
this criterion. Because these three states ranged from small to
moderate in size, the fourth project of each type was drawn from
the largest state possible in each case.

Pareqt Omenization Prolecta (11.5). This subsample consisted of
the TAPP prime contractor, one of the regional subcontractors,
and three parent projects. The subcontractor was chosen at
random, as were the three parent projects.

Rural. Infant. Transition. Minority (1.16 in all). Only the
"Transition" competition included continuations whose initial
year of funding was FY 1984. However, about three dozen FY86
continuations under "Special Educators" appeared to focus on one
of these four current priority areas, and were initially funded
in FY 1984. (This was determined by reviewing with the DPP
Director titles and GOO numbers of continuation proposals for
Special Educators grants that are listed in the FY 1986 Grant
Award Characteristics Report printout.) These projects constitu-
ted the sampling pool, augmented by adding continuations under
the Transition priority whose initial year of funding was FY 1984,
and continuations under the Rural priority whose initial year of
funding was FY85. Then Rural, Infant, Transition, and Minority
projects were drawn randomly from their respective subsets.

* See footnote on previous page.



Rationale for the Sow Avvroach

Given the limited resources for data collection in a goal evaluation, it

is not possible to achieve statistical power however the sample might be con-

structed, for a program the size of the Personnel Preparation Program. In

these circumstances, sampling is not intended to get sons true population

value, but is designed to yield ideas, insights, and understandings that will

permit inferences about how federal strategies are implemented through various

kinds of grantee activity, under what conditions, with what results, and with

what implications for program plausibility and performance.

Therefore, the approach to selecting projects ensured that the sample:

covered the various sets of projects (and agencies) that engage

in a particular type of grantee activity and that represent one

or more of the federal strategies of the Personnel Preparation

Program;

iacluded projects that fit well in a given cluster or competition

area;

represented different types of grantee experience; and

did not include anomalous selections.

Limiting sample selection to continuations funded originally in FY 1984

ensured that project reviews would have an opportunity to look at functioning

operations for which there was a reasonable chance that outcomes, and reports

of those outcomes, would have been produced. Restricting the sample to proj-

ects that were currently operating, and that began in FY 2984, also ensured

that they would have been running long enough to have learned lessons from

their implementation experience that would be very informative for the goal

evaluation. Finally, better cooperation was expected from projects that were

currently operating than from projects that had been completed or discontinued.

The rationale for selecting more projects from some competition areas

than from others (e.g., 9 from Special Educators, 3 from Infants) was that it

would have been harder to capture the variability of projects in some competi-

tions than in other competitions.

-20-
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Drawing continuation projects readomly from competition areas as a first

pass at sample selection assumed that there was no reason to expect that cer-

tain types of projects would be seriously overrapresented or underrepresented

in a particular competition area. The exception was Related Services person-

nel, for which the sampling procedure was modified (see above).

Providing for review by DPP staff of the randomly drawn subsamples to

check for representativeness and to make purposive adjustments recognized that:

there is variability within competition areas, and that a program
manager is concerned with information at several levels (e.g., at
the cluster(s) level, at the competition/priority level, and
within the competition);

since institutions of higher education (Das) may get multiple
awards from the Personnel Preparation Program, the random draw
could select several projects that are in a single 1HE (and, in
turn, a single department of special education);

much of the variation in projects may be related to the size of
an IHS's special education program, and the random draw may not
achieve a desirable balance between large and small Ins (and, in
turn, special education departments); and

to the extent possible, states represented in the sample should
be geographically distributed to cover major regions of the
country.

Data Collection and Analysis

Once an acceptable set of 57 projects was selected, the study team mailed

letters to the grant project directors or principal investigators explaining

why their cooperation was being sought, and began project reviews according to

the protocol and instrument in Appendices A and B, respectively. File reviews

and interviews were conducted on a confidential basis, and grantees were

assured that the goal evaluation report would not identify specific projects

for which findings were applicable.



The data base consisted of 56 completed project review instruments,*

compiled by members of the study teem according to the protocol, each coded

with an identification number to facilitate assembling data within and across

subsamples. To aggregate and analyze this very large compilation of

information--some in narrative notes, some tuduced to checkliststhe study

team followed the steps below.

Stem 1. IdentifY Prominent aspects of grantees'
implementation oZ eizht federal stratezies.

Each study team member reread the project review instruments they !sad

completed for their particular set of assigned projects, and developed cate-

gories for individual projects that would capture prominent aspects of hgg

that grantee had actually implemented one or more of the strattogieb. Although

the study team did not have time to read each other's notes, or Lo cmduct

interrater reliability checks, they frequently discussed the categories they

were developing, and agreed on wording that would facilitate eventual aggraga-

tion within and across subsamples.

The study team also worked out how to judge when a project did or Aid not

fit a category, and if a strategy was or was not being "emphasized." This

negotiation process was ongoing and represented a significant investment of

thought and tine. The rough ground rule was this. Strong elements of the

federal strategy had to be evident from both of the following: (a) descrip-

tions of specific efforts or activities that indicated the strategy was

being implemented (provided by the interviewee and project documens); and (b)

supporting data or information that the project was collecting and was likely

to include in its final performance report. Grantees, for example, frequently

perceived that they were emphasizing model demelopment, evaluation, and

dissemination (Strategy 3), when in fact strong elements of this strategy were

lacking (very little effort made with regard to model evaluation,

dissemination, or both).

* One of the 57 projects was dropped because available information was too

minimal to include it in subsequent analyses. This project was among seven

projects selected from the Leadership competition area.
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Step 2, Identity 9E014'0 results and the
nature of arantees' suvoorkinz evidence.

The procedure followed in Step I was also applied in doing Step 2. Notes

in the project review instruments that described project accomplishments and

data sources were reexamined to develop categories to describe (1) the

spetific nature of these accomplishments and (2) the type of supporting data

that grantees were collecting and were likely to report at their project's

conclusion. Again, study team members interacted frequently to refine their

categories and to agree on conventions for judging whether a project fit a

category.

Step 3. Prang. "Preliminary Data Summaries."

When the study team had completed Steps 1 and 2 for six of the eleven

competition areas, they assembled the information for presentation to the work

group. The purpose wus to give them a preview of the quality and quantity of

information in the data base for subsequent use in the plausibility analysis

and in estimates of prospects for attaining program objectives.

Step 4. Summarize findinzs at all levels of
interest to Personnel Preparation Program managers.

Working from the Preliminary Data Summaries (Step 3) for the partial

sample, the task leader made a first cut at summarizing findings at three

levels: for each competition area; for the predefined clusters of competition

areas (the five filled cells in Figure 2); and across all (56) projects in the

study sample. The summaries wire in chart form, with columns left blank for

the five competition areas that had not been included in the Preliminary Data

Summaries.

After refining these draft charts in consultation with the study team,

the task leader and the rest of the team filled in remaining data for their

respective projects in the five remaining competition areas.

The task leader decided to lay out the findings this way to provide a

picture that would be useful to federal program managers. DPP's director,

branch chiefs, and competition managers are not only interested in findings
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for the program as a whole, but also for units and subunits of the program

(cells and competition areas).

Stet, 5. Use the data as the basis for assessing

implementation of federalktretegies. Prospective

program verformanqa. and Program Plausibillty.

a. Section III describes procedures used to analyze implementation

of the eight federal strategies by projects in the study sample.

b. Section IV explains procedures used to make preliminary

estimates of prospective program performance in attaining

Personnel Preparation Program objectives.

c. Section V defines and describes the plausibility analysis.

Caveats

The remaining chapters in this report present the goal evaluation

findings, draw conclusions from them, and propose areas that might be

considered for further study during the strategy evaluation(s).

The study team tried to be judicious in its conclusions, bearing in mind

the restrictions inherent in the methodology. These methodological reminders

are reviewed now for the benefit of the reader, and the same points are

repeated later in this report, where appropriate:

The decision to draw the sample from "live" projects necessarily

restricts the study to conclusions on prosifective program

performance, supported by data that projects are now collecting

and are likely to present in their final performance reports.

It is not within the scope of a goal evaluation to collect

primary data on project accomplishments, or to capture all

relevant perspectives. Project reviews rely on two major

secondary data sources: initial and continuation applications in

grant files, and interviews with project directors or principal

investigators.* Although interviews were conducted on a confi-

dential basis, and most interviewees seemed to be candid, it is

possible that some relevant information was not communicated.

* Third-party evaluations of grant projects were very rare. Where such secon-

dary data were available, they were also included in the project review.
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The goal evaluation sample is small in proportion to the size dr
the program, although it is representative of the broad array of
Personnel Preparation Program grant activities, and 6 of the 11
sUbsamples constituted between 25% and 37% of their sampling
pools.

Evaluation resources for this study did not permit data collec-
tion from third parties, such as consumers (agencies who utilize
personnel trained and models or programs developed through grant
activities). They could have indicated the extent to which these
products are meeting their critical needs and are found to be
high-quality, useful, and effective.

The goal evaluation examines federal strategies as the Personnel
Preparation Program perceived them, and grantees implemented
them, in grant activities operating in FY86.

This goal evaluation did not examine program management procedures
pa se, but it did try to determine whether intended major program
inputs (see Figure 1 in Section I) occur at a level that supporta
program objectives and the federal strategies that are pursued to
attain objectives.



PROGRAM IPEPLENSMTATIOW

Introduction

One major purpose of the goal evaluation for the Personnel Preparation

Program was to determine the extent to which federal strategies are actually

being implemented through grant activities.

Figure 2 (Section I) indicated which strategies the federal program

expects to be the primary emphasis of particular competition areas. These

federal expectations allow for the fact that projects may emphasize strategies

in addition to the primary one(s).

The following analysis of program implementation is pertinent to three

columns of the logic model in Figure 1 (Section I):

federal program inputs by the Division of Personnel Preparation

(DPP) (Column 2); and

strategies pursued through grant activities (Columns 3 and 4).

The order of presentation treats strategies first and federal inputs second.

Bach presentation addresses these questions:

What are grantees and DPP attempting with respect to these inputs,

strategies, and activities?

What evidence do they claim to have that confirms that these

processes are operating?

What are constraints on implementation?

Is there reasonably good alignment between intended and reported

program operation?

Answers to these questions provide part of the basis for estimating the

likelihood that the Personnel Preparation Pr'gram can achieve its objectives.



Before proceeding, the reader should have in mind the procedures the

study teem followed to decide whether a project was or was not "emphasizing" a

particular federal strategy. These procddures (explained in the previous
chapter) were as follows:

The rough ground rule was this. Strong elements of the federal
strategy had to be evident from both of the following: (a) descrip-
tions of specific efforts or activities that indicated pm the
strategy was being implemented (provided by the interviewee and
project documents); sod (b) supporting data or information that the
project was collecting and was likely to include in its final
performance report. Grantees, for example, frequently perceived
that they were emphasizing model development, evaluation, and
dissemination (Strategy 3), when in fact strong elements of this
strategy were lacking (very little effort made with regard to model
evaluation, dissemination, or both).

Frequency counts for findings in th.A balance of the present chapter are

duplicative; that is, a project could implement a particular strategy in more
than one of the ways indicated in the text or tables.

Stratezv 1: Recruitment/Retention

Review of Federal Expectations and Assumptions

In supporting recruitment and retention, the Personnel Preparation Pro-

gram expects that grantees will attract strong candidates who will prepare
for, enter, and scay in careers in special education, thereby increasing the
numbers of individuals specially trained to serve handicapped children and
youth. The relevant federal objective is to "produce more qualified personnel."

The major grant activities through which the Personnel Preparation Pro-
gram pursues this strategy are "program development, improvement, and support
(including stipends)." By providing these funds, the federal program expects

to stimulate the system to produce more qualified personnel in a more timely
fashion than would be the case without this extra incentive.
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According to the relationships presented in Figure 2 (Section I), the

Personnel Preearation Program expects that reeruitmont and retention will be a

major emphasis of grants funded under competition areas in Cell 1.

Findings

All projects in the study sample for Cell I were judged to be emphasizing

recruitment and. retention. (The abbreviations below appear in the summaries

of findings throughout this chapter. Ns are sample sizes, used in reporting

frequencies for findings.)

Speial Sducators (SPED, Ngse)

Related Services (RE" 11=5)

Rural (RUR, 11=5)

Infant (INF, N=3)

Transition (TRANS, 11=5)

Minority (MIN, 11.23)

Overall, these projects tried to recruit well-qualified candidates who

demonstrated a strong interest in the area of need addressed by the grant.

They offered stipends to attract strong candidates and relied on practicum

experiences to promote retention and enhance commitment to special education

roles. In some cases, candidates were already working in such roles and,

therefore, committed. Few, if any, retention activities were required for

such individuals.

In addition, all projects in gpli_II (the Leadership competition area)

emphasized recruitment. They recruited extensively at other universities,

both in and out of state, used a variety of methods to promote their programs,

and deemed stipends to be essential in attracting full-time, high-quality

doctorAl and postdoctoral candidates.

Projects in the Leadership subsample did not perceive a need to emphasize

retention strategies, as such. They reasoned that if people have made it as

far as a doctoral program, they are committed to careers in special education.
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Table 2

HowGranteetd ru t/Rt in ($trateay 1

Description

Recruited extensively, often at other
universities, both in and out of state

_161 talILLS1_1014

SPED EEL
NA_ Mel

3 1

Offered stipends to attract qualified trainees 8 4

Emphasized attracting strong candidates 4 5

Recruited trainees from rural areas 2

Promoted programs, increased awareness of
needs area at conferences and workehAvs

Assessed seriousness of candidates' interest
in the needs area

4 1

Emphasized practicum experiences to promote 4

retention and enhance commitment to needs area

Routinely provided updated information on
specific job openings in needs area

OR =IP TRA HIV
11615 Nta EA a°

4 3 2

3 3 4 I

3

5

2 4

3 3

4 3 3

2

"Retention" activities not necessary; many 1 1 3
students already in service roles and thereby
committed

Active recruitment of minorities

"Recruitment/retention" activities minimal;
jobs readily available in state for graduates
of program

1 2

Prcgram staff serve as advocates for students 1 1
to help them obtain jobs

High reputation of program and university 1
attracts students; recruitment minimal

1



Grantees indicated that they have the following supporting data for this

federal strategy:

'lumbers of candidates recruited

Candidates' test scores and grade point averages

Teacher/supervlsor/administrator recommendations

Selection criteria and protocols

Reports from practicum supervisors

MUmbers of trainees who remain in wpecial education after

the program

Constra nts

Major constraints on recruitment apd retention were financial.

For projects in Cep I (SPED._ RfiL RURI NIH.. TRA, INF):

Stipend allowances were not necessarily a sufficient incentive for

qualified candidates with finencially attractive options.

This was a particular problem in recruiting qualified minority

trainees.

Given insufficient stipends, trainees were likely to work during the

day, take courses at night, and have difficulty keeping their grades

up to expected levels.

Because of critical shortages, uncertified teachers are hired, and

this reduces ;Ile incentive for potential trainees to enter
certification programs.

"Minority" projects found that it was difficult to recruit minority

trainees to geographical areas or universities where there were few

minorities.

For proiects in Cell II (LDS):

High tuition constrained how many candidates doctoral and post-
doctoral programs could recruit.

In being very selective, doctoral and postdoctoral programs
sometimes did not get as many qualified people as desired; if not,

they intensified recruitment.

It was especially difficult to recruit strong minority candidates
because these individuals have a lot of options.
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Strategy 2: Terzetinz_Critical Seeds Areas

Review of Federal Rpectations and Assumptions

The Personnel Preparation Program expects that directing program resources

to training in areas of critical nped will stimulate the field to prepare more

of these types of personnel. The relevant federal objective is to "produce

more qualified personnel."

The major grant activities through which the federal program pursues

this strategy are "program development, improvement, and support (including

stipends)." By providing these funds, the Personnel Preparation Program

expects to stimulate the system to produce more qualified personnel to meet

current and emerging needs of handicapped children and youth, and to meet

these needs in a more timely fashion than would otherwise be the case.

According to the relationships presented in Figure 2 in Section I, the

federal program expects that tarzetinz critical needs areas will be a major

emphasis of grants funded under competition areas in Col/ I. This relation-

ship, therefore, is identical to that assumed for Strategy 1 (Recruitment and

Retention).

Findinv

All projects in the study sample for Cell I were judged to be emphasizing

tarzetinz critical needs areas. Overall, these projects used a variety of

data on needs to make a strong case for the grant's focus on a particular role,

choice of training approach, and content of training. Sven if the quality of a

single data source improves (e.g., CSPO, annual state counts), grantees believe

that it will continue to be necessary to use a variety of data sources in order

to focus their activities with sufficient precision, and to make a sufficiently

persuasive case for proposed activities.

Similarly, all other projects (Cells 11 through V) were tarsotimt cpitigai

needs areas, and implementing this strategy in the same manner described above.

That is, they selected and used data in ways that justified the major emphasis
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of their proposed activities, whether these were to be program development and

improvement, model development and dissemination, or training and technical

assistance.

Table 2 shows the various sources that grantees used to document the

critical needs that their projects proposed to address. In general, needs

statements and supporting documentation were con ,incing, and reviewers in all

competition areas frequently said they were among a proposal's strong points.

Evidence that suggests the extent to which grantees are implementing this

federal strategy includes:

Excerpts in grant applications from a variety of data sources, including
CSPD and other state data

Fit between proposed grant activities and documented critical needs areas

Constraints

The major constraint on tareeting critical needs areas was the inadequacy

or unreliability of any single data source for justifying the grantee's

proposed project, focus, and approach.

CSPD information and states' annual counts were least useful for docu-

menting needs for highly specific personnel specialties (e.g., in Related

Services, Transition, and Infant competition areas), and for projects serving

regional and national interests or needs, such as those submitted under the

Leadership amd Special Projects competitions.

The quality, accuracy, and timeliness of informat)nn in states' CSPDs

varied widely.

There were no central data bases relevant to preparing personnel to serve

handicapped individuals in out-of-school settings (e.g., hospitals).

Equipment costs (e.g., several thousand dollars for "Versabraille") were

a financial constraint for projects preparing personnel to mut the needs of

some populations, such as blind, deaf, or multiply handicapped individuals.
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Table 2

Data Sources Grantees dsed to Document Critical Needs

That Their Projects Proposed to Address

Data Source/Description

.

Cell I Cell II Cell III Cell IV CellV Totals by Cell
Overall
(N°56)

-
SPED
14.9

REL
N=5

RUR
N=5

INF
N=3

TRA
N=5

pm
N=3

LDR
N=6

SPROJ
N=7

REC
N=4

SEA
N=4

POP
N=5

1

N=30
II

N*6
III

N=7
IV

N=8
V
5=5 N

CSPD data and priorities 4 1 1 1 4 2 7 3 2 2 13 7 5 2 27

Extrapolation from CSPD
data* 4 4 4

Other state data and
priorities 9 3 2 I 4 2 5 7 4 4 21 5 7 8 41

Regional/nat'kmal data
and priorities 2 3 2 3 4 I 5 5 2 I 15 5 5 2 1 28

Local data and priorites 4 I I 1 1 2 4 2 10 4 2 16

Literattlire 8 5 1 1 4 3 6 3 4 2 19 3 6 7 2 37

Experts' consensus 7 1 1 3 2 2 9 3 2 2 16

Professional organizations'
survey data 1 1 1 I 1 1 3

University's (IHE's) survey
data or other information I 1 4 2 4 6

Accreditation organizations 1 1 1

Status of existing training
opportlinities 1 1 5 1 2 5 1 8

Potential consumers, e.g.,
potential employers of
personnel trained; poten-
tial users of training
models, materials,
produced 7 1 I 2 2 9 2 2 13

Survey of er rs of
entry-leve: nle

without handieaps 1 1 1

,

CSPD does not address needs for leadership personnel, only for direct service personnel. Needs for leadership personnel must be extrapolated

from other data on teacher shortages/students served.



Time was another constraint. Interviewees frequently observed that it

takes years to develop and refine personnel preparation programs to meet

critical needs areas, and that grant staffs invest what one project director

called considerable "out-of-hide" time in program development and improvement.

Uncompetitive salaries and unappealing geographical location were two

problems (not amenable to training program interventions) in targeting

critical needs areas.

Strategy 3: Model Development. Evaluation3 and Dissemination

Review of Federal Expectations and Assumptions

In supporting model development, evaluation, and dissemination, the

Personnel Preparation Program tries to promote refinement and distribution of

improved personnel preparation methods that have broad significance for the

field of inservice and preservice preparation. The assumption is that devel-

oping and disseminating exemplary practices will stimulate the field to

implement the approaches, which in turn will make available more high-quality

personnel to deliver services to handicapped children and youth. The relevant

federal objective is to "improve the quality of personnel."

According to the relationships presented in Figure 2 in Section I, the

federal program expects that model development1 evaluation, and dissemination

will be a major emphasis of grant activities in Cell III, the competition area

known as Special Projects.

Findings

All projects in Cell III (the Special Projects competition area) were

judged to be emphasizing model development, evaluation, and dissemination.

Grantees reported that they emphasized this strategy in these ways:



Model develop:pent:

Incorporated new or innovative element:e in emir training models
(7/7), which most frequently included:

cross-department, cross-agency, multidisciplinary, or total
building staffing (5/7)

new information, new experiential activities (5/7)

videotape portrayals to convey informational, nxperiential, or
emotional content (3/7)

Incorporated state-of-the-art practice, knowledge, and/or proven
approaches in their training models (7/7), and typically identified
such features by one or more of the following means:

lessons learned from earlier (pilot) efforts (417)

consultation by nationally recognized advisors, specialists,
experts (4/7)

research-based literature on staff development in the appropriate
needs area (3/7)

Developed training models as components of more comprehensive
intervention models (5/7)

Model evaluation:

Obtained qualitative, subjective feedbaeb, trom trainees, their
suporvisors, and project staff (5/7)

Emphasized formative evaluation in the context of the model's
developmental tryout and revision (4/7)

Determined actual use of model practices after training (4/7)

Assessed trainee performance 3n pre-established, specific, behavioral
competencies and training objectives (3/7)

Model dissanination:

Emphasized promoting awareness of the model training program (7/7)

Targeted a broad array of potential users and service delivery
settings (717)

Emphasized staff development workshops for potential consumers of the
model training program (4/7)



Conducted model demonstration/dissemination as part of the model's
developmental tryout (4/1)

Targeted potential users in other states (3/7)

In addition, some projects in other competition areas were judged to be

emphasizing modek develoPmett,_ evaluation, and dissemination, according to the

pattern noted above for Cell III:

Special Educators (2/9)

Rural (2/5)

Regular Educators (2/4)

SEA Projects (3/4)

Many more projects than the above would have counted themselves as emphasszing

this federal strategy. However, the study team's criterion was that a project

must prominently exhibit strong elements of the three aspects of the strategy.

Many grants whose major activity was program development, improvement, or

support did not meet that criterion, nor were they expected to.

Grantees indicated that they have the following supporting data for this

federal strategy:

Model descriptions and materials

Consultant vitae

Description of experts' roles in development

Evaluation instruments and summaries

Lists of training objectives and competencies

Number, type, and reach of dissemination activities

NUmber and nature of implementations of models by others

Number of written requests for informatiou, training

Constraints

Grantees encountered financial constraints in model development, such as

very high costs for professional production of videotapes, and for computer

equipment for trainees.
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Model evaluation was hampered by the lack of agreed-upon professional stan-

dards; for personnel who serve some target groups, e.g., infants and newborns*

and the absence of valid and reliable quantitative measures of competence.

model dissemination consisted of promoting awareness and demonstrating

the model approach at workshops. Assistence to consumers in replicating

models was not possible within the time and resources available for these

three-year grants.

The study team also observed that, with very few exceptions, it was

unlikely that grantees would be able with grant funds to package their models

in a format convenient for widespread dissemination.

Strategy 4: Leadership Development

Review Federal ftpeetations and Assumptions

By supporting doctoral and postdoctoral preservice training of individ-

uals who will go on to train teachers, do research, and administer programs,

the Personnel Preparation Program expects to encourage use of state-of-the-art

methods in personnel preparation (all levels) which, in turn, should improve

the quality of these personnel. Therefore, grant activities funded under the

Leadership competition area are expected to contribute most to the second

program objective.

The major grant activities through which the Personnel Preparation

Program pursues this strategy are "program development, improvement, and

support (including stipends)." By providing these funds, the federal program

intends to stimulate the system to produce more high-quality personnel in a

more timely fashion than would be the case without this extra incentive.

According to the relationships presented in Figure 2 in Section 1, the

Personnel Preparation Program expects that leadership development will be a

major emphasis of grant activities in Cell 11, the competition area known as

Leadership.
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Findings

All projects in the study sample for Cell II emphasized leadershio devel-

opment. Grantees reported that they implemented this strategy as follows:

Clearly specified the roles and functions to be performed by

program graduates (6/6)

Incorporated state-of-the-art practices in leadership development

(6/6)

Included coursework, practice, internship, and dissertation

experiences in leadership training (6/6)

Program faculty served as mentors and models (6/6)

Stvdents worked with faculty in a research "apprenticeship" (3/0

Project-level data that support implementation of this federal strategy

include:

Course and program descriptions

Student records of course completior, perfwmance

Constraints

Grantees in the study sample did not indicate major constraints in

implementing leadership development.

Stratez.v 5: State and Professional Standards

Review of Federal Expectations and Assumptions

°Ibis strategy was not expected to be a major emphasis of grantee activity.

However, all applications to the Personnel Preparation Program for preservice

training grants must provide assurance that "the proposed project meets State

and professionally recognized standards." In this way, the federal program

seeks to encourage improved training which will, in turn, improve the quality

of personnel prepared through these programs.
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Findinss

A few projects in each of the following competition areas have undertaken

activities that go beyond the "letter" of statutory requirements and suggest a

forceful emphasis on state snd professional standards as a strategy for improv-

ing the quality of personnel trained:

Special Educators (SIMI), 3 of 9)

Related Services (Mt 3 of 5)

Transition (TRA, 1 of 5)

Leadership (LDR, 3 of 6)

Special Projects (SPROJ, 1 of 7)

Regular Educators (REG, 2 of 4)

SEA Projects (SEA, 2 of 4)

In ell, these 15 projects represented seven competition areas in Cells I,

II, III, and' IV of Figure 2 (Section I).

Table 3 presents information on activities these projects have undertaken

in a deliberate effort to promote state and professional standards. Project-

level data that they claim will substantiate this emphasis include:

Assessment instruments that reflect standards

Monitoring forms that incorporate standards

Training content that is visibly and substantively
consistent with standards

Grantees did not indicate major constraints in implementing this federal

strategy, but in a couple instances commented that standards applicable to new

or emerging fields or to now priorities have yet to be fully developed or

widely accepted.



Table 3

Avtivities Thal grantees Said They Undertook to Promote
State/Professional Standards (Strateav 5)

Description

Used professional standards as guidelines
for training or for model development

Used state standards as guidelines for
model development, or for preparing
personnel for certification

Faculty members or project staff served
on boards of standards-setting agencies

or organizations

Competencies specified in program model
will be incorporated in the monitoring
form SEA uses to review university-level
special education personnel preparation
programs

Slumber of Projects
SPED REL TRA LDR SPROJ REG SEA

N=9 Na5 ELA N 1=1 104 11=4

1 3 1 3 1

2 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 1 1

1 1

Program competencies served as model for 1

professional guidelines for training

VOTE: All grantees supplied the required assur-
ances in their applications that their projects

would meet appropriate state/professional
standards. But to be counted for this table,
grantees reportedly made more vigorous efforts
to promote or strengthen standards.



Strategy 6: Parent Oritanixatkp Proiects

Review of Federal Sxpectations and Assumptions

In supporting parent_organizet*on Dreilm, the federal program expects

that grantPes will provide technical assistance and information to training

providers, including parent organizations, that will help parents (and persons

who assist them) interact effectively with the system on behalf of their handi-

capped children. The assumption is that effective interactions will stimulate

the system to develop and exercise its capacity to meet the needs of handicap-

ped children for free, appropriate public education and related services. The

relevant federal program objective is to "expand system capacity."

According to the relationships presented in Figure 2 in Section I, the

Personnel Preparation Program expects that providing such technical assistance

and information will be a major emphasis of grants funded under the Parent

competition area in Cell V.

Also included in Cell V is the Personnel Preparation Program's only

contract, Technical Assistance to Parent Projects (TAPP), through which parent

projects receive help in designing and implementing their activities from one

prime contractor and four regional subcontractors.

Findings

All projects in Cell V* emphasized the parent ortanization projects

strategy, in the ways described below.

p2th the TAPP contractor and subcontractor tn the sample report that they:

Linked parent projects/groups to resources they needed

Worked with parent projects/groups to assess needs, resources,
capabilities, and to help plan activities

* The Parent subsample (N05) included three grant projects, the TAPP contractor,
and one of TAPP's regional subcontractors.
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Emphasized equipping parents to assess needs and to develop

appropriate interventions, related training, and assistance

Emphosized pzer support to sustain, reinforce parents' special

education rolt and to motivate parents to increase involvement

Emphasized networking to encourage exchange of information

Emphasized identification and dissemination of effective training

strategies at national and regional conferences, in newsletters

The zrant proJects (114) in the study sample each_roorted that they:

Provided parents with information on their handicapped children's

educational rights

Provided parents with information on the educr'ional system's

responsibilities

Trained parents to work with educators and others to develop ISPs

for their children

Trained parents in effective strategies for working with the

educational system on behalf of their handicapped children

Provided "stipends" (for child care and transportation) to

increase parent participation

Used a variety of strategies to recruit parents and volunteers

Used a variety of strategies to inform the public, school

systems, and local and state agencies about handicapped
children's educational rights and about the educational system's

responsibilities

Emphasized peer support to sustain, reinforce special educational

role, and to motivate them to increase their involvement

Emphasized networking to encourage exchange of information

Used experts to stimulate, sustain parents' interest and positive

attitudes

Project-level data that support implementation of this federal strategy

include:

Individualized Technical Assistance Plans (ITAPs)

Records of training and technical assistance provided

Records of information provided

Independent evaluation of TAPP contract
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Monographs, brochures, handbooks produced

Numbers and types of parent programs developed, improved

Documented cases of parent interactions with system

Svaluations of two of the three project's training approaches

Constraints

Projects had greatest difficulty reaching minority and rural parents, and

different strategies were required to attract these tarbet groups.

Geographical distances for rural parents made transportation to workshops

an almost insurmountable problem.

Having only one POP grant in most states, and very few grants in the

largest states, makes it impossible to address neede of parents in an ade-

quately comprehensive way.

Unresolved Issue

POP grantees differ in opinion as to whether their objective should be to

train trainer* of parents, or to train parents directly. Projects report that

training trainers is more economical because it requires a less individualized

approach than is the case in training parents to use effective strategies in

interacting with the educational system on behalf of their children.

Strateav 7: Systep Improvemepts

Review of Federal Exoectations and Assumptions

The Personnel Preparation Program supports system imProvementg by funding

program development and improvement activities that it expects will increase

the system's ability to meet local, state, and regional needs for trained and

certified personnel, and for regular educators qualified to educate handicap-

ped children and youth in least restrictive environments. The assumption is

that funding such grants will stimulate the system to improve its capacity for
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personnel development (all levels) in a more timely fashion, and in a more

comprehensive manner, than would be the case without this extra incentive.

The relevant federal objective is to "expand system capacity."

According to the relationships presented in Figure 2 in Section I, the

Personnel Preparation Program expects that system imorovements will be a major

emphLsis of grant activities in Cell Iv, that is, the competition areas known

as Regular Educators and SEA Projects.

Findinzs

All projects in the study sample for Cell IV were judged to be emphasizing

system imorovements. (The abbreviations below appear in the summary table.

Ns are simple sizes, used in reporting frequencies of findings.)

Regular Educators (REG, U=4)

SEA Projects (SEA, 11.4)

The two most frequently reported system improvements that these projects

claimed to have promoted include collaborative planning and intervention on

behalf of handicapped children, and preparing trainees who would return to

their sites to train others to implement mode. practices.

Grantees attributed much of their success in enhancing system capacity to

having been able to involve key institutional decision makers in program

development, review, or promotion, and to the fact that project participants

(e.g., :egular classroom teachers, special education teachers, parents, build-

ing administrators) now shared a language, approach, and philosophy that

facilitated their team efforts.

Table 4 presents information on how these projects implemented the system

imorovements strategy.



Table 1

How Grantees Implemented netba Improvements (Stratexv 7)

Number of Projects
(Cell IV)

Descrtpt4on EEC SEA
EA EA

Emphasized collaboration, teaming as a mechanism for 4 4

improving capacity of system to assess/address needs of
handicapped children

Prepared trainees to provide permanent capacity at their 4 4

sites, or in their regions, for training others to imple-
ment program model

Provided participants with a common language, approach, 4 3

approach, and philosophy to facilitate team approaches

Involved key institutional decisionmakers in program 4

development, review, or promotion

Emphasized developing "partnerships" in which special 2 1

educators and regular educators take joint responsibility
for developing instructional alternatives that can be
implemented in regular classrooms

Field-tested state's draft of pre-referral guidelines 2

in the course of grant activity

Disseminated statewide training model to other states across 1

the country

Prepared building staff (all levels) and parents to assess
needs and to develop appropriate, "locally owned" inter-
ventions and related training or assistance

1



In addition, 29 projetts (representing 8 competition areas in Cells I, II,

III, and V) were judged to be emphasizing system improvements in conducting

grant activities:

Special Educators (3/9)

Related Services (3/5)

Mural (1/5)

Transition (4/5)

Minority (2/3)

Leadership (5/6)

Special Projects (6/7)

Parent Organization Projects (5/5)

These additional projects reported a wide array of system improvements,

but the most prominent include those highlighted above: establishing new

collaborative arrangements and providing permanent training capacity.

Other prominent examples of the gystem improvements they reported were

developing "locally-owned" staff development models, expanding or establishing

libraries and computer labs, convincing SEAs to support statewide dissemination

after grants end, and convincing grantee institutions (IHEs) to incorporate

special education courses or programs developed under the grant in their

personnel preparation programs.

Project-level data that support implementation of this federal strategy

include:

Self-reports of project staff

Training materials

Numbers, types, levels of personnel preparation programs
developed
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Constraints

The two major constraints on implementing system imProvements were time

and money:

It takes time to get teacher* expert enough in a new approach to

have the ability to fully implement it, and to train others

replicate it.

Funding cuts are forcing stiff competition for states' special

education funds, making it difficult to win support for system

improvements that are tangential to states' current, specific

priorities (e.g., autistic children).

The above financial constraint is a special problem for related

services/roles that are not identified "required."

Historical turf problems and institutional inertia were also identified

as constraints on imrlementing system improvements.

Strategy S: Institutionalization

Review of Federal Expectations and Assumptions

This strategy was not expected to be a major emphasis of grant activity.

However, the federal hope is that grant activity will stimulate institutional

commitments for long-term support for these programa after federal support for

them ends.

Findings

Some projects in the following competition areas claim to have stimulated

institutional commitments that appeared to satisfy the criterion of "likely

long-term support":

Special Educators (419)

Rural (1/5)

Regular Educators (3/4)

SEA Projects (3/4)
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These long-term commitments took a widop_variety of forms, which did not

suggest an overall pattern and did not favor a particular competition area or

cluster of projects. These are examples:

Expanded scholarship policies to fund students who are committed to
program area

Secured In support for interdepartmental training programs

Obtained verbal assurances from IHE and state to maintain
undergraduate training program, or incorporate model courses into
preservice personnel preparation

Established a permanent statewide training network

Will soon be rule (with force of law in this state) that regular
educators must try model's approach before referring a student to
the special education teacher, and that building administrator is
accountable for enforcement

State will support staff to do statewide inservice training in model
approach

Project-level data that support implementation of this federal strategy

include;

Self-reports of project staff

Institutional agreements

Written policies/procedures

Constraints

Grantees did not mention specific constraints on Lmplementing institution-

alization. However, there are undoubtedly problematic circumstances, which

could include most of the constraints related to Strategy 7, systm improve-

ments.



Summary of Findings on Implementation of Federal Strategies

The following summary recapitulates highlights of findings for the imple-

mentation of federal strategies through grant activities.

The Personnel Preparation Program expects to be able to emphasize par-

ticular federal strategies through grant activities in certain clusters of

projects. The relationships among program objectives, federal strategies, and

major types of grant activity were originally shown in Figure 2 (Section 1).

Figure 3 on the next page summarizes what the goal evaluation found to be the

actual implementation pattern (as reported by grantees), using dotted lines to

show expected vrimary emphases and solid lines to show actual (multiple)

emphases.

As Section I explained, the gross classification that associates particu-

lar competition areas with one (or two) federal strategies is not intended to

suggest an exclusive emphasis, but to portray the federal program's strategic

plan very generally. The Personnel Preparation Program fully expects that, in

aggregate, projects in particular competition areas and cells will implement

strategies in addition to the one(s) shown as their primary emphasis in

Figures 2 and 3.

Projects in the study sample did appear to be implementing strategies in

addition to the emphasis that was specifically expected for their competition

area. Table 5 provides a frequency distribution for implementation by the

study sample of each of the eight federal strategies: by competition area,

cell, and overall. The frequency distribution in Table 6 shows the number of

projects emphasizing each major type of grant activity that the Personnel

Preparation Program supports: program development, improvement, and support

(including stipends); model development, evaluation, and dissemination; and

technical assistance and information.

The following summary relates the above information (in Tables 5 and 6)

to the relationships originally portrayed in Figure 2 (Section I).
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Cell I

Special Educators (SPED)

Related Services (REL)
Rural (RUR)
Infant (INF)
Transition (TRA)
Minority (MIN)

1

Recruitment,
Retention

Cell I

Cell II

Cell IV

1

Cell III 1

Special Projects (SPROJ)

Cell II

Leadership (LDR)

Cell V
Parenc Organization
Projects (POP)

Cell IV
Regular Educators (REG)
SEA Projects (SEA)

2

Targeting
Critical
Needs

All Cells

Cell I
SPED, REL,
RUR, INF,
TRA, MIN

3

Model Devel-
opment,

Evaluation,
issemination

Cell III

Cell rv

Cell II

5

State and
Professional

Standards

Cell I

Cell Il

Cell III

Cell IV

6

Parent
Organization

Projects

Cell V

..1

Cell III
SPROJ

Cell II
LDR

\...4 Cell V
POP

7

System
Improvements

All Cells Cell IV
REG, SEA

Cell I

Cell IV

Figure 3. Overview of Implementation
of Eight Federal Strategies
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Table 5

Projects Judged to Be Emphasizing Particular Federal Strategies

NOTE: The numbers at the intersections of rows and columns indicate the number of
projects judged to be eepleasixima the strategy in tbe far left ctquirom.*

Strategy
SPED
Ne9

REL
5e5

Cell I

RUR INF

Na5 Na3

TRA
5e5

NIN
Ne3

Cell II

LDR
Nee

Cell III

SPROU
Ne7

Cell

REG
Ne4

IV

SEA
144

Cell V

POP
111,5

I

Ne30

Totals by Cell

Il III TV

Na6 Na7 Ne8
V
Ne5

Overall
0e56

1. Recruitment/Retention 9 5 5 3 5 3 5 1 5 1 36

2. Targeting Critical 9 5 5 3 5 3 6 7 4 4 5 6 7 8 5 56
Needs Areas

3. Model Development, Evalu-
ation, and Dissemination

2 2 7 2 3 4 0 5 16

4. Leadership Development 6
(i) 6

5. State/Professional 3 3 1 3 1 2 2 7 3 1 4 15
Standards

6. Parent Organization 5 5
Projects

7. System Improvements 3 3 1 4 2 5 6 4 4 5 13 5 6 0 5 37

8. Institutionalization 4 1 3 3 5 6 11

(g) Indicates the part of the Personnel Preparation Program that program logic associates with the strateey in the far left column. Also see Figure 2
in Section I.

* The ground rule for judging that a project was "emphasizing" a particular strategy was this. Str.._ elements of the strategy had to be evident from
both of the following: (a) descriptions of specific efforts or activities that indicated how the strategy was being forcefully implemented (provided
by the interviewee and project documents); and (b) supporting data or information that the project was collecting or was likely to include in its
final performance report. Examples:

1. Grantees were not counted as emphasizing model development (Strategy 3) if strong elements of this strategy
were lacking (e.g., relatively little effort invested in evaluating and revising approaches and materials.

2. All grantees met the statutory requirement for assurances in grant applications that their projects would
meet appropriate state/professional standards, but projects were not counted as emphasizing Strategy 5 unless
they reported vigorous or extraordinary efforts to promote or strengthen state or professional standards.

3. To be ounted for system improvements (Strategy 7) and institutionalization (Strategy 8) grantees, reported
that the change or improvement had moved from the hoped-for or trying-for stage to reality, and had supporting
evidenc.:.

Readers who desire more information on how judgments ware made should review the Dsta Collection and Analysis segment of Section II, and the discus-
sion and definition of each strategy in the present section.

Projects typically emphasized sore than one strategy. Therefore, column totals will not necessarily match Ns for subsamples, and the last column
will not add to the overall sample size of 56.
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Table 6

Projects Judged to Se Emphasizing Major Types of Grant Activity

NOTE: The numbers at phe intersections of rows and columns indicate the number
of projects juAged to be emphasizing the grant activity in the far left
column.*

Type of Grant Activity
SPED
N*9

REL
N*5

Cell I

RUR INF

N*5 N*3
TRA
N*5

MIN
N=3

Cell II

LDR
N=6

Cell III

SPROJ
N*7

Cell

REG
N*4

IV

SEA
N*4

Cell V

POP
N*5

I

N*30

Totals by Cell

II 111 IV

N*6 N*7 N-8
V
N*5

Overall
N...56

(New) Program Development* 3 3 1 2 2 3 3 11 6 17

Program Improvement* 5 5 1 2 1 4 1 1 14 4 2 20

Program Support
(includes stipends)*

8 5 3 3 5 1 6 25 6 31

Expectation: Projects in
rells I, II, and IV would
emphasize one or more of
the above.

Model Development, Evalua-
tion, Dissemination 7 7 7

Specifically expected of:
Projects in Cell III

Technical Assistance and
5 5 5

Information
Specifically expected of:
Projects in Cell V

* Projects that emphasized providing stipends may also be counted in the program de lopment or improvement categories. Therefore, column totals
will not necessarily match Ns for subsamples, and the last column will not add to the overall sample size of 56.



All projects in competition areas that are specifically expected to con-

tribute most to the objective of "producing more qualified personnel" appeared

to be implementing strategies and activities that the Personnel Preparation

Program expects are important for achieving this objective: recruitment(

retention, and tartetina critical needs. To a lesser extent, they also imple-

mentel strategies that program logic associates with the other two program

objectives. These additional strategies included promoting statatprofessional,

standarda through their program development and improvement activities, and

facilitating system imorovements.

All projects that are specifically expected to contribute most to the

objective of "improving the quality of personnel trained" (i.e., projects in

the Leadership and Special Projects competition areas) appeared to be imple-

menting the strategies and activities that the Personnel Preparation Program

expects will contribute to this objective (i.e., model development evaluations

and dissemplation; and leadershlp develoyment). In addition, projemts in both

of these competition areas also tarteted critical needs and stimulated ants!

improvements, and Leadership projects also emphasized recruitinic strong candi-

dates for doctoral and postdoctoral programs, strategies associated with the

other two program objectives.

Finally, projects in competition areas associated with the objective of

"expanding system capacity" appeared to be emphasizing strategies that program

logic links to this aim. In addition, they targeted critical needs (a strateSY

associated with the first program objective). Projects in the Regular Educa-

tors and SEA Projects competition areas in addition emphasized model develop-

ment and state/professional standards, two strategies linked to the third

program objective.

In summary, projects in the study sample implemented strategies expected

to be their primary emphasis and, in addition, emphasized one or more addi-

tional strategies. Because the sample was representative of the variety of

grant activities funded by the Personnel Preparation Program, the prospects

are good for maintaining broad support for these federal .trategies among

grantees.
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!federal Proarsm Inputs bY
the Division of PAmsonnel Preperation (DPP)

Introduction

The Personnel Preparation Program is implemented, in part, through

federal program inputs by the Division of Personnel Preparation (DPP). DPP

inputs are pertinent to Column 2 of the Program Logic Model in Figure 1,

Section I. (The other part of program implemrltation, strategies pursued

through grant activities, was discussed above.)

The analysis of program implementation seeks to answer specific questions.

These questions are stated at the beginning of the chapter. The questions are

reworded here for the discussion of DPP inputs:

To what extent are the intended inputs actually occurring?

How does this help/hinder federal program objectives?

What might be done to improve these processes to better support
federal strategies and objectives?

The goal evaluation relied on three major data sources for the analysis

of DPP inputs:

(1) Two rounds of interviews at the federal level--

(a) DPP Director, Branch Chiefs, Competition Managers, staff in
other OSERS divisions, OSERS Deputy Assistant Secretary and
staff*

(b) DPP Project Officers for projects in the study sample

(2) Interviews with grantees in the study sample (as consumers of
DPP support, assistance, leadership, etc.)

(3) Program documents, including grant announcements for FY84
through FY87; technical review/evaluation plans for VY84 and
FY86 application reviews; grant award documentation, including
justifications for disapproving and approving recommendations of
peer review panels; telephone monitoring reports in grant files

* See Appendix S for the list of persons interviewed at the federal level.
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for projects in the study sample; and internal and interagency
communicstions (e.g., prominent in the latter category were
memos to the Grants and Contracts Services =SI to expedite
stalled GCS decisions on grant matters and to forward to DPP
stalled copies of grantees' final reports).

Findings are presented under four major headings: (1) Grant Award

Process; (2) Grant Administration; (3) Leadership; and (4) Coordination/

Collaboration. In aggregate, the findings under these headings summarize the

nature of DPP inputs that were listed in Column 2 of the Program Logic Model

(see Figure 1, Section I).

Each of the four sections addresses the three questions stated above

under the subheadings of Findings, Constraints, and Recommendations. The

analysis reflects both federal and field perspectives, and draws from all

three of the above data sources.

Grant Award Process

The grant award process refers to all the activities DPP undertakes to

provide grants to eligible institutions and organizations for projects in

priority areas, selected annually for funding in consultation with federal

officials and representatives of the program's constituencies. These activ-

ities include setting priorities, announcing priorities and criteria for grant

competitions, and reviewing and awarding grants.

Findings. Both federal-level and field personnel agree that overall the

grant award process is a very fair one. It is the distillation of processes

and procedures that have been used over the years with successive improvements.

The process seems to be as good for one competition as for another. Formal

guidelines for the review process are held to and give credibility to the

process.

Beyond any specific process, grantees emphasize the extremely important

role of federal grant dollars in the success of their programs: grant funds

have significantly facilitated improvements in and expansion of their programs;

stimulated cross-department and cross-disciplinary arrangements that have
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improved institutional capacity; enabled them to take the next logical step

sooner in incrementally improving their personnel development activities (all

levels).

FUnding priorities. Priorities for runding seem to evolve from a

number of sources. Legitimate pressure comes from Congress, the Secretary's

(OURS) office, constituencies, even OMS. Some federal staff express serious

concern that often these priorities are not related to data on critical short-

ages of personnel, areas of need(s), or an overall, long-range plan. Funding

levels vary from year to year, and what gets funded appears to many to depend

on the current "hot issues." In focusing funds over the years, the pendulum

has swung from general to specific priorities and back again.

Aside from priorities that DPP announces fog- .,!nmpatitkin, many grantees

in the study sample see funding students (rather than Faculty) as the priority.

They point out that private universities need grants to survive in terms of

Quality, that is, to be able to attract strong candidates is critical. Finan-

cial assistance allows them to go to school full-time, thus contribUting to

their quality preparation. Grantees commented on the constantly increasing

cost of going to graduate school (and the cost of living), and hope that

becoming well qualified will not become a matter of affordability.

Application reviews. DPP must ensure that the best-qualified people

review the grant applications, and that specific criteria are adhered to in

selecting applications for funding. A DPP staff member serves as monitor of

the review panel, seeing that all procedures are followed appropOlitely.

Formal contracting and paperwork processing is handled by another unit within

the Department of Education, Grants and Contracts Services (GCS).

Grantees comment that the federal application package is clear and easy

to follow and that it continues to get clearer and more helpful each year.

They see it as particularly helpful now that the evaluation criteria and

program guidelines match. (Grantees are experienced grant writers for the

most part, and some have served on review panels themselves. They note that a

novice might have difficulty working with the application package. Although

it is very clear, it is also very long and bureaucratic.)
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Onstraints. Many constraints on the application process are circum-

stances beyond the control of DPP: GCS, timelines, amount of personnel,

funding levels.

GCS.* DPP staff end grantees commonly cite GCS as one of their biggest

problems in implementing their programs. Mutual concerns about GCS include

the following:

GCS is sometimes months late in processing the paperwork after the

grantee has been notified of the award. Because grantees cannot
begin work without a written contract, they are delayed in all their
activities. Recruitment activities (for faculty and students) are
particularly affected. Starting late may also mean requests for
budget carryovers at the end of the grant period.

GCS does not necessarily respond to DPP requests. Grantees, too,
comment on the numerous telephone calls they make and letters they
write to get a single response from GCS.

Tiaelines. DPP staff and grantees comment on restrictive timelines

that affect both their activities:

DPP may be notified late of their funding level and, as a result,
have very short notice to assemble review panels. Contacting and

scheduling reviewers requires adequate lead time.

The timeline between the date of a grant announcement and the dead-
line date for receipt of applications may be so short that applicants
are not able to write about their new ideas. The concern is that an
inadequate amount of time allotted for the preparation of applica-
tions hinders creativity and fosters mediocrity.

Pegesonnel and funding. DPP staff point out that the bottom line is

the amount of personnel and the amount of dollars available to do the work

that ham to be done. Both DPP and GCS seem clearly understaffed and under-

funded to do the work expected of them. As a result, 11,7 spendJ most of its

* For the readers' -larification, the "grants negotiator" is the GCS contact
for grantees.



time "up front" on the grant award process, with little time left for admin-

istration, leadership, and interagency coordination/collaboration. Grantees

are understanding and sympathetic with DPP, however, For whom they express

strong satisfaction in the quality and utility of the contacts they do have,

although infrequent.

Other constraints on the grant award process over which DPP may have

some control inc/-de the composition of the review panel and the review of

critical needs for funding.

Composition of review panel. Many DPP staff and grantees argue

strongly for the merits of a review panel composed of both internal and

external reviewers. The concern is that quality and representativeness may

be compromised by limiting panels to only internal reviewers, which has been

proposed as a cost-saving measure. Some grantees have noted a drop in the

quality of the review process, and have questioned whether reviewers have

expertise in the areas their applications address. They wonder if only

"insiders" are serving on review panels. Considerable confusion seems to

exist In the field about who reads applications and how the readers are

chosen.

Review of critical needs. Some DPP staff have pointed out that the

only "needs" information considered in funding grants is the information

presented in the grant applications themselves. DPP has no means to verify

this information nor to correlate it with more global, regional needs. Very

often grant applicants reference their state's annual data and information

in the state'c comprehensive plan for personnel development (CSPD), if this

is relevant to t a particular training audience under consideration.

However, information in both sources varies in quality and comprehensiveness

from state to state. Moreover, states typically do not collect data on

critical needs for doctoral-level personnel or certain categories of related

services, nor are state data particularly relevant to parents of handicapped

children and youth.



Overall, the reality is that DPP either gets no data, insufficient

datn, conflicting data, or unverifiable data on "critical needs." Some

grantees comment that DPP does not have enough money to meet all the needs

anyway, and, that one critical area La therefort funded at the expense of

another.

Recommendations. Recommendations coming from DPP staff and grantees to

deal with some of the constraints operating on the grant award process

include the following:

GCS

Set up procedures and systems thit expedite grant processing.

To the extent possible, provide for additional personnel in DPP and
GCS to alleviate many of the problems.

Implement joint training for OSSP and GCS staffs with the goal of
improvini, operating procedures.

Inform grantees where they can go for help when GCS is slow and
unresponsive.

Timelines

To the extent possible, coordinate timelines with those of the Ins:
--Start the grant award process earlier in the year.
--Stretch out timelines for contiluation awards.

To the extent possible, (a) release grant announcements earlier in
order to (b) receive applications earlier (c) so that DPP can select
the types of field reviewers needed.

DPP should develop a long-term plan (e.g., a ten-year plan) and
communicate projections to the field. IHRs need more lead time to
prepare to be responsive.

Composition of Review Panel

Maintain the involvement of external reviewers. It is important for
accountability purposes to have that expertise and objectivity.

Provide for a broader base of people in the pool lf reviewers and a
quicker system to verify their credentials.

Make clear to the field how the readers are capstan, who reads the
applications, and how reviews are conducted.
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Review of Critical Weeds

Provide DPP with an independent source of reliable information on
needs. (Developing such a source is beyond any single OSEP
division's capacity or responsibility.)

The above recommendations, if acted upon, would strengthen federal inputs

(by DPP) in ways that would bettor support the strategies it pursues, through

the Personnel Preparation Program, to attain program objectives.

Grant Administration

Grant administration refers to the system for keeping track of grant

activity. Its aims are to determine what has been produced with the federal

funds invested in grant projects, increase grantees' sense of accountability,

and involve DPP staff in coordinating various activities. Grant administra-
tion also occurs through GCS on contractual and budgetary matters. Although
administration has many aspects, the focus of discuosion in this section is on

those aspects most commonly cited by federal-level and field personnel:

ongoing contacts between grantees and federal staff, monitoring, and final
reporting.

Findinas. The structure of the present grant management system features

DPP staff serving multiple roles as competition managers, area specialists,

and project officers who have individual responsibility for all grant activ-

ities in a specified subset of states. They are guided by decision rules on

what to monitoi, but each staff mecaber has a big project load to mamma, and
accountability problems persist.

Ongoing contacts. Contacts between DPP and grantees are minimal (two

or three times a year on the average), but grantees perceive these contacts to
be of high quality and utility. Aside from the telephone audit that DPP staff
conduc, grantees typically see themselves as initiating these calls. They

may call their project officer to determine if they can modify a program idea
or concept, to make changes in a procedure (e,g., formative evaluation), or,

more frequently, to find out about upcoming dates for applying to a competi-
tion, and what future al eas of funding might be. Occasionally, contact occurs
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regarding progress on a project. Some grantees point out that if they are

conducting business in Washington, D.C., they will stop by DPP for general

project "PR" and to find out about funding plans.

Grantees are very positive about their contacts with DPP staff. They see

their project officers as colleagues rather than regulatory in nature, as very

helpful, very responsive, and always available to answer questions.

Grantee contacts with GCS are another matter. Budgetary issues are the

most common concern of grantees, yet where they perceive that they are likely

to get the least assistance from federal-level personnel. Grantees cite

significant difficulty in getting responses from their GCS grants officers

(e.g., a request for a grant extension took four months for even a response),

and lost paperwork (e.g., an original and continuation proposal and accompany-

ing request to transfer the grant to another university). As a result,

projects suffer setbacks aad project staff endure personal hardships.

Monitoring. DPP staff confirm the minimal contact they have with

grantees and their inability to keep track adequately of grant activities.

Given budget constraints and limited personnel, DPP staff members are able to

monitor only a *mail portion of the grant projects and must rely largely on

faith that grantees are doing what they said they would be doing. The

monitoring that does occur is carried out by telephone.

Overall, DPP staff and grantees express a strong need for onsite

monitoring and point out the valuable opportunities it provides. DPP staff

gain content and management information about projects, a sense of their

reality, and consequently an informed base from which to make professional

judgments. They gain more exposure, broader experience, and are able to

provide networking contacts and technical assistance to the field. Grantees,

in turn, are kept on their toes, gain new insights about their projects, and

are able to exchange valuable information with federal-level personnel whom

they view as colleagues.

Final reporting and recordkeeping. Final performance reports and other

official documents on grant projects are filed with GCS. DPP staff point out
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the difficulty of getting to these files, and an apparent lack of follow

through by GCS in forwarding appropriate documents to DPP for evaluation. The

DPP project officer is responsible for signing off on these projects with

regard to their completeness and appropriatenass, but is frustrated by delays

in receiving final performance reports from GCS and sometimes by not receiving

them at all.

Sometimes, grantees themselves have not submitted final performance

ts. Sven those who follow the rules and submit their reports on time

express doubts as to wbether these reports are even read. DPP staff members

themselves are not sure that the final reports serve any real purpose for

DPP. Because there are no specific guidelines for their preparation, final

performance reports are submitted in various forms and are neither useful for

aggregating data nor drawing conclusions. Given the many grant projects they

administer, project officers are not expected to follow through on these final

reports. They comment repeatedly that most of their time is spent "up front"

on the grant award process.

Constraints. Major constraints on grant administration appear to be

limited budgets and limited personnel in the two separate federal units that

are responsible for carrying out the necessary activities. As a result, the

grant administration that does occur is very limited:

Although the current types of contacts that occur between DPP and
grantees are collegial, they are very matter-of-fact and routine.

They do not affect the quality of programs.

The current types of contacts that occur between grants officers at
GCS and grantees are frequently detrimental to project operations

and to the overall image of GCS in the field.

DPP staff rely on faith rather than fact that project activities are
being carried out; this is because it Is possible to do only limited
monitoring by telephone of only a small sample of grantees.

Under the current system, final reports are seen as of little value

to DPP staff and grantees. Without specific guidelines for their
preparation, final reports provide no useful basis for DPP to deter-
mine some combined effect of federal funding.

Typically, the proper flow of grantee records from GCS to DPP does
not occur in a reasonable or timely fashion.
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SpAsemAgiste Recommendations coming from DPP staff and grantees to

deal with some of the constraints operating on the mat_emgalatftun

process include:

Provide for efficient and economical treys for grantees and federal-
level personnel to make contact (e.g., regional meetings of project
directors and DPP staff). OPP needs to know the people who are
running the projects, and grantees need to know the people who are
funding them.

TO the extent possible, provide for at least some onsite monitoring*
to give DPP staff a sound basis for professional judgment in assess-
ing the progress of projects.

Foster communication, coordination, cooperation, and mutual respect
between DPP and GCS.

Determine the purpose of final reporting. If final performance
reports serve only as a culminating ectivity for historical purposes,
perhaps not much more needs to be done. If they are to serve as the
basis for drawing conclusions on the overall effects of federal
funding, then uniform guidelines for their preparation need to be
established. If they are to be published and disseminated, then
other guidelines should be followed.

Provide for centralized grant files with equal access to DPP project
officers and GCS grants officers.

Leadership

Leadership refers to the activities DPP undertakes to guide and shape the

field of personnel preparation. These activities may include working with

other units in OSSP to enhance states' responsiveness to CSPD requirements in

state plans, consulting with the field in planning priorities, providing

technical assistance to the field in areas of expertise, and disseminating

ideas and products.

Findinas. DPP engages in a variety of leadership activities in varying

degrees. Again, most staff time is spent on the grant award process, so

leadership activities directly related to that receive the most emphasis.

C2PD. DPP is charged with directing program funds to relieve specific

needs for various types of special education and related services personnel

(all levels). DPP attempts to get a sense of these neads from data that
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states collect annually, from reviewing CSPD portions of state plans for

special education, and from advice solicited from the field. DPP, through

its technical review process for evaluating grant applications, is supposed

to determine whether proposed training projects reflect states' data and

priorities.

DPP staff have expressed feeling "schizoid" about this determination,

given that data are not always good or even available for some types of

personnel. Overall, in fact, these data vary in quality and comprehensive-

ness from state to state. (See comments under "Review of critical needs," in

the discussion for the Grant Award Process, above.)

It is worth noting that DPP receives only a portion of the CSPD informa-

tion, and that does not come to them directly from the states, but through the

Division of Assistance to the States (DAS), one of five divisions in OSRP.

DAS has frontline contact with the states and, from the point of view of DPP

staff, is in a better position to assist states to improve the quality,

timeliness, and real utility of their data.

Some state-level grantees comment that they have only begun to maize

how their CSPD data might be used more fully. They have so much data that

their first task is to figure out how best to extract what is relevant to

particular activities and how best to manipulate the data to highlight needs

and help set priorities. Such grantees see this as an area where federal

leadership and technical assistance would be especially valuable. They

envision DPP working closer with DAS to provide the know-how and guidance

states need to get the most out of their CSPD efforts.

Consultation with the field. Federal progrem manager* have tradition-

ally sought the field's advice in planning priorities. Appropriately, much of

the input comes from institutions of higher education Mils) because they are

the knowledge producers, and it is through their programs that new knowledge

and best practice are communicated to increase the supply and improve the

quality of trained personnel.
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Late in the first quarter of calendar year 1986, LWP called in a task

force of representatives from the field to advise the federal program officials

on appropriate emphases for the FY87 competitions. DPP has relied heavily on

task forces as an effective means of consulting with the field. Same staff

would like to involve the field to an even greater extent, and suggest mechan-

isms such as task forces and small groups to address specific planning issues.

Grantees and other field personnel also look to the federal level as a

central repository for state-of-the-art practice in personnel preparation, and

for leadership in initiating and facilitating activities in which federal and

field representatives discuss and develop lmg-range agendas.*

Technical assistance. DPP staff answer letters and telephone queries

in their identified areas of expertite. Grantees are very satizfied with the

quality and utility of these contacts, although they are infrequent. DPP

staff and grantees would like more opportunities for technical assistance in

which they can address substantive issues that affect the quality of programs.

(Some grantees specifically mentioned that "the old BEM" had provided valuable

assistance of this type.) In general, the field misses having closer contact

;lath DPP staff members. DPP represents the best source of information about

what is happening nationally--an informal national clearinghouse for ideas,

innovative practices, staff recruitment, and much more.

Dissemination. Without funds for dissemination, DPP does not play such

a role, except to help grantees submit their products to ERIC for dissemina-

tion via its computerized database.

Overall, grantees seem to be unaware of how much or what kind of dissemi-

nation they should be doing, nor do they have adequate funds in their three-

* Joint planning has enabled institutions of higher education (IHEs)--to some
extent--to adjust their programs to better fit fluctuating federal priori-
ties for personnel preparation. However, to achieve federal goals in a
lasting, fundamental way, Ins reportedly need much more lead time--10 years
minimmar-than a five-year plan or a three-year grant cycle provides.
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year grants to promote their projects and products extensively. Again, they

look to the federal level to do something to facilitate dissemination. DPP

staff members report that they would like to develop better dissemination

approaches and to encourage grantees to place more emphasis on dissemination.

However, DPP staff are overburdened with work which has higher priority within

the division.

Constraints. A familiar constraint on federal program leadership (by

DPP) is limited resources (funds and personnel) to carry out these various

activities. Additional constraints in certain areas are noted below.

CSPD

DPP's ability to identify critical needs is only as good as readily
available data and information permit. If and when statutory
requirements for CSPD are enforced, and each state develops sound
projections, DPP will have a better (but by no means adequate) basis
for directing program funds to critical needs.

Consultation

DPP project officers are rarely permitted to travel anywhere, so
consultation must occur by telephone or through task forces in which
field representatives are bvought to Washington, D.C. Task forces
have pryved extremely valuable but are limited in the number of
field personnel they involve, and the breadth of perspectives they
can tap.

Technical Assistance

Technical assistance, for the most part, is limited to answering
queries by letter or by telephone. Person-to-yerson contact rarely
occu4s, unless grantees are able to visit Washington, D.C.

Dissemination

DPP has no dissemination role, and no formal dissemination plan to
provide to grantees.

Recommendation!. Recommendations of DPP staff and grentees to help

overcome the constraints on DPP leadership activities include the following:

Provide.technical assistance to the states in improving the41. CSPD
data through a combined DPP/DAS effort.

Promote the use of task forces and small groups brought to
Washington, D.C. as a means of consultation with the field.
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To the extent possible, include technical assistance as part of a
limited onsite monitoring effort.

Reinstate a budget for DPP staff participation in professional
meetings, which would permit an economical channel for discussion,
technical assistance, and exchange of ideas.

Clarify for grantees the dissemination roles of grantees AR a lig
federal mechanisms or delivery systems; also clarify for grantees
the underlying logic by Which dissemination of promising practices
will improve the quality of personnel preparation programs, and in
turn, of personnel trained in those improved programs.

Consider providing for s national system of sharing "promising"
ideas, models, programs, and products. The system should be easy to
access (like a hotline and/or a catalog of brief descriptions and
contact information). The information available through the system
should be screened (if not formally validated), and should always be
current, and easy to translate into practice elsewhere.

coordination and Collaboration

Coordination and collaboration refers to the joint activities DPP uncle

takes with other OSSP divisions, other OSRRS offices, and other federal

agencies associated with personnel preparation. Some of these activities have

already been mentioned in the above summaries of DPP inputs into federal

program implementation.

Findings. Historically, federal agencies have had less than spectacular

success in implementing truly productive or mutually satisfying and beneficial

joint arrangements for planning and implementing activities. Members of DPP's

staff comment on the boxes and boundaries within and without the division that

prevent integrated programs from being established at both the federal level

and in the field. Within OSSRS, for example, the needs of special education

ard rehabilitation overlap, yet their representative units--OSEP and RSA --and

their respective activities remain separate and distinct. Projects in the

field, as another example, may have to eliminate otherwise eppropriate

elements, such as direct training, in order to "fit" within the boxes and

boundaries of competition areas (e.g., Special Project grants cannot emphasize

direct training). In short, boxes and boundaries say enhance administrative

convenience, yet they may also disrupt the integrity of a program.



Coordination and collaboration between DPP and GCS presents the most

immediate and pressing problems for the smooth functioning of the Personnel

Preparation Program. Both units have experienced staffing changes and budget

cuts. GCS has undergone two major reorganizations reftntly, exacerbating

already present problems in serving DPP end the field efficiently and effec-

tively. DPP has undergone changes as well, but staff have been able to main-

tain good relations htth the field, as limited as they might be.

CSPD presents an opportunity for DPP, through coordination and collabora-

tion with DAS and professional organizations, to determine exactly what states

are doing and what they might be doing to better address CSPD. For the most

part, however, this potential for coordination has yet to be realized.

constraints. Obstacles to interagency coordination and collaboration are

those typical of bureaucratic organizations: each agency operates under a

separate and distinct legal mandate and funding source, according to its own

administrative structure and norms, defending its own turf, and pursuing its

particular legislative and management objectives.

Recommendations. DPP staff and field personnel, during interviews with

the study team, commented frequently that the agencies concerned with personnel

preparation should be working together to foster communication and cooperation,

and to define their mutual roles. Recommendations for overcoming the con-

straints to coordination gnd collaboration include:

Select for these efforts individuals who strongly desire, to establish

cross-agency relationships and who by nature have the persirtence
and oraanizattonal development skills to make coordination work.

Establish formal ties and structured interactions for purposes of
defining common objectives, for making strategic choices among
alternative means, and for achieving these objectives.

Summary of Findinas on ImplementatIoft
of Federal ProarataInpu%s tey DPP

The inputs that DPP is intended to make in Lmplementing the Personnel

Preparation Program are occurring in various degrees. The usal_ammg

process, to which DPP staff devote m^at a their time, is generally occurring
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as intended. The mechanisms are in place, the processes and procedures that

have been used over the years have been distilled and Liproved successively,

and the formal guidelines for the process are adhered to. A major block to

the smooth operaLion of the process is the time delay experienced by many

grantees in obtaining a formal written contract from GCC.* This is particu-

larly detrimental to grantees' recrqiiment of both faculty and students, which

has longer-term impact on the milkx of the program.

The grant administration process (to keep track of grant activity) is

occurring but only in a "bare-bones" fashion. The structure of the management

system is in place and seems to be a relatively efficient one, but limitations

of budget and in number of personnel put DPP staff in a position of having to

rely primarily on faith that grant activities are occurring as intended. Con-

tacts between DPP staff and grantees, while of adequate quality and utility,

ars oo infrequent to foster discussion of substantive issues that affect the

quality of grant projects. Contacts between GCS and grantees on budgetary

matters are often frustrating.

DPP leadership activities are occurring in varying degrees, with the most

emphasis placed on those related to the grant award process, e.g., consultation

with the field in planning priorities. The greatest potential for leadership

occurring would be In working with DAS to enhance states' responsiveness to

CSPD requirements in state plans. As of FY96. resources were not available to

DPP for providing any substantive federal leadership through technical assis-

tance and dissemination activities.

The potential for coordination and collaboration occurring between DPP

and other federal agencies concerned with personnel preparation is far greater

than the reality. Bureaucratic norms are the most serious constraint, but

short-term fluctuations in priorities and the vagaries of federal program

funding also make it difficult to initiate coherent and stable collaboration.

* The "grants negotiator" is the GCS contact for grantees.
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IV. PROGRAM PERFORMANCE

41troduction

A second major purpose of the goal evaluation for the Personnel Prepara-

tion Program was to determine the extent to which results are being achieved

(by grant projects in the study sample) that support the program goal and

objectives.

The goal evaluation methodology has implications for conclusions about

program performance. First was the decision to draw the sample from "live"

projects that had had time to stabilize and to implement the strategies of

interest to the goal evaluation. This necessarily restricted the study to

conclusions on prospective program performance, based on data that projects

were presently collecting and were likely to summarize in their final reports

(generally due at or soon after the end of 1986).

Second, project reviews in a goal evaluation rely on two major data

sources: initial and continuation applications in grant files, and interviews

with project directors or principal investigators. In many cases, grant files

did not contain the latest continuation, so files were not a useful source of

information on program performance. Interviews with project directors did

yield substantial information on project objectives and ccomplishments, and

the nature of st.pporting evidence that grantees were documenting.

Third, evaluation resources for this study did not permit data collection

from third parties, such as consumers. Consumers would have included agencies

who subsequently utilize the personnel trained and the models or programs

developed through grant activities. They could have indicated the extent to

which these products are meeting their critical needs, and are found to be

high-quality, useful, and effective.



Within these caveats, the analysis of program performance was directed at

answering these questions:

To which federal objectives did projects perceive they were giving
most empbasis?

What results did projeccs claim they were achieving?

What evidence were they documenting to support their claims?

Were their accomplishments consistent with the outputs and outcomes
the federal program expects from projects? (Reference: The last
two columns of charts for competition areas in Appendix C.)

Would outcomes contribute to the three federal program objectives
and to its ultimate goal? (Reference: The last two columns of the
logic model in Figure 1, Section I.)

Federal glbJectives That Projects Emphasized

The relationships among program objectives, federal sarategies, and major

types of grant activity were originally shown in Figure 2 (Section I).

According to that gross classification scheme, the Personnel Preparation

Program expects support for its three objectives to come from certain clusters

of projects, indicated by cell entries. For example, most of the contribution

to the objective of producing more qualified personnel is expected to come

from projects in the competition areas in Cell I (Special Iducators, Related

Services, Rural, Infant, Transition, and Minority). In aggregate, projects in

Cells II and III (Leadership and Special Projects) are specifically expected

to contribute most to the objective of improving the quality of personnel; and

the objective of expanding system capatity is expected to receive most of its

support from projects in Cells IV and V (Regular Educators projects, SEA

projects, and Parent projects).

Associating particular clusters of projects with a particular program

objective risks conveying the incorrect impression that "quantity" and

"quality" are pursued in separate and distinct ways. On the contrary, the

Personnel Preparation Program strives for parity, between quantity/quality.

For example, the part of the grant program that aims primarily at personnel

production ("quantity") also has "quality" aspects:
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technical review/evaluation procedures are meant to ensure that

only high-quality personnel preparation programs are funded; and

to be funded, applicants must provide assurances that proposed

programs meet recognized standards.

The part of the grant program with a pstmary, emphasis on "quality" also

has "quantity" aspects:

producing more personnel at doctoral and post-doctoral levels;

producing models that eddress unmet needs for preparing personnel

in particular specialty areas or for particular roles.

Figure 4 shows that from a project, perspective, too, the drive toward

federal progrmn objectives was broadly based for grantees in the study sample.

These grantees, too, perceived that they were contributing to more then one of

the three program objectives. Many reported that they were documenting results

that could be linked to two or all three of the objectives.

The remainder of this chapter summarizes project accomplishments and the

nature of supporting evidence to confirm or disconfirm progress toward federal

program objectives.

Outputs

Nature of Outputs and Outcomes

The charts for competition areas in Appendix C distinguish outputs from

outcomes by listing them in separate columns. Lists in the outputs columns of

these charts are more closely akin to processes or activities that occur in

the course of doing the projects. They typically mirror the statement of

project objectives in the first column of each chart. Outputs are the focus

of the present section.

In contrast, entries in the outcomes columns are more in the domain of

effects or impacts. Their wording suggests relevance to a particular (federal)

umgma objective. Outcomes are the focus of a later section in this chapter.
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Overview of Federel Rxriectetions for Outputs

Charts for competition areas in Appendix C indicate outputs the federal

program expected for each competition area according to FY86 grant announce-

ments. (These charts, with the exception of the eiart for Transition projects,

originally appeared in the goal evaluation's Program Documentation Report,

June 1986.)

Table 7 lists these outputs and, under each one, indicates each competi-

tion area for which the output is specifically indicated by (1) the charts in

Appendix C, or (2) the location of the competition area in one of the three

columns in Figure 2. For example, the Personnel Preparation Program expects

projects in all competition areas to develop and improve training and related

information (in the form of programs, models, materials) and to provide this

training and information directly in all but Special Projects (SPROJ). Another

predominant output is providing stipends, although only the seven competition

areas in Cells I and rx are specifically expected to do this.

Findings

The nature and pattern of outputs that projects in the study sample

claimed to be achieving wus generally consistent with federal expectations for

competition areas, and for cells.

For instance, dissemination of models and materials is specifically

expected of Special Projects (SPROJ) and SRA Projects (SRA), and all or most

projects in these competition areas were documenting evidence to confirm such

activities. Similarly, all or most projects in competition areas that are

expected to develov programs/models/materials, to provide training and infor-

mation, and to offer stipends, were doing so.

Project-level data that grantees said they were documenting to support

the above four outputs were predominantly ouantitative or concrete:
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Numbers trained, certified, employed in needs area

N Umbers and content of communications, workshops

Print and audiovisual products, instruments

Course descriptions

Numbers, types, reach of dissemination activities

For all remaining outputs, supporting evidence is Qualitative:

Opinions of trainees, their supervisors, project staffs, and
consultants about the quality, utility, strengths, and weaknesses of
models and materials

Self-reports (of project staff, participants in training programs)
of knowledge and competencies acquired, or behaviors changed

Self-reports (of project staff) of incorporating "best practices,"
identified in research literature, suggested by expert consultants,
or expected to be effective on the basis of earlier (pilot) efforts

To summarize, there appears to be good alignment between federal expecta-

tions and project outputs, and supporting evidence on the extent and nature of

these achievements. However, available Quantitative evidence is likely to be
limited to production-type outputs, such as individuals trained, models and

matf,rials developed. Much softer data were reportedly being documented for

quality-type outputs, such as models evaluated, competencies acquired, best

practices incorporated. The nature uf these dita suit the formative emphasis

of projects' evaluations, which they conducted as part of developing and

refining their programs and models.

Outcomes

Outcomes are the effects or impacts on individuals and organizations of

training activities, model availability, and "doing the project." Xxamples of
outcomes are the availability of more qualified personnel (including regular

educators); higher qunlity personnel; new or improved capacity for personnel

preparation, programming, and planning; interest in or implementation of

exemplary practices, models, programa.
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Table 7

Outputs Being Documented by Projects in the Goal Evaluation Sample

Number of Projects That Reportedly Have Supporting Evidence for This Result*

Type of Output Expected**

Cell 1

SPED REL RUR INF TRA MIN

N*9 N*5 N*1,5 N*3 N*5 N*3

Cell Il
LDR

14*6

Cell III

SPROJ

N07

Cell IV
REG SEA
N*4 N 4

Cell V
POP

N*5

Totals by Cell
I Il III IV V

N*30 N*6 N*7 N*8 N*5

Overall
1?_11".161_

Predominant Nature of Grantee's and MP's) Supporting Evidence

Quantitative Data Qualitative DataN

Individuals receive training, informa-
9 5 5 3 5 3 6 4 A 5 30 6 8 5 49

Ns receiving training

Ns, content of communications,
workshops, on-site consultations

tion for roles (includes regular edu-

cators, parents)
Specifically expected of: SPED, REL,
RUR, INF, T1A, MIN, LDR, REG, SEA, POP

Programs, models, eaterials developed/

8 4 5 2 4 4 7 4 5 25 4 7 8 5 49

Print and audio-visual products,
1

instruments; lists of competen -
cies and training objectives;
course descriptions

revised
Specifically expected of: SPED, REL,
RUR, INF, TRA, MIN, LDR, SPROJ, SEA,

POP

Stipends attract strong candidates

9 5 5 3 4 3 6 29 6 35

0 Ns, types who receive stipends %Letters of recommendation from
Student records of admissions previous employers, administra -
qualifications (for university tors
program)

Course grades and class stand-
ing of stipend recipients (for
university program)

0 Ns of trainees stipends attract
who would not enter program
without financial assistance.

Specifically expected of: SPED, REL,
RUR, INF, TRA, MIN, LDR

_.--..
s Best practices incorporated in pro-

7 4 3 7 7 14

*Self-reports of incorporating
practices based on research liter-
ature, experts consulted, lessons
learned fromearlier (pilot) efforts.

grams, models
Specifically expected of: SPROJ,

REG, SEA

Models and materials evaluated

7 7 7

opinions of trainees, theirsuper -
visors, project staffs, and consult-
ants aboutquality, utility, strengths,
andweaknesses of model, materials

Specifically expected of: SPROJ

Mbdels and materials disseminated
5 4 5 4 9

011a, types, and "reach" of model
dismemination activities,
consumers

Specifically expected of: SPROJ,

SEA

Statewide priorities addressed by

8 8
Ns of requests for training Informal assessments of need

Literature review

training programs
Specifically expected of: SEA, REG

Competencies acquired as a result of

5 4 5 9

Self-reports of knowledge, coropeten-,

cies acqtdred, behaviors changed
Descriptions of parents' interactions

with justice, health, and school
systems onbehalf of their children

training
Specifically expected of: REG, POP

* In order for a project to be counted here, information obtained from the interviewee
must have indicated that the reported result was being systematically documented and
that supporting data were being collected or might be reported in final performance
reports.

* This list of "outputs" is consistent with the "outputs" column of the charts for each
competition area in Appendix C. They represent the federal program's expectations of
projects funded in FY86.
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Competition

Cell I: Special Educators (SPED)
Related Services (REL)
Rural (R0R)
Infant (INF)
Transition (TRAMS)
Mtnority (MIN)

&eosin Cells I - V:

Cell II: Leadership (L.D1)

Cell III: Special Projects (SPROJ)
Cell IV: Regular Educators (REC)

SEA Projects (SEA)
Cell V: Parent Organisation

Projects (POP)
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Overview of Federal Expectations for Outcomes

Charts for competition areas in Appendix C indicate outcomes the Personnel

Preparation Program expected for each competition area, according to FY86

grant announcements. Table 8 lists these outcomes (second column) and shows

their logical relevance to the three federal abjectives and to the ultimate

program goal.

Findinzs

The columns in the middle of Table 8 show the number of projects that

said they were documenting supporting evidence for these outcomes. These

frequencies are presented by competition area, by cell, and for the program as

a whole. The purpose of this arrangement is to provide a picture that will be

useful to federal program managers, who will not only be interested in results

for the program as a whole, but also for units and subunits of the program

(cells and competition areas).

If it were possible to lay Table 8, Figure 3 (Section III), and Figure 4

side by side and to consider cne competition area at a time, and one cell at a

time, the following pictu:be should *merge:

Projects in competition areas (and cells) that are expected to make
the rast contribution to a given program objective, as a result of
the strategy(ies) they are expected to emphasize, reported outcomes
with supporting evidence that were consistent with these expecta-
tions.

In addition, support for federal program objectives came from
projects in other competition areas.

Having said that, what does Table 8 tell us about the nature of outcomes

and evidence the study sample claimed to have to support the three federal

program objectives?



ObJective 1. Forty-four projects representing nine competition areas (in

Cells I, II, and IV) reported that they have quantitative data to show that

their activities and strategies have p_m_g_0__m_a_gailifAstrin.* In

addition, many projects were documenting numbers of program graduates actually

employed in the specialty areas for which they received training, and some

were documenting retention data.

Objective 2. Eighteen projects representing four competition areas (in

Cells II, III, and IV) claimed to have Wssyg_tiv_Lijo_a_usnel

trained through applying model training approaches, or through doctoral or

postdoctoral programs. They had only subjective or qualitative data on these

outcomes, and no objective data on the quality of training or models. Examples

of supporting evidence were:

Subjective judgments or ratings of trainees' competency levels as a
result of training (includes course grades and reports from super-
visors of practicum experiences)

Informal feedback (from participants and their supervisors) confirm-
ing improved performance of individuals trained according to model

Me six projects in Cell II (Leadership) claimed to have increased the

number of doctoral-level personnel qualified to train teacher trainers, do

research, and administer programs (i.e., qualified to lead the field of per-

sonnel preparation). The data they claimed to be documenting to support this

outcome included:

Numbers of graduates (doctoral, postdoctoral)

Numbers of graduates employed as "leadership" personnel

* Projects must now report annually to the Personnel Preparation Program: the

number of individuals trained under the grant, by category of training and
level of training; and the number of individuals trained under the grant who
receive degrees and certification, by category and level of training.
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Oblective 3. Forty-three projects, representing all competition areas,

claimed to be achieving outcomes that were relevant to INEMBIlnx system

capacity for Personnel development (all levels). FrequenOes in Table 8

suggest that the most prevalent of these outcomes included:

New or improved collaborative or cross-discipline relationships that
increase the likelihood of further joint personnel preparation
activity, programming, or decision making

New, permanent, local capacity for personnel preparation as a result
of project activity

Serious interest in projects' products (models or programs) across a
broad array of potential consumers

Commitments of nonfederal support to help promote or expand demon-
stration and dissemination of models, programs

These projects said they were documenting Quantitative data to support

most of their claims. However, this information is likely to be imbedded in a

descriptive narrative in their final reports, rather than in a format that

would make it easy to extract and aggregate across projects and competition

areas.

The ultimate soul: Nearly half of the projects in (Cells I, II, III, and

IV) planned to report qualitative data to support their claims of:

Improved educational or social attainments of children ane youth who
are handicapped

Improved quantity and quality of services to handicapped children
and youth (from participants who complete training)

One project in Cell IV (in the Regular Educators competition area) plan-

ned to collect ouantit tive data that he expected would show a reduction in

the frequency with which classroom teachers referred students for special

education services. (This project has developed a program in which regular

educators and special education personnel jointly develop instructional stra-

tegies for teaching learning disabled students in regular classrooms. The

classroom teachers "commit" to trying these instructional alternatives first,

before resorting to referral for special education services, and building

administrators "commit" to ensuring that they do.)



Emmagmof rindinas on Program Performance

Nearly 80% of the study sample (44 projects in 9 competition areas)

claimed to be achieving outcomes and to have supporting evidence for the

objective of "producing more qualified personnel." Over 3011 (18 projects

in 4 competition areas) said they were achieving outcomes assocfated with

the objective of "improving the quality of personnel trained." Over 751.

(43 projects in all 11 competition areas) reported outcomes that represented

the third objective, "expanding system capacity." Nbst prevalent were new or

improved collaborative arrangements as a result of grant activity, claimed by

about 43% (24 projects in 9 competition areas).

Therefore, there appears to be broad support for federal program objec-

tives from results that grantees in the study sample were trying to achieve.

This suggests that the prospects for satisfactory program performance are

positive.

However, it is likely that the only quantitative data available in

summary form will be relevant to producing more qualified personnel and more

"leadership" personnel. The data to support the objective of "improving the

quality of personnel trained" will be quite soft, and quantitative data to

support the "system capacity" objective, though impressive, will probably not

be provided in a form that makes it economical to aggregate.

Finally, there was a surprising amount of interest among grantees in

tracking ultimate benefits for handicapped students, given the impossibility

of conclusively demonstrating that these benefits are attributable (directly)

to personnel preparation programs. Nearly half of the projects in the study

sample claimed to have information on Lmproved-service delivery to, or improved

attainments of, handicapped students who were subsequently served by project

participants.
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V. PROGRAM PLAUSIBILITY

Introduction

This step in the goal evaluation asks the question:

"Is it reasonable to expect the Personnel Preparation Program to

achieve its objectives, given the federal strategies that have been

adopted, and the extent to which they are being supported by the

program and implemented through grant activities that are actually

operating in the field?"

This question reflects what the twm, "plausibility," means in the context

of a goal evaluation, and the nature of judgments that the evaluator makes.

An objective is plausible if there is sone likelihood that program activities

and strategies will achieve progress toward the objective. To judge an objec-

tive as plausible would be to claim that if the program continued to operate

as observed, the objective would or could be attained. Saying that an objec-

tive was implausible would be to assert that, for various reasons (which the

evaluator makes explicit), the program operations or conditions observed do

not support attainment of the objective. These reasons could include such

factors as the failure of activities or strategies supporting the objective to

occur as planned.

Procedure

Making these judgments requires estimating the extent to which the inputs,

Processes, and assumptions represented in the program logic model are occurring

or can occur at a level of performance that justifies expectations about the

Personnel Preparation Program's ability to achieve its objectives.

Much of the information needed for the plausiblity analysis is in

Section III (Progi. Implementatiol.):

Findings on the extent to Which processes and inputs are being

implemented (i.e., strategies, project and federal program

activities)
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Conclusions about the congruity or incongruity between expected and
actual emphases on federal strategies through major kinds of grant
activity.

Information in Section IV (Program Performance) is also relevant:

The nature of results grantees claimed to be achieving, and the
extent to which these results appear to support Personnel
Preparation Program objectives

All of this information must now be reexsmined in making judgments about

program plausibility.

The analysis addresses these questions for each of the three program
objectives:

To what extent were federal strategies being implemented through
project activities? (Ref: Section III)

To what extent were projects' objectives and accomplishments
congruent with federal program goals and assumptions? (Ref:
Section IV)

To what extent does evidence of these accomplishments exist?
(Ref: Section IV)

Methodological Reminders

The goal evaluation examines strategies as they operated through YY86.

This also establishes the time boundary for the plausibility analysis. While

it is conceivable that changes from YY86 to FY87 have implications for program

plausibility in the future, the present analysis must necessarily be restric-

ted to the data base for the goal evaluation.

It is not within the scope of a goal evaluation to collect primary data

on project accomplishments, to capture all relevant perspecttves, or to verify

secondary data conclusively. The study team relies on readily available writ-

ten or verbal reports of results and, to an even greater extent, on interviews

with principal investigators or project directors --who are certainly not

disinterested observers. Even though this study team conducted interviews on

a confidential basis, and most interviewees were candid ("This is off the

record. . ."), it is certainly possiole that aome relevant information is

fugitive.
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The goal evaluation sample is small in proportion to the size of the

program, although it is representative of the broad array of Personnel Prepa-

ration Program grant activities and six of the eleven subsamples constituted

between 25% and 3711 of their sampling pools. Another compensating advantage

for a program analysis of this type is that data collection emphasizes depth,

especially in the areas that will inform a plausibility analysis.

Finally, goal evaluations do not examine prog.am management procedures

EIE se. However, it is legitimate (and necessary) to determinl if intended

major program inputs are occurring at a level that supports program objective

and federal strategies that are implemented to attain the objectives. This

information, too, is part of the database for the plausibility analysis.

Organization of Presentation

The plausibility analysis for each program objective is divided into

three sections: (1) analysis; (2) constraints and unresolved issues; and (3)

summary. The analysis addresses the three questions (above) that are at the

heart of a plausibility analysis. The list of constraints and unresolved

issues includes a variety of perspectives: grantees; DPP, OSRP, and OURS

staff; Personnel Preparation Program constituencies in the field; and

literature reviewed in the course of the goal evaluation. Some of these

issues were mentioned in the Program Documentation Report for the goal

evaluation. They reemerge here because they affect strategies as they

currently operate, and because they could affect the future plausibility

of program objectives.

Plausibility of Objective 1

This federal objective is "to produce more qualified personnel to serve

handicapped children and youth."

Judzment: At face value, Objective 1 is plausible,

as it is presently stated.
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Analysis

As of FY86, there were six competitions directed at filling shortages and

targeting for critical areas of need: Special Educators, Related Services,

Rural, Infant, Transition, and Minority.

Section III documented that all projects in these six competition areas

appeared to be implementing the strategies and activities that the Personnel

Preparation Program expects are important for achieving Objective 1. They

said that they were documenting numbers and qualifications of recruits, and

several said that they had retention data. Their proposals presented eonvinc-

ing statements of critical needs that incorporated or cited a variety of

appropriate soqrces, and comments of peer review panelists were particularly

complimentary on this aspect of grant applications.

Section IV indicated that the training program2 and materials that these

projects subsequently developed, and the training they provided, were directed

at the needs they proposed to address, and appeared to be quite consistent

with the focus of the competition areas under which they were funded. Project

level data reportedly includeo unbars trained and certified, by specialty

area and/or degree level, and numbers of training "graduates" who enter the

roles for which they were trailed. (Witt the exception of Leadership projects,

grantees did not systematical y collect data to show whether graduates of

training programs remained in careers in special education.) In summary,

these data supported outputs and outcomes that the federal program expects of

these types of projects.

The above picture also holds for additional subsamples (1) that imple-

mented these two federal strategies. and/or (2) whose major grant activity was

"program development, improvement, and support (including stipends), even

though Objective I was not necessarily their primary emphasis. For example,

all projects in all other competition areas in the study sample claimed to be

taraetina critical needs, and all but one of the projects in the Leadership

subsample emphasized recruitment. They all claimed to have quantitative data

like that noted above for other subsamples.
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The lists of constraints and issues below pertain, in turn, to

Strategy 2, Strategy 29 and Objective I.

Ntrategy 1. Recruitment and Retention

Stipend allowances are not always a sufficient incentive for

qualified candidates with financially attractive options. This was

especially true for strong minority candidates, who appear to have

many options.

For projects in the Leadership competition area, high tuition and

selectivity constrained how many candidates doctoral and post-

doctoral programs could recruit.

The methodological difficulties and costs of longitudinal surveys

make it unlikely thst grantees will ever be a feasible source of

reliable data on whether those who prepare for and enter careers in

special education remain in these careers.

Strategy 2. Targeting Critical Needs Areas

The intransigent problem of what constitutes a shortage, how to

identify it, and how to focus resources on relieving it is far from

being resolved (or completely understood).

While the larger strategic issues in targeting critical needs areas

are receiving varying amounts of attention from OSSP, OSEMS, and

agencies outside OSENS, such as OP138 and the Center for Statistics,

DPP has not yet assumed a significant role, or developed a long-range

plan for shoring in the problem's resolution. (The FY86 amendments

establish a national clearinghouse whose responsibilities include

collecting data on needs. If OPP can influence or shape data
collection so that it includes more than "teacher counts," that

represents an opportunity to make some headway.)

No satisfactory aystem or mechanism is functioning well enough at

present to provide a baseline against which to evaluate grantees'

documenhation of critical needs areas ia initial and continuation

applications.

CSPD information and states' annual counts are least useful for

documenting needs for highly specific personnel specialities, and

for projects serving regional and national interests or needs (such

as those submitted under the Leadership competition).



There are no central data bases relevant to preparing personnel to
serve handicapped individuals in out-of-school settings (e.g.,
hospitals).

Uncompetitive salaries and unappealing geographical location are two
prdblems (not amenable to training program interventions) in target-
ing critical needs areas.

Because of critical shortages, uncertified teachers are hired, and
this reduces the incentive for potential trainees to enter certifi-
cation programs.

Obiect3ve 1;

Grantees observed that it takes a long time for individuals who
receive training in model practices to develop "working power"
(competence) at a level necessary for a meaningful head count of
qualified personnel. It also takes time to be Qualified_ for
providing effective training to others.

No universal standard exists to suggest what "qualified" means.
State certification requirements vary widely. Grantees' data on
competencies demonstrated as a result of training were also weak,
relying heavily on subjective assessments of trainees' performance
by their teachers, practicum supervisors, and employers.

Grantees took issue with being associated (in federal program logic)
with personnel production. They counted among their most significant
accomplishments having been able to win commitments and engineer
changes in their institutional contexts that would continue the pro-
grams they bad established. Such improved capacity, these grantees
reasoned, will eventually enable the system to meet its needs for
(sufficient numbers of) qualified personnel.

Summary

This analysis concludes that:

There is quantitative data that can be aggregated to indicate the
numbers trained, for what specialty areas, and at what degree
levels.* Grantees also have data on numbers employed in roles for
which they were trained. All of this information will provide
support for the "personnel production" aspect of Objective 1.

* Projects must report annually to the Personnel Preparation Program: the number
of individuals trained under the grant, by category of training and level of
training; and the number of individuals trained alder the grant who receive
degrees and certification, by category and level of training. Grantees enter
the data on a form that DPP refers to (in-house) as "the 98-199 form," because
the amendments to the Sducation of the Handicapped Act in this public law
authorized such data collection for the first time from Personnel Preparation
Program projects.
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According to the statutory language, "qualified" means that the person

who completes training also meets state requirements or professionally

recognised standar& for a certificate or degree. Thus, grantees' data

on the nuMbers who earn certificates or degrees in specialty limas will

provide support for the oualifiedt portion of Objective 1.

Strategies 1 and 2, recruitment and retention and tarmetinx critical

needs areas, can be implemented as intended through program development,

improvement, and support grant activities.

There was a very close fit between (1) critical needs areas documented in

grantees' proposals and (2) programs and models ttrey developed, or

training they delivered.

It would be difficult to convince individual grantees in the "personnel

production" competition areas (SPED, NEL, RUE, INF, TRA, NIU) that the

primary importance of their projects was to increase the quantity of

qualified personnel. From their perspectives (proiect level), this
objective is a much more distal outcome, following from improved aystem

capacity.

Plausibility of Objective 2

This federal program objective is "to improve the quality of personnel

trained to serve handicapped children and youth."

pftaant: In the absence of objective assess-
ment, the plausibility of Objective 2 is neither

confirmed nor disconfirmed.

Analysis

According to the gross classification presented in Figure 2 and explained

in Section 1, there are two competitions directed primarily at improving the

oualltv of personnel preparation: Special Projects and Leadership. These

grants support, respectively, (1) development of exemplary models for person-

nel preparation, and (2) preparation, at the doctoral and postdoctoral levels,

of individuals who will then go on to encourage the use of state-of-the-art

methods in personnel preparation. The Personnel Preparation Program would

like to be able to show that benefits of these grant activities address

critical needs for "leadership" personnel and for replicable, exportable
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training models and cost-effective approaches to personnel development (all

levels).

Section III concluded that projects in these two competition areas appeared

to be implementing strategies and activities that the Personnel Preparation

Program expects to t4 their primary emphasis, and to be associated with the

Itecorl objective:

All Special Projects in the study sample undertook activities that
included strong elements of model develoyment. evaluation, and
disseminatiqp (Strategy 3).

Leadership projects emphasized leadership development (Strategy 4),
through doctoral and postdoctoral programs they developed, improved,
or supported with grants from the Personnel Preparation Program.

Two important qualifications pertain to Strategy 3, as it was implemented

by projects in the study sample. First, model evaluaticm relied on expert

review and participant feedback, carried out in the context of the model's

developmental tryout; formal field tests did not occur. Second, model

dissemination emphasized one-way communication--getting information out to

target markets, and promoting model approaches through presentations at

conferences and workshops. Although a wide variety of potential adopters

expressed serilus interest in the model approaches, there waA little oppor-

tunity within a three-year grant period to provide them with implementation

assistance, nor was this expected to be an objective of such grants.

Section IV described the data that Special Projects and Leadership

grantees said they were documenting of outputs and outcomes that contribute to

the quality objective. Their quantitative, objective data was reportedly

limited to production-type outputs:

(For Special Projects) numbers of models and materials developed,
target roles and levels, and the frequency, nature and reach of
dissemination activities

(For Leadership projects) numbers of doctoral and postdoctoral
graduates, numbers of graduates amployed as "leadership" personnel*

* The definition of "leadership" roles varies, as does the availability of
such opportunities for new Ph.Ds.



No objective data are likely to be available on the quality of models,

the quality of training, or improved quality of personnel trained through (1)

applying model training approaches or through (2) doctoral or postdoctoral

programs. However, these are examples of the Qualitative data they said they

were documenting: subjective judgments or ratings of competency levels Clot

trainees demonstrated during and upon completion of training (including course

grades and reports from supervisors of practicum experiences); and informal

feedback from participants and their supervisors confirming performance

improvements and desired changes in behaviors and attitudes of individuals

trained.

It was beyond the scope of grant projects to obtain data from consumers

of the models they developed and the personnel they trained. Such data could

indicate wbether these products in fact do meet critical needs of the field,

and are found to be high-quality, useful, and effective.

Constraints and Unresokyed Issues

The lists of constraints and issues below pertain, in turn, to Strategy 3,

Strategy 4, and Objective 2.

Etraters 3. Model Development. Evaluation, Disseminption

Grant budgets and timelines are not sufficient for carefully testing
models, or for distributing them and providing implementation
assistance on a large scale.

Federal program resources have not been used to fill this gap,
except selectively. For example, funds were added to a grant that
developed a training system for infant service providers, to enable
the model developer to do a workshop for Ill Personnel Preparation
Program grantees with "infant" projects.

Strategv 4. Leadershi. Develoment

Budget reductions at institutions of higher education, combined with
the relatively high cost of doctoral programs and limited availabil-
ity of stipends to attract well qualified full-time doctoral stu-
dents, threaten the, quality of future leadership for the field of
personnel preparation. This dilemma results from economic condi-
tions that the Personnel Preparation Program cannot affect.
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Opportunities for new Ph.Ds to assume leadership roles have been
limited to date, a situation that is not amenable to training
interventions.

akfutitn_a:

Quality-oriented intiatives havq inherent measurement problems that
make it very difficult and costly for grantees to establish
rigorously the merit of their grant products (models, leaderehip
personnel). Not surprisingly, available quantitative, objective
data for adequately assessing accomplishment of this objettive are
virtually nil.

Even qualitative data (e.g., subjective essessments of demonstrated
competencies, of model quality, of behaviors acquired through
training that utilizes state-of-the-art practices) have not been
obtained from disinterested sources, especially consumers.*

This analysis concludes that:

Assumptions that these two federal strategies will lead to improved
practice and to improved quality of personnel are neither confirmed
nor disconfirmed on the basis of data available from the study sample.

As grant activities are presently focused, it is probably not
feasible to expect grantees to obtain data that would rigorously
support Objective 2.

Strategy 4, leadership development, can be implemented as intended
through doctoral and post-doctoral grant activities.

* By definition, a disinterested data source must be limited to individuals
who were not associated in any capacity with the grant project, because
otherwise their roles would compromise their absolute objectivity. To be
included in such a survey, consumers must actually have "purthased" the
services of the graduates of doctoral programs, or "purchased" (and actually
implemented) models or materials that were developed and refined during
grant projects. By this definition, consumers exclude experts who were
involved in a model's formative evaluation (developmental tryout), or
individuals who have roles in the programs whose graduates are being
evaluated.



Strategy 3, model deselooment._ evalustion end dieseminetion, can be
implemented to a limited extent within a three-year grant, with most
of the effort going to model development, promoting awareness of
these models, and exposing others to the models during their
developmental tryout.

There was a very good fit between models developed by grantees and
the critical needs that they documented in their grant applications,
and there was evidence of serious interest among potential consumers.
Thus, the models have the potential for meeting critical needs.

AA grant activities are presently focused, it is probably not
feasible to expect grantees to obtain data that would rigorously
support Objective 2.

Plausibility of Objective 3

This federal objective is "to expand the capasity of the system for

personnel development."

Judgment: Objective 3 is plausible.

Analysis

As of FY86, there were three "capacity-oriented" competitions: Regular

Educators, SSA Projects, and Parent projects. The first two competitions were

directed at stimulating improvements in the system's ability to meet local,

state, and regional needs for trained and certified personnel, and for regular

educators qualified to educate handicapped children and youth in least restric-

tive environments. Parent projects were to provide training, technical assis-

tance, and information to parents to help them influence the system to develop

and exercise its capacity to meet the needs of their handicapped children.

Section III documented that all projects in these three competition areas

appeared to be implementing the strategies and activities that the Personnel

Preparation Program expects are important for achieving Objective 3. Overall,

they developed programs and provided technical assistance, information, and
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training that emphasised collaborative planning and intervention on behalf of

handicapped children, and permanent local or statewide training capacity to

stimulate replication of their models and approaches.

Sections III and IV indicated that these projects said they were docu-

menting guan4tative data on the number and nature of their information

exchanges, training events, and technical assistance sessions; the n4mber and

nature of parent and personnel preparation programs they developed; the

number, nature, and reach of their dissemination efforts; and the number and

location of individuals, agencies, and groups who express serious interest in

the training approaches they have developed. To sone extent, these projects

were documenting new collaborative or cross-discipline planning mechanisms;

new, permanent, local capacity for personnel preparation; and commitments of

non-federal support for model demonstration and dissemination.

It is significant that some projects in every one of the additional eight

competition areas also claimed to have evidence of stimulatins,system imvrove-

ments. In fact, in every case where a grantee could point to supporting data

for having brought about or contributed to such improvements, they counted

these accomplishments among the most important results of their grant projects,

even if they were not in competition areas that were expected to contribute to

objective 3.

Constraints and Unresolved Issues

The lists of constraints and issues below pertain, in turn, to Strategy 6,

Strategy 7, and Objective 3.

ty_2,Dqmptsujoiec e

Having only one POP grant in each state makes it impossible to meet
needs of parents in large or populous states.

A persistent implementation problem has been reaching minority and
rural parents.

Grantees' opinions differed on whether their objective should bo to
train trainers of parents, or to train parents directly. The latter
requires an individualised approach, and is therefore more expensive.
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$tratexy 7. System Improvements

Time, money, and institutional inertia were the major constraints for

bringing about system improvements: time to acquire the proficiency

required of a lmaster" trainer who teaches others to replicate model

practices; intense competition for states' special education funds;

and resistance to changing established organizational behavior and

structure.

Oblective :

The Personnel Preparation Program presently lacks a composite picture
(synthesized from a variety of sources) to use as a basis for deci-

sions to maintain or to expand system capacity through the grant

process. Without this information, it is quite conceivable to curtail
system capacity unwittingly, as is the case when a decision not to

support a grant disables a state from taking the next logical step in

improving its personnel development program, or from undertaking
activities that would otherwise take many more years to accomplish,
given other state priorities and limited resources.

Summary

This analysis concludes that:

Strategies 6 and 7, parent orRanization projects and system improve-
ments, can be implemented as intended through grant activities that
are associated with Objective 3.

Data are available to indicate the number and nature of a wide
variety of system improvements (including those involving parents
and parent organizations). However, mucb of this information is
likely to be threaded through narrative sections of grantees' final
reports, making it difficult to extract and aggregate.

There was a very close fit among (1) critical needs areas documented
in grant applications; (2) the programs, models, materials, and
approaches that grantees developed; and (3) the training and assis-
tance they delivered.
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Summary of Findings on ProaramLilausibilitY

This section closes with the observation that none of the program objec-

tives was strictly implausible. Moreover, support for these objectives through

grant activities among projects in the study sample was much broader based than

might be assumed from the primary emphases portrayed in Pi, ve 2. Grant proj-

ects implemented strategies and pursued Avjectives in addition to those expected

to be their primary emphasis. (This is no surprise to DPP staff or to the work

group, who intended Figure 2 to provide a gross classification, useful for

focusing data collection and analysis in the goal evaluation, and for indicating

the program's overall strategic plan.)



VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RSCONNINDATIONS

Introduction

Section I of this report described program logic through figures and text

that explained the federal strategies being implemen''.ed through the grant

program to reach program objectives, and assumptions about how these actions

are expected tu contribute to these objectives.

Sections III and IV analyzed information from 56 project reviews as a

basis for assessing the validity of the logic and assumptions underlying the

Personnel Preparation Program (as it operated in FY86), and for judging the

extent to which the strategies are being implemented and results are being

achieved that support federal program objectives.

Section V reexamined this information to draw conclusions about the

reasonsbleness of expecting the Personnel Preparation Program to achieve its

stated objectives if strategies continue to operate as observed in the study

sample, with similar results and supporting data.

The generally positive findings in the preceding chapters support the

conclusions that follow, but also indicate areas that could profit from

further examination.



Conclusions*

To An Rxtent That Suovorts Program Oblectives

and

Prdeet Results Support Program Objectives

All projects in the sample were judged to be (1) Lmplementing the federal

strategies that were expected to be their primary emphasis and, in addition,

(2) one or more of the strategies associated with other program objectives

(and competition foci). Overall, the nature of quantitative and qualitative

evidence of grantees' activitiee and accomplishments, provided elsewhere in

this report, indicates a good fit with federal expectations and with program

objectives.

Therefore, prospects are positive that the Personnel Preparation Program,

by pursuing federal strategies through its grant programs, can make progress

toward increasing the number of qualified personnel to serve handicapped

children and vluth, improving their quality, and expanding the capacity of the

system for personnel development.

Many Project Results Are Well Documented

Nearly SO% of the study sample (representing nine competition areas)

claimed to be achieving outcomes, backed up with quantitative data, that

pertain to the first program objective, "to produce more qualified personnel."

The most readily available data included: numbers of individuals recruited,

trained, and graduated (by level and specialty); number of program graduates

who subsequently enter careers in special education in roles and areas for

which they were trained; number and nature of grantees' training, technical

assistance, and dissemination activities; and the number and nature of the

models and materials they developed.

* Section II described the goal evaluation methodology, and Sections IV and V

reiterated its implications for interpreting findings and conclusions.
These caveats are not repeated here.
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Over 30% of the study sample (representing four competition areas)

reported outcomes and claimed to have data to support the second progam

objective, "to improve the quality of personnel trained." These data,

however, are subjective and qualitative. For example, data that grantees in

the study sample ware documenting on model quality, improved competence, and

use of state-of-the-art practice in personnel preparation consisted mostly of

subjective assessments of "experts," of project staffs (who may both design

and implement the model during its developmental tryout), and of participants'

instructors or supervisors. Although soft, such date served the formative

evaluation heeds of these model and program development projects very well.

Moreover, as these three-year grant activities presently operate, it may not

be feasible to expect grantees to obtain data that would rigorously support

this federal program objective. (See last conclusion below.)

more than 75% of the study sample (representing all eleven competition

areas) reported outcomes that constituted a wide variety of system improvements

which would support the third program objective, "to expand the capacity bf

the system for personnel development." However, these data will probably not

be reported in a form that makes it feasible for federal program staff to

extract and aggregate.

The above types of information address information needs of the Personnel

Preparation Program, OSERS, and others interviewed in the course of the goal

evaluation, if aggregated and summarized for competition areas, and for major

types of grant activity.

Program Logic and AssurIptions Are Valid

In the type of analysis characteristic of a goal evaluation, judgments of

the validity of program logic and assumptions, and of the plausibility of

program objectives, are based on evidence of "congruence," rather than by

testing cause-effect linkages. In this case, the evidence presented in

Sections III, IV, and V shows that (1) there is very good consistency betw-en

expec; i and reported emphases on federal strategies through major kinds of

grant ac ivity, and (2) the results and corroborating data that grantees'

claimed to have will support Personnel Preparation Program objectives. In
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short, no major incongruities with the logic model or the assumptions are

apparent.

One aspect of these findings requires clarification. Figures and text in

earlier chapters showed that the most mileage toward objectives was expected

to come from certain clusters of projects, but explained that this gross

classification was not meant to suggest an exclusive emphasis on a particular

stasategy or objective. In fact, the Personnel Preparation Program expects

that individual projects may implement strategies and pursue program objec-

tives in addition to those expected to be their primary emphasis.

This was the case for the 56 projects in the study sample, which suggests

that support for Personnel Preparation Program objectives is broadly based.

Such broad support also suggests that the processes and outcomes represented

in the logic model, and elaborated in the assumptions, can occur at a level of

performance that jug' :ies expectations about the Personnel Preparation

Program's ability to achieve its objectives.

Model DevelopmentEvaluation._and Disseminatioq
Presently Can Be Implemented Only To A Limited Extent

The reality is that this strategy can be implemented only to a limited

extent within a three-year grant, with most of the effort going to model

development, promoting awareness of the model, and distributing information

about it to potential users during its developmental tryout. Although a wide

variety of potential users expressed serious interest in the, model approaches

that were developed by grantees in the study sample, there was little oppor-

tunity within the grant period to provide them with implementation assistance.

Formal testing of models (and new programs) by projects in the study sample

was hot the norm, nor was objectively assessing whether these improved

approaches led 0 improved practice.



There are two sets of recommendations here. Both follow from the findings

and conclusions of the goal tvaluation. The first set suggests actions that

the federal program managers can take now to fill information gaps and improve

program functioning. The second vet suggests candidate topics that could be

examined further in the strategy evaluation phase.

1. U a avai a A ta SO CC ic it. ormati

needs about outcomes of the Personnel Preparation Prquam.

Berner in the goal evaluation, the Proxram Documentation Report pointed

out that federal-level staff -.ant quantitative data about what is being pro-

duced through grants from the Personnel Preparation Program. The goal evalua-

tion concluded that quantitative data relevant to most of these information

needs is readily available.

The most readily available quantitative data in summary form is what

grantees must rsport once a year on the Annual Performance Report, nicknamed

"the 98-199 form" by program staff. Diaa on the 98-199 form would meet

4r.formstion needs about numbers of individuals trained, receiving degrees, and

certified through groints from the program, by category and level of training.

In addition, numbers of individual'? recru.;.a, Ana numbers who then are

employed in releb For which they were traimd, are data that grantees in the

study :Ample said they would include in the r final reports. This information

can be aggregated and summarized (for pm grantees) to fill additional infor-

mation gaps that the goal evaluation noted.

In the sane fashion, information in grantees' final performance reports

can be aggregated to indicate numbers of training models developed, for what

content areas, for what target roles and levels, and the nature and reach of

dissemination activities to interest others in implementing the models.

* Recommendations for improving "federal program inputs by DPP" were presented

earlier and are not repeated here. See Section III, pages 56 (grant award
process), 61 (grant administration), 64 (DPP leadership), and 68 (coordina-

tion and collaboration).
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Throe important information KOMO remain that the Personnel Preparation

Program should fill; (1) the absence of rigorous data on the quality and

effectiveness of model programa that grantees develop; (2) data to meet

information needs of the "Leadership" competition area; and (3) empirical

evidence from a user's perspective that the personnel trained and the models

produced by grartees are high-quality and meet identified needs for such

products. Some of these information gaps could be addressed during the

strategy evaluation phase (see Candidate Topics for the Strategy Evaluation).

2. Redefine the current strategv (and outcomes expected) for three-
year model dsvelopment evaluatkon. and dissemination grant
proiects.

The goal evaluation concluded that within a three-year grant period,

models (and newly developed programs) can be subjected to expert peer review

and developmental tryout and revised accordingly, but may or may not be in a

format suitable for field testing. Grantees can document outputs and outcomes

indicated for model and program development grants, but within the limitations

noted for the study sample. (See Tables 7 and 8 in Section IV.)

Given the much more prominent emphasis on "models" in the FY87 announce-

ment for Personnel Preparation Program grants (e.g., even for those program

development, improvement, and support activities that historically have focused

on personnel production), define acceptable quality-control procedures for

developing new programs or improving existing ones, and for putting them in an

exportable form. Then, provide this informattan to grantees, and support

related technical assistance. (Parent projects may also perceive themselves

as "model developers," and so would also benefit from this clarification and

support through the TAPP contract.)

Second, if the best of these products are to have broad impact, the

Personnel Preparation Program needs to take these additional steps.

Support independent field-tests of models that appear to have
broad significance for the field of personnel preparation.

Package validated models in exportable formats.
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e Provide adopters with the essistance they need to implement the

modals successfully.

Provide leadership by developing and implementing a suitable

WAN for sharing these promising models and practices.

Information that would be needed to plan these steps could be developed

during the next phase of the evaluation (see Candidate Topics for the Strategy

Evaluation).

3. Extend grantees' efforts to promote system improvements.

In FY86, grant announcements for only three of the competition areas

directly encouraged grantees to promote system imProvements (SCA Projects,

Regular Educators, and Parent Organization Projects). Yet over three-fourths

of the study sample (43 projects) said they had brought about system ipprove-

ments (Strategy 7), and some of these improvements achieved a permanence during

a three-year grant that contributed to institutionalization (Strategy 8).

Every possible piece of the larger system for personnel preparation

seemed to be represented in the array of institutional contexts for these

projects. In describing their efforts, this diverse assortment of grantees

said that such improvements were among the most important accomplishments of

their federally funded grants, even if these fundamental changes were

spinoffs, or byproducts of their projects.

Given grantees' broad commitment and ability to stimulate system change,

the Personnel Preparation Program should consider additional ways of encourag-

ing and assisting them to do so. For example, require the grant applicant to

indicate how proposed activities address each of several federal strategies in

a wsy that engages and serves different pieces of the system for personnel

preparation: at the grantee's institution, and in the state and region that

the institution serves.

A second recommendation is to take steps to define and pursue a systemic

approach to managing all aspects of the Personnel Preparation Program. This



means considering the system when selecting priorities for competition,

focusing competitions, defining technical review and evaluation processes for

gr.nt applications, and so forth.

4. Reexamine resource allocations for_Parent orxanUation projects.

Funds allocated for the Parent competition are presently used to

establish some grant activity in every state. In making this deeision,

federal program managers weighed the expected benefits of "getting something

going in each state" with the obvious negatives: law visibility; and the

impossibility of identifying and reaching a large number of parents, or of

addressing comprehensively their needs for information and technical assis-

tance.

The study team's recomnendation is to obtain information from the techni-

cal assistance contractor (TAPP) on difficulties grantees:experience in trying

to achieve project objectives given present resource allocations. Then, if

the decision is to continue with the present allocation scheme, address the

difficulties through the TAPP contract or some other mechanism.

Candidate r t r a sluts io

A strategy evaluation is the second stage of the two-stage evaluation

approach being used to review the discretionary programs under the Education

of the Handicapped Act. The prLmary objective of the strategy evaluation will

be to develop focused information on a particular program strategy that will

respond to the needs of MEP management and staff, and that will identify ways

of improving the strategy.

The mechanism is a flexible one, and may include: exploration of issues

identified during the goal evaluation stage; exploration of alternative

strategies to those currently employed for the program; and development of

additional information to fill information gaps identified during the goal

evaluation. The findings from the goal evaluation suggest that any one of the

following topics would be good candidates for the Personnel Preparation

Program strategy evaluation phase.
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1argating_g_titU.ality_11. The new (1986) amendments add

language on "projacted" needs to existing language on directing Personnel

Preparation Program resources to meet shortages of personnel (all levels).

COB continues to push the program for information to demonstrate that its

training grants are producing personnel to meet shortages. OSEMS/OSSP want to

see comprehensive planning for personnel development (and its products,

states' CSPD plans) achieve full potential so that states can be expected to

focus efforts on meeting their acknowledged needs and priorities for personnel

development.

Thus, pressures are increasing for visibly and proactively managing the

program to meet shortages. Based on information produced by the goal

evaluation, requiring grantees to document shortages in their praposals as

justification for funding their activities may be viewed as inadequate and

unresponsive.

Developing an independent source of reliable information on critical

shortages (current and projected) is undoubtedly beyond any single. OSEP

division's capacity or responsibility. Nevertheless, a strategy evaluation

could develop information to improve the federal program's understanding of

and ability to use data that can be collected to identify personnel shortages

in special education.

Recruitment and retention (Stratetv 1). At present, the Personnel

Preparation Program supports grantees' recruitment efforts by providing funds

for stipends. Grantees acknowledge that without stipends, they would not be

able to attract sufficient quantities of strong candidates for preparation as

special educators, related services, and leadership personnel. However

necessary, stipends are not a sufficient condition for effective recruitment,

and grantees in the study sample used a variety of non-monetary tactics to

attract, screen, and retain well-qualified and committed individurgs to their

personnel preparation programs.

How can lessons learned from these (and other) recruitment efforts be

identified and communicated to grantees? A strategy evaluation could identify
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effective recruitment efforts in areas of nationally recognized critical

shortages, and for traditionally underrepresented groups.

What are implications of the national clearinghouse on recruitment and

employment opportunities (1986 amendments) for the Personnel Preparation

Program, its strategies, and its grant activities?* A strategy evaluation

could look at project-level and system-level elements of this strategy.

Leadership development (Strategy 4). No existing data system (including

CSPD) provides useful information for demonstrating that leadership develop-

ment is directed at producing doctoral-level personnel wfio will meet critical

needs in the field of personnel preparation, special education research and

program development, and so forth. To be useful for long-range planning,

these data should enable federal program managers C estimate current needs as

well as needs in five years, ten years, etc.

More generally, the Chief of DPP's Leadership Branch indicated the need

for better data on what kinds of activities graduates actually carry out after

completing doctoral programs. Do they themselves go into teaching and into

the preparation of new personnel? Do they go into practice instead? Do they

actually conduct leadership activities directed at improving the quality of

programs and practices in the field?

The study team recommends that filling these information gaps be

considered when making choices for focusing strategy evaluation resources.

Model development, evaluation, and dissemination (Strategy 1). One of

the recommendations at the beginning of this section was that the federal

program develop and implement a suitable mots% for sharing high-quality

personnel preparation models, materials, and other products that are developed

by its grantees.

* The new amendments (Section 310(0) define clearinghouse activities that are
pertinent to Strategies 1, 2, 5, and 7.
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If this recomnendation is to be implemented, information could be

developed through the otrategy evaluation that would identify important

elements of a sound diffusion plan. For example, the strategy evaluation

could answer these questions:

What federal strategies might be implemented to select the
best of these models and programs for formal evaluatioa?
For broad dissemination?

What lessons can be learned from other federally-sponsored
efforts to Identify, validate, and disseminate exemplary
practice? From the considerable federal experience in
funding and managing national demonstrations?

The next phase of the evaluation will examine one or more strategies

which seem to be most critical for achieving Personnel Preparation Program

objectives.

Of course, a strategy's "criticalness" is a matter of judgment, and must

take into account factors beyond those addressed by a goal evaluation. These

additional factors include changes in policies and plans that have shaped the

Personnel Preparation Program's strategic emphases in FY87, modifications in

individual competition areas for FY87, changes in personnel at senior

management ievels in OSEP and DPP, and so forth.

The work group will consider the above factors and the findings, conclu-

sions, and recommendations in this report in exploring how the strategy evalu-

ation phase can be focused most profitably for program improvement.
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PROTOCOL FOR PROJECT REVIEWS
FOR THE GOAL EVALUATION OF THE PERSONNEL PREPARATION PROGRAM

Reviewers will follow this protocol, using the instrument in
Appendix B, as closely as possible in reviewing projects. Each
project review will have three steps, described in detail below:

1. Determine sources of evidence and schedule data
collection.

2. Collect data.

3. Complete the project review instrument.

Determine Sources of Evidence and Schedule Data Collection

Every review will be based on several sources of evidence.
Where two or more sources of evidence cover the same topics, the more
recent sources will be given credence over older ones. Sources will
include:

the initial program solicitation leading to the grant
award (e.g./ FY 1984 grants announcement);

initial and continuation proposals (e.g., FYs 1984,
1985, and 1986);

technical review/evaluation and award documentation;

progress reports and performance reviews, if
available;

documentation of results of grant projects, e.g., data
on the previous year's accomplishments which are
appended to the beginning of a continuation proposal,
or which may be described in it;

products or deliverables from the grant project;

60-minute telephone interview with the project
director (or principal investogator);

30-minute telephone interview with the DPP project
officer or other DPP staff member, whoever is most
knowledgeable about the project and the federal
"program inputs" that are related to the project and
its competition area; and

literature and other selected sources that are
relevant to the project or its competition area, to
its institutional or state context, or to presenting
findings of the goal evaluation for clusters of
federal strategies and grantee activities.

A-1
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The DPP project officer(s) will be alerted that the review is to

take place and asked to provide contact information and to assemble

all relevant materials.' The project officer and the reviewer will
also agree on a time for the DPP interview.

The letter at the end of this protocol will be mailed to the

director of each project to be reviewed, followed by a telephone call

to (a) confirm agreement to participate, (b) re-emphasize
confidentiality of information, and (c) schedule a telephone

interview.

Collect Data

Reviewers will study files for their assigned projects before

interviewing project directors or DPP project officers. Then they

will partially complete the instrument in Appendix B for each

project, based on these file reviews.

Interviews with project directors and DPP project officers have

several purposes:

o to confirm selected information from file reviews;

o to explore in some depth the nature of grantee
activity and the implementation of federal strategies
through that activity;

o to identify major accomplishments and longer-term
outcomes of grantee activity; and

o to obtain the project director's and the DPP project
officer's perceptions of the (a) logic by which
grantee activity and federal strategies are intended

to further the objectives and ultimate goal of the
Personnel Preparation Program, and (b) opportunities
that exist for improving program plausibility and

performance.

The instrument in Appendix B establishes the approximate

boundaries for the reviewer's inquiry, but does not propose a
standard set of questions. Instead, the probes and the examples of

evidentiary information suggested in the instrument are intended to

stimulate the reviewer to explore certain topics in depth, and to

ensure that the reviewer's notes provide a rich source of information

on which to base answers to questions that the goal evaluation must

address.

Because the instrument is designed for the reviewer (as
respondent), there are no separate instruments for interviews of the

project director and the DPP project officer.



Complete the Pro?act Review Instrument

The instrument contains a set of questions that will be answered
by the reviewer, based on the evidence available. Care will be taken
to ensure that the reviewer's responses:

o clearly distinguish between facts and inferences
from, or anaysis of, these facts;

o use footnotes, with the appropriate citation to a
specific document or interview to indicate the
sources of the information; and

o can be understood by a "cold" reader or analyst.

Level of Effort

Each project review will require approximately nine (9) hours,
on the average. Reviewers will follow these guidelin3s in managing
their effort to complete the steps just described:

Determine sources of evidence and schedule
data collection .75 hr.

Collect data:

- Review files and other documents 2.75 hrs.
- Interview project director 1.00 hr.
- Interview DPP project officer .50 hr.

Complete the project review instrument. . 4.00 hrs.

Average time required for one project review 9.00 hrs.
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SAMPLE FORM LETTER TO PPCJECT DIRECTORS

(Project Director's Name and Address)

Dear

The Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) in the

U.S. Department of Education has requested reviews of

five programs under the Education of the Handicapped Act.

The purpose 1- to gather information on the overall

functioning or these programs that will help federal

managers improve them.

The American Institutes for Research (AIR) is participa-

ting with COSMOS Corporation, a social science research

firm, in the program reviews which began in October 1985

and will continue for the next two years.

The Personnel Preparation Program is the third progrwa to

be studied. As part of our information gathering, the

AIR team is interviewing a sample of the program's

project directors by telephone about their experieni.,..s as

funded projects.

We would like to interview you (or your represen::ative)

by telephone, and hope you will agree to assist us. This

interview will last from 45 minutes to one hour, and will

cover the following general areas:

goals and objectives;

activities and strategies;

logic or rationale whereby project activities and

strategies are to attain goals and objectives;

accomplishments and nature of supporting
evidence; and

obstacles or frustrations encountered.

The information you provide will NOT be used to evaluate your

individual project, but will be aggregated with information

from approximately 60 other projects to develop a more

complete description of the overall functioning

of the Personnel Preparation Program.

We do not expect you to preparm in advance for our

telephone call, other than idertifying the person we

should interview, if that is not yourself. However, if

you do have on hand summary information about what your

project has accomplished that was not included in your

A-4
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continuation proposalquantitative or descriptive
summarieswe would be interested in discussing these
with you when um telephone you.

We will appreciate your assistance and cooperation verymudh. An AIR staff person will contact you soon to
confirm your willingness to participate and to arrange a
convenient time for the interview. Before interviewing
you, that person will review information about your
project that is already available from files at the
federal program office.

The enclosed brochure provides more information about the
review approadh.

Sincerely,

Peggie L. Campeau

Enclosure
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PERSONNEL PREPARATION PROGRAM GOAL EVALUATION

PROJECT REVIEW INSTRUMENT

The AIR reviewer will provide the responses to items in this
instrument, first, by studying project records that DPP provides; and
second, by interviewing DPP project officers or staff, grant project
directors, and TAPP contract and subcontract managers.

The instrument consists of six sections. Titles for sections B
through F are similar to headings that appear in the "Personnel
Preparation Program Logic Model" and in the charts for competition
areas in the Program Documentation Report, Sections II and III,
respectively.

A. Basic Descriptive Information
About the Project Page 2

B. Grantee Activities Page 4

C. Intermediate Outcomes Page 11

D. Ultimate Program Goal Page 14

E. Federal Strategies Page 15

F. Federal Program Inputs Page 24

Each section (except Section A) begins with an overall protocol
question and describes the purpose of the section. The sect on then
has a list of probes that will guide the reviewer in addressing the
topic of the sect on. Next, a list of illustrative evidence will help
the reviewer to determine whether or not specific types of information
are available on the project.

The purpose of this project review is to obtain sufficient information
about a project to determine its alignment with the federal program
goal and objectives. The purpose is NOT to collect voluminous amounts
of information for preparing detailed project descriptions.
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AIR Reviewer:

A. BASIC DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROJECT

Project Title:

PR #:

GOO #:

Competition Areas

Special Educators
Related Services Personnel
Rural
Infant
Minority
Transition

Leadership
Special Projects
Parent Org. Projects
SEA Projects
Regular Educators

Agency Type: Institution of higher education
Private, nonprofit organization
SEA
Other

Name of Agency:

Name of Project Director: ( Dr. Ms. Mr. Mrs.) Phone:

Title:

Address:

Name of DPP Project Officer:

Name of DPP Competition Manager:

Other Contact(s):

Phone:

Phone:

Phone(s):



FUndings

Initial Year of SEP (or BEH) Funding for This Project:

FY 84
Other (Explain)

SEP Funding Amount (entire performance period):

Other Funding for This Project (list below):

Source

OP,

IMO

Staff:

Number FTE

Performance Period Amount

Type (Position & Discipline)

Emphasis of Grantee Activity

(New) Program Development
Program Improvement
Program Support
Stipends

1=1.
Model Development and

Dissemination
Technical Assistance

and Information

Federal Strategies Receiving Most Emphasis Through Grantee Activity

Recruitment/Retention
Targeting Critical Needs Areas

Model Program Development and Dissemination
Leadership Development
State & Professional Standards

Parent Organization Projects
Building System Capacity
Institutionalization
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B. GRANTEE ACTIVITIES

PROTOCOL QUESTION: WHAT MAJOR GRANTEE ACTIVITY DOES THIS PROJECT
-REPRESEN17

The grantee activities characterized below are the major avenues
through which the Personnel Preparation Program pursues federal
strategies for achieving program objectives. These three categories
of grantee activity appeared as column headings in Figure 1 of the
Data Collection Plant

1. Training program (a) development, (b) improvement, or
(c) support, including (d) stipends

2. Model program development, evaluation, dissemination

3. Technical assistance and information

The probes and the illustrative examples of evidence below will focus
document reviews and telephone interviews on elements one would look

for to determine if a particular activity is actually present in a
grant (or contract).

The examples of evidence include the "outputs" that were listed in
charts for the competition areas in Section III of the Program
Documentation Report. These are relatively short-term results, such as
numbers and types of persons trained, models produced, assistance and
information provided. Longer-term results, such as what persons DO
afterwards who are exposed to training, models, assistance, and
information, are addressed in a separate section of this instrument
(see section C, "Intermediate Outcomes").

While the expectation is that a project will emphasize one of the
three activities, conceivably all three activities could be present.
Therefore, every project review will inquire about all three types of
activities.

NOTE: Every competition area EXCEPT "Special Projects"
and "Parent Organization Projects" is expected to
fit best under 1(a), OR 1(b), OR 1(c), AND may
also fit under 1(d).

1(a). Is it primarily a training PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT project?

Probes:

- grantee's perception of the:

-- federal objectives for this type of grant

-- congruence between federal objectives and the
project's objectiAies
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- specific needs that were not met by training activity
that existed prior to FY 1984

- features that distinguish this "new" training activity
from what existed prior to FY 1984

- nature of the development process (who, what, when,
why, how)

- grantee's view of the most significant accomplishment or
activity of the project

in order to:

"produce more high-quality personnel to meet
current and emerging needs of handicapped
children and youth."

Illustrative evidences

- number and nature of new course t. and materials
developed

- number, types, and levels of individuals who:

receive training
compl...7.e training (or fail to)

- types and amounts of training provided

1(b). OR,
Is it primarily a trainin9 PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT project?

Probes:

- grantee's perception of the

IMP MIN, federal objectives for this type of grant

congruence between federal objectives and the
project's objectives

- specific needs that were not met by training
existed prior to FY 1984

activity that

- features that distinguish this "improved" training
activity from what existed prior to FY 1984

- nature of the improvement process (who, what, when,
why, how)

- grantee's view of the most significant accomplishment or
activity of the project
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in order to:

"produce more high-quality personnel to meet

current and emerging needs of handicapped
children and youth."

Illustrative evidence:

- number and nature of courses and materials improved

- specific improvements in courses and msterials

- number, types, and levels of individuals who:

-- receive training
-- complete training (or fail to)

- types and amounts of training provided

1(c). DR
fi it _primarily a training PROGRAM SUPPORT project?

Probes:

- grantee's perception of the

federal objectivei for this type of grant

congruence between federal objectives and the

project's objectives

- grantee's view of the most significant accomplishment or
activity of the project

- number of continuous years of Personnel Preparation
Program funding for training activity

- budgetary or contextual factors that suggest why federal

support has been vital to the survival of the training

program

in order to:

"produce more high-quality personnel to meet

current and emerging needs of handicapped
children and youth."



Illustrative evidence:

- proportion of grantee's institutional budget that has come
from the Personnel Preparation Program annually for the
past "X" years

- number of FTE special education program staff paid for
by grant as a percentage of total staff in that program

- numbers, types, levels of individuals who:

receive training
complete training (or fail to)

- types and amounts of training provided

- numbers and types of materials and courses developed or
revised

1(d). Does the project emphasize the provision of STIPENDS?

Probes:

- dollar amount and number of stipends

- criteria for eligibility for stipends

in order to:

"attract strong candidates who will prepare for,
enter, and remain in special education to
provide services to handicapped children and
youth, to train others, or to lead efforts to
expand or improve the system for personnel
development."

Illustrative evidence:

- numbers and types of individuals receiving stipends

- ratio of stipend dollars tu faculty salary/administrative
dollars that the grant provides

- number of participants receiving stipends as a percentage
of total enrollment in the special education program

- degree/certificate completion rate for students receiving
stipends compared to rates for "regular" students in the
special education program

- indicators of the quality of full-time graduate students
and PhDs that stipends attract and support



2. Is it primarily a MODEL DEVELOPMENT, EVALUATION, AND DISSEMINATION

project?

NOTE: "Special Projects" are expected to fit best in
this category of grantee activity. However&
projects in other categories may include model
development, evaluation, and dissemination.

Probes:

- grantee's perception of the

1.111.1 GOA

federal objectives for this type of grant

congruence between federal objectivos and the
project's objectives

- name and nature of model

- aims of model stated as objectives,
standards

- sources utilized to establish:

NM, IMPr

competencies,

need for model
"quality" of model (e.g., "Baseline Book")

- respects in which this model has "broad significance" for
the field of preservice and/or inservice personnel
preparation

- how its effectiveness, replicability, and transportability
are to be (or have been) established

- nature and extent of these project activities:

product development (the implementation model)
product demonstration
data collection and analysis activities
promoting awareness of the model
product dissemination
orientation to the model for its potential consumers
training trainers to use the model
other training by grantee, using the model
consultation

in order to:

"stimulate the field of personnel preparation to
implement such exemplary approaches, which in
turn will make available more high-quality
personnel to deliver services to handicapped
children and youth."
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Illustrative evidence:

- model or product developed, i.e., nature of curricula,
books, teacher guides, and modules produced

- evaluation of model or product, i.e., competencies
demonstrated, standards met by trainees; types and levels
of personnel for which model is applicable; indicators of
"quality" met by product

- dissemination of model or product* i.e., number and types
of materials, presentations, or publications disseminated
over an mX"-year period to promote replication of the
model r-actices; number and types of dissemination
activities planned; extent of ongoing capability to
disseminate model

- dissemination targets* i.e., number and type of
dissemination efforts directed at special educators,
related services personnel, administrators, trainers,
developers, parents, others; number, nature, and
geographic distribution of dissemination activities

- replication, i.e., extent to which concepts and procedures
contained in the model are actually used (conceptually or
instrumentally) to improve subsequent training projects

3. Is it prima-ily a TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATIObLprojitEtZ

NOTE: Iarent Organization Projects" and TAPP are
expected to fit best in this category of
grantee activity. However, projects in other
categories may include technical assistance and
information services.

Probes:

- key features of technical assistance content and approach

- nature and extent of these project activities:

-- assistance or informational activities aimed at
specific sites, audiences

-- id( .ification of effective strategies for providing
assistance and information aimed at specific sites,
audiences

- characteristics of target audience(s) for training and
information
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in order to:

"stimulate improvements in training and system
capacity that make available more personnel and
parents who are able to provide effective
education and related services to handicapped
children and to interact effectively with the
system on their behalf."

Illustrative evidence:

- numbers, types, levels of individuals who, over an "X"

year periods

-- request assistance and information
-- receive assistance and information

- number and nature of assistance and information provided
over an "X"-year period

- numbers and types of materials, curricula, programs,
presentations, or publications developed or revised over
an "X"-year period

- competencies and knowledge demonstrated by those assisted

- examples, if any, of perceived usefulness of assistance
and information



C. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

PROTOCOL QUEST/ON: TO WHAT EXTENT DID THE PROJECT ACHIEVE RELEVANT
.)11- T 57

(If the judgment is premature, describe when the
outcomes will occur and why the judgment is
premature.)

These are the longer-term results that may be attributable to the
project (at least partially), and that fall on a continuum somewhere
between short-term project results ("outputs") and the ultimate goal
of the Personnel Preparation Program. Longer-term results inclwae
effects that appeared in the "outcomes" column of the charts for the
competitions in Section III of the Program Documentation Report.

These effects lie beyond merely exposing people to training, models,
assistance, and information. Instead, "intermediate outcomes" address
the questions, "What do persons trained do afterwards? Axe model
training programs replicated? Hy whom? With what effect on quality
of personnel trained? On system capacity? For whose benefit? How
does this fit or not fit with federal program aims and strategies?"

1. Did it increase the QUANTITY of qualified personnel?

DEFINITION: Producing specialized personnel who are (a)
qualified to meet current and emerging needs of
handicapped children and youth, and who (b) go
on to provide them with educational and related
services (all levels), in areas appropriate to
their qualifications.

Illustrative evidence:

- documentation that individuals who complete training
programs (all levels) enter or are retained in the special
education/related services field, e.g., numbers, types,
and levels of individuals who:

- - indicate their intention to enter careers in special
education upon completion of training

-- indicate their intention to go on to more advanced
levels of preparation for careers in special
education

- - actually go on to serve handicapped childyen and youth
in areas appropriate to their qualifications

- documentation, if any, of post-graduation activities of
recipients of "leadership" stipends
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- documentation that the types and levels; of personnel

completing the specialized trairing are congruent with:

-- critical needs identified by gruntoes

c.ritical needs identified by others

- extent to which such qualified personnel report that their

training assisted them n th's job

Did it improve the QUALITY of personnel?

DEFINITION: Producing leadership, knowledge, models, and
techniques that (a) stimulate other training
programs to use state-of-the-art personnel
preparation practice at all levels, which in

turn (b) produce high-qualitf personnel who (c)

meet or exceed professional and state standards

for specialized personnel to serve handicapped

children and youth.

Illustrative evidence:

- use by training programs of state-of the art practices

that are appropriate for preservice and inservice training

of specialized rersonnel (all levels)

- increased numbers of persons who, upon completion oi

training in these programs, meet or exceed professional

and state standards and other indicators of "quality" for

various types of specialized personnel (all levels)

- increase in doctoral level personnel qualified to train

teacher trainers, do research, and administe:- special

education programs

Did it EXPAND SYSTEM CAPACITY for personnel preparation?

DEFINITION: Influencing the system directly or indirectly

to (a) identifl and meet local, state,
regional, and national needs for trained and

certified personnel, and for regular
educators qualified to work with handicapped
children and youth in least restrictive
environments, and to (b) sustain these

personnel preparation programs after federal

support for them ends.

illustrative ev:.dence:

- sources, amounts, and percentages of grantee institution's

total special education program financial support from
nonfederal sources for the past "Xn years



- extent to which "graduates" of parent training projects engage
in productive interactions with the educational system on
behalf of their handicapped children

- institutional policies and actions taken as a result of
grantee activity that increase the system's responsibility
and capacit.. personnel preparation, e.g.,:

support for personnel development (all levels)

financial assistance for training program participants

support for model development, evaluation,
demonstration, and dissemination

support for technical assistance and information
services related to personnel development (all levels),
including regular educators and parents



ULTIMATE PROGRAM GOAL

PROTOCOL QUESTION: HOW DID PREPARATION OF SPECIALIZED PERSONNEL

ANIIKNCE EIVCATION AtW KELATED- SlatvICNS FOR

1. Was it the effective use of skills acquired in the training

program?

Probes:

- direct evidence regarding handicapped students'

-- educational attainments
-- economic self-sufficiency
-- social self-sufficiency

that can be linked causally to:

- the use of skills acquired in training.

Illustrative evidence:

- evaluation studies at the school, classroom, and

community level
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E. FEDERAL STRATEGIES

PROTOCOL QUESTION: WHAT FEDERAL STRATEGIES WERE USED BY THE PROJECT?

ALSO, what is the logic or rationale whereby
the project's activities (and the federal
strategies they represent) are intended to
further one or more of the three objectives
of the Personnel Preparation Program?

By this point in the instrument, the reviewer will have:

established the type of grantee activity represented by
the project;

collected information regarding intermediate outcomes,
which are the longer-term results that further federal
program objectives (increase the QUANTITY and improve the
QUALITY of personnel trained, and expand SYSTEM CAPACITY
for personnel development), and

identified outcomes (if any) that further the ultimate
goal of the Personnel Preparation Program--"to enhance
education and related services for handicapped children
and youth through the preparation of specialized
personnel."

The purpose of this section of the instrument is to guide the reviewer
in (1) establishing the federal strategies represented in the grantee
activity, as the project has actually operated, and (2) making
explicit the logic (rationale) whereby grantee activity is intended to
further the objectives and ultimate goal of the Personnel Preparation
Program.

The Program Documentation Report lists eight (8) strategies that the
Personnel Preparation Program pursues to achieve the three program
objectives. Figure 1 in the Data Collection Plan shows the presumed
relationships among the three objectives, the eight strategies/ and
major categories of grantee activity. It implies that all projects in
a particular cluster will represent best the strategies associated
with that cluster. For example, "SEA Projects" and "Regular Educator"
projects will best exemplify the three system capacity strategies,
presuming these grant activities are implemented as intended.

In actual practice, however, the relationships will not be as clearcut
as Figure 1 suggests. The eight strategies, when implemented through
grantee activities, may turn out not to be mutually exclusive.
Moreover, individual projects in the clusters depicted in Figure I may
emphasize strategies that are different from, or in addition to, the
strategy(ies) attached to their particular priority area. Therefore,
the reviewer will attend to ALL EIGHT strategies in reviewing grantee
records and interviewing the project director, regardless of where the
project was originally presumed to fit in Figure 1.
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1 Was there evidence that RECRUITMENT and RETENTION were utilized?

Probes:

- methods implemented tos

- - attract and retain strong candidates until they

complete training (all levels)

- - encourage "completers" to enter roles appropriate to

their training

- criteria used to identify strong candidates

so that:

"strong candidates are more likely to prepare

for, enter, and remain in careers in special

education, and thereby increase the (QUANTITY)

of individuals specially trained to serve
handicapped children and youth."

Evidence:

- actions taken by grantee to attract and retain

strong candidates

- how these actions were supported

- numbers, types, and levels of individuals recruited by

grantee

- documentation, if any, that these actions increased

training enrollment and completion

- documentation, if any, that "completers":

-- indicate their intent to fill roles appropriate to

their training and qualifications

-- actually take on such roles

- document the logic/rationale whereby grantee activity

(including the above elements) furthers one or more

of the three federal program goals

Plausibility and performance issues:

- gaps or flaws in the above logic/rationale

- major lonstraints or frustrations experienced, addressed,

anticipated in attempting to recruit and retain strong

candidates
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2. Was there evidence that TARGETING CRITICAL NEEDS was utilized?

Probes:

- extent to which grantee implemented systematic procedures
for assessing local, state, regional personnel training
needs (or needs for models, or for technical assistance
and information)

- extent to which systematically assessed needs affected:

-- training design

-- training opportunities provided in the locale, state,
or region

so that:

"personnel preparation (or model development, or
technical assistance and information) in areas
of critical need will (increase the QUANTITY) of
these types of qualified personnel (or models,
or technical assistance and information)."

Evidence:

- actions taken and sources utilized to assess specific
needs for personnel (or models, technical assistance,
information)

- how project activities are presmued to ameliorate
these needs

- document the logic/rationale whereby grantee activity,
including the above elements, furthers one or more of the
three federal program objectives

Plausibility and performance issues:

- gaps or flaws in the above logic/rationale

- major constraints or frustrations experienced, addressed,
anticipated in attempting to target project activities to
address areas of critical need

3. Was there evidence of MODEL DEVELOPMENT, EVALUATION,
bISSEMINATION

in order to:

"promote the refinement and distribution of
improved training methods of broad significance
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for the field of preservice and inservice
personnel preparation (all levels), which will
(a) encourage replication of best practices by
other training programs, leading to (b)
inmproved QUALITY of personnel trained in these
programs."

Reference: Information collected for Section S, "Grantee
Activities," Question 2.

Evidence:

- description of model

- how model development, evaluation, demonstration,
dissemination were supported

- ways in which the model has "broad significance"

- documentation, if any, that the model is effective,
replicable, transportable

- documentation, if any, of target market interest in
and/or actual implementation of model

- document the logic/rationale whereby grantee activity
(including the above elements) furthers one or more of
the three federal program objectives

Plausibility and performance issues:

- gaps or flaws in above logic/rationale

- major constraints or frustrations experienced, addressed,
anticipated in attempting to:

- - develop model
-- determine its effectivPness and replicability
- - sustain demonstration and dissemination activities

4. Was there evidence of LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT?

Probes

- methods used to develop doctoral and postdoctoral
personnel who will go on to:

- - train teachers
- - do research
- - administer programs

in order tos



"promote use of state-of-the-art methods in
personnel preparation (all novels), leading to
improved QUALITY of these personnel."

Evidences

- description of the leadership development activity

- how the activity prepares students to promote
state-of-the-art practice, e.g., does it train doctoral
and postdoctoral students to:

-- do research?
-- identify best practices?
- - utilize effective training and administratg-Fe methods?
- - other?

- documentation of the logic/rationale whereby grantee
activity (including the above elements) furthers one or
more of the three federal program objectives

Plausibility and performance issues:

- gaps or flaws in above logic/rationale

- time frame for progressing to positions of leadership in
the field of personnel preparation

- major constraints experienced* addressed, anticipated in
attempting to provide doctoral and postdoctoral programs
that:

- - incorporate and promote state-of-the-art practice
- - prepare leadership personnel for careers in research,

administration, and personnel preparation

5. Was there evidence that STATE and PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS were
utilized?

in order to:

. . ensure the QUALITY of personnel trained."

Evidence:

- presence of assurances in proposal(s)

source(s) of standards and other quality indicators, e.g.,
"Baseline Book," latest guidelines from professional
organizations, etc.
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- nature and extent of interaction with standards-setting

agencies and organizations

- documentation of how standards and/or indicators of
quality were utilized and wlth what results

- document the logic/rationale whereby grantee activity
(including the above elements) furthers one or more of the

three federal program objectives

Plausibility and performance issues:

- gaps or flaws in above logic/rationale

- major constraints experienced, addressed, anticipated in

utilizing state and professional standards, or other
indicators of quality

6. Was there evidence of PARENT training and information activity?

in order tot

"help (parents) influence the SYSTEM to develop
and exercise its CAPACITY to meet the needs of
their handicapped children."

Reference: Information collected for Dection BF "Grantee
Activities," Question 3.

Evidence:

- description ofthe parent training, assistance, and
information activity

- specific competencies and knowledge that parents acquired
as a result of participating in the project

- indications of how, over "X" time, the training,
assistance, and information provided is expected to help
them influence the educational system to meet the needs of
their handicapped children

- indications of the extent to which the project serves
parents of all handicapped children in all categories

- document the logic/rationale whereby grantee activity
(including the above elements) furthers one or more of the

three federal program objectives

Plausibility and performance issues:

- gaps in the above logic/rationale



- major constraints experienced, addressed, anticipated in
attempting to design and implement training and
information programs that equip parents of handicapped
children with:

-- knowledge of their children's ri.hts and the system's
responsibilities

-- effective strategies for working with the system on
behalf of their children

Was their evidence of CAPACITY BUILDING?

in order to:

"increase the system's capacity to meet local,
state, and regional needs for trained and
certified personnel, and for regular educators
qualified to work with handicapped children and
youth in least restrictive environments (which
in turn) will INCREASE SYSTEM CAPACITY for
personnel developmenc."

Reference: Information collected for Section C,
"Intermediate Outcomes," Question 3.

Evidence:

- ways in which the capaety of the system for personnel
preparation improved as a result of support by the
Personnel Preparation Program

- document the logic/rationale whereby these improvements
are expected to provide more and better training
opportunities to meet local, state, and regional needs for
specialized personnel, including regular educators

Plausibility and performance issues:

- gaps or flaws in above Logic/rationale

- major constraints or frustrations experienced, addressed,
anticipated in attempting to improve the capacity of the
system for personnel development

S. Was there evidence of INSTITUTIONALIZATION?

so that:
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the CAPACITY OF THE SYSTEM for personnel
development can "sustain personnel preparation
programs . . at all levels . . after federal
support for them ends."

Evidence:

- any increase in the level of nonfederal support for

personnel development

- changes in organizational structures, institutional
actions, policies, or other changes that indicate
increased commitment to personnel development, including:

-- increased number of budgeted positions for special
education teacher trainers

-- training opportunities for special education and
related services personnel (all levels), regular
educators, parents

-- model demonstration and dissemination

-- technical assistance and information services

- document the logic/rationale whereby these changes may
enable the system to sustain personnel preparation (all
levels, all areas) if federal support for it ends

Plausibility issues:

- gaps or flaws in above logic/rationale

- constraints on the system, e.g., inertia of system vis a
vis emerging or new roles for special educatgion and



REVIEWER: Summarize the linkages between this grantee's activities
(representing "N" federal strategies) and the three
federal program objectives.

Grantee Activities
(*)

Represent-
ing These
Strateres

(**

Further
These
Program

Objectives
(***)

Indicate
Page Ref.
in this
Instrument

*) Identify major activities and code each one as indicated below.

1(a) NEW program development?
1(b) program IMPROVEMENT?
1(c) program SUPPORT?
1(6) providing STIPENDS?

2 model development, evalua-
tion, or dissemination?

3 technical assistance/info.?

(**) Opposite each activity in the left-hand column, write the number
of the strategy(ies) represented by that activity.

1 recruitment/retention
2 targeting critical needs
3 model development, evaluation, dissemination
4 leadership development
5 state and professional standards
6 parent organization projects
7 capacity building
8 institutionalization

(***) In this column, enter either MAN, QUAL, or SYS, which
correspond to the three federal program objectives.



F. FEDERAL PROGRAM INPUTS (BY DPP)

PROTOCOL QUESTION: HOW WERE GRANT SUPPORT/ADMINISTRATION AND OTHER
PROCESsEs (AntoGiam INPUTS-) IMPLEMENTZD FON THIS

TIOUNMEWPWITTOW7

The purpose of this section of the instrument is to collect

information about Personnel Preparation Program activity in the

Division of Personnel Preparation (DPP) that helps the reviewer

analyze findings from data collected in the instrument.

For example, DPP actions and policies may help explain linkages (or

linkage failures) between grantee activity, federal strategies to be

pursued through that activity, and the presence (or absence) of

outcomes that further the three objectives of the Personnel

Preparation Program.

The reviewer will obtain much of the information for this section of

the instrument from documents, such as the FY 1984 grant

announcements, technical review and evaluation plan, prefunding review

packages, and other award documentation.

In addition, reviewers will interview DPP staff and grantees for each

project in the sample to give them an opportunity to comment on any of

these federal level activities that they believe have enhanced or

hindered their ability (or the system's inclination) to further the

three program objectives.

REVIEWER: Focus discussions with DPP staff and grantees on
factors that may help explain (1) congruities or
incongruities between program intent and actual
implementation, and (2) the ease or difficulty of
furthering program objectives.

1. How was the GRNNT PROCESS carried out for the project (and the

competition)?

in order tos

further federal program objectives and to pursue
federal strategies that are linked to this type of

grant activity/competition.

Potentially productive topics include:

For the competition,

- focus of competition, and changes in focus over time
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- logic or rationale whereby the competition focus is
intended to further program straegies and objectives

- related constraints and gaps that characterize this logic
in actual practice

- clarity of application package

- degree to which the "technical review and evaluation
plan":

-- reflected program regulations and policies
- - was implemented as intended

Examples: selection of reviewers and formation of
panels, their orientation and instruction:
guidelines for project officer recommendations,
management reviews, and preparation of prefunding
packages

- number of awards made

- total amount of funds awarded to new and continuation
grants

- average size of grants and range (lowest, highest award)

For the project,

- overall rating of proposal

- significant aspects of proosal that were negotiated and
changed in the final award

2. How was GRANT ADMINISTRATION carried out for this project (and
for this competition)?

Potentially productive topics include:

- quantity and content of contacts between DPP staff and
grantee since initial award

- perceived "quality" and utility of contacts

- relevance of contacts for furthering federal program
objectives

- nature of data on project accomplishments that are:

- - requested by DPP
- - reported by grantee
- - summarized by DPP
-- actually used by DPP (HOW USED?
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3. What other activities of the Personnel Prpparation Programs

- influenced the grant activity/competition

- help explain perceived gaps between expectations and
reality for this project/competition?



APPENDIX C

Competition Areas

Table C-1. Summary of Funding History
for Competition Areas

Charts for Each Area

Figure C-1. Special Educators
Figure C-2. Related Services
Figure C-3. Rural
Figure C-4. Infant
Figure C-5. Transition
Figure C-6. Minority
Figure C-7. Leadership
Figure C-8. Special Projects
Figure C-9. Regular Educators
Figure C-10. SEA Projects
Figure C-11. Parent Organization Projects
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Table C-I. Summary of Funding History for Competition Areas

COMPETITION AREAS 1983 0 1983 * 1984 0 1984 * 1985 0 saaa * 1986 0 1986

SPECIAL EDUCATORS
OO 187 011, 096, 471 131 08, 196, 833 116 08,914,673 155 011,864.026

cent 8 OD 183 019, 962, 216 309 019, 298, 538 247 016. 776, 345

INFANTS
**, 0 SO 0 *0 13 *1,019,444 15 *1,082,488

Cleat 0 ** 0 00 0 00 15 01,218,416

MINORITY
new 0 ii0 0 00 0 OP 19 01,561,806

Gent *9 0 00 9 OD 0 00

NELATED SERVICES
new 29 01,359.280 27 01,397.030 25 1,580.0":7 28 *2,000,000

cost 0 00 26 01. 262, 735 51 02. 571. 391 49 02, 929, 178

SEA PROJECTS
new 27 01,895,1187 22 *1,578,864 9 0664,417 7 0590.809

cost 0 *9 25 111,891,499 47 03,490,653 30 02.191,843

PARENT ORO PROJECTS
new 35 02,124,658 41 03,745,212 11 ort,asa,ao* Ili 04.340.402

coat 0 OS 32 02,898,729 64 115,137,805 11 01,136,039

LEADERSHIP
new 47 03,726,967 40 03,289,216 12 0885,697 19 02,259,899

coot 0 09 47 03,702,63 86 06,987,298 52 04,590,000

SPECIAL PROJECTS
new 32 *30967,818 21 01,729,197 13 0921.726 20 01,750,090

cant 24 01,521,890 45 03,978,320 50 04,939,922 34 02,750,099

RURAL
new 0 00 0 *0 a 0564,099 a 0564,024

cant 0 ON 09 0 9 8 0483,668

REGULAR EDUCATORS
new 12 0668,446 15 0996,453 9 0653,846 7 05019.099

cant 8 09 10 0600, 906 25 01, 613, 469 24 *1, 750, 000

TRANSITION
new 09 9 0807.663 0 09 0 OD

cant 08 0 00 9 0807,373 9 0831,196

PROGRAM ASSISTANCE
now 0 SO 5 09 0 OS S
cost 444 *23,740,360 185 09.081,357 8 OS 0
OTHER EXPENSE CATEGORIES
new
cant

0
a

OD
*0

1

0
0129,743

09
0
1

D
0732,571

9
1

00
0750,868

other 08 *58,8001 068,899 0325.800

TOTALS 837 049,209,047 862 555,416,602 860 069,945.894 808 *61,248,000

Note: Entries in the FY86 column for some competitions may vary slightly from actual awards as a result of grant
negotiations that were underway while this report was being prepared.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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COMPETITION OBJECTIVE

To provide preservice
training for personnel
preparing for employment
as special educators of
handicapped children
and youth

173

INPUTS IMPLEMENTATION OUTPUTS
F F

Legislation and Regulations Applications Funded (New, FV8b)

(See Table C-1.)

Review Criteria
---------------.

Extent of need (25 'mints)

Program content (15 points)

Operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (15 points)

Quality of key personnel
(15 points)

Adequacy of resources
(5 points)

Budget ,10 points)

Review Process (FY86). _
Applications are reviewed by
external peer review panels
consisting of 3 reviewers
(limited to special educe-

tion professionals).

Project officers' recommen-
dations are based heavily on

raw and standardized score
ratings by peer review
panels and on panels'
narrative justifications.

Review process usually takes
3 months or more.

Number and category of
students trained

Number and nature of mate-
dabs and programs devel-
aped, revised, or supported

a Number and degree level of
students receiving stipends

1

P.L. 91-230, Sections 631,
632, and 634, Part D, as
amended by P.L. 93-380
(1974), P.L. 98-199 (1983)

34 CFR Part 318

EDGAR,34 CFR Parts 74, 75,
77 and 78

Funding (Filflb)

(See Table C-1.)

Elig:bility Requirements

1NEs, public and private
colleges, SEAs, LEAs,
other nonprofit public
and private agencies

Conditions That Must Be Net

Applirations must show
evidence from data col-
leered annually that
need does exist, and
reflect priorities
identified in CSPD par-
tion of state plans

ReplirtinILRBulrements

Annual Financial Status
Report

Final Performance Report
(within 90 days after
project termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation projects)

Mepitorin&

Crants are assigned to
project officers to
monitor by state.

Project officers do tele-
phone monitoring of
grantees.

Figure C-1. Special Educators

OUTCOMES

Increase in special educa-
tion personnel qualified
to educate handicapped
children and youth
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COMPETITION OBJECTIVES 1100 INPUTS

To provide preservice
preparation to individ-
uals who provide develop-
mental, corrective, and
other supportive services

To improve the quality
and increase number of
professionals who pro-
vide special education
related services

1 7 5

Legislation and Regulations

PA. 91-230, Sections 631,
632, and 634, Part D, as
amended by P.L. 93-380
(1974), P.L. 98-199 (1983)

* 34 CFR Part 318

EDCAR 14 CFR Parts 74, 75,

77, and 78

Funding (FY86)

(See Table C-1.)

Eligibility Requirements

* INEs, public and private
colleges, SEAs, LEAs,
other nonprofit public
and private agencies

Conditions That Must Be Met

Applications must show
evidence from data col-
lected annually that
need does exist, and
reflect priorities
identified In CSPD
portion of state plans.

Reporting Requirements

Annual Financial Status
Report

Final Performance Report
(within 90 days after
project termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation projects)

Monitoring

Grants are assigned to
project officers to
monitor by state.

Project officers do tele-
phone monitoring of
grantees.

IMPLEMENTATION OUTPUTS

Appjicat ions Funded (New, FY86)

(See Table C-1.)

Review Criteria

Extent of need (25 points)

Program content (15 points)

Operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (15 points)

Quality of key personnel
(15 points)

Adequacy of resources
(5 points)

Budget (10 points)

Review Process (FY86)

Applications are reviewed by
external peer review panels
consisting of 3 reviewers
(limited to related ser-
vices professionals).

Project officers' recommen-
dations are based heavily o
raw and standardized score
ratings by peer review
panels and on panels'
narrative justifications.

Review process usual ly takes
3 months or more.

Figure C-2. Related Services

Number and category of
students trained

Number and nature of
materials and programs
developed, revised, or
supported

Number and degree level
of students receiving
stipends

OUTCOMES

Increase in personnel
qualified to provide
developmental, corrective,
and other special educa-
tion related services to
handicapped children and
youth

1 I )



COMPETITION OBJECTIVE

To provide preservice
training for personnel

for rural areas

177

INPUTS

Letislation and Resujations

P.L. 91-230, Sections 631,
632, and 634, Part 0, as
amended by P.L. 93-380
(1974), P.L. 98-199 (1983)

34 CFR Part 3le

MAR 14 CFR Parts 74, 75,
77, and 78

fundine(FV86)

(See Table C-1.)

Eligibility Requirements

1HEs, public and private
colleges, SEAs, LEAs,
other nonprofit public
and private agencies

Conditions That Must Be Met

a Applications must show
evidence from data col-
lected annually that
need does exist, and
reflect priorities
identified in CSPO
portion of state plans.

Reperting Requirements

Annual Financial Status
Report

Final Performance Report
(within 90 days after
project termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation projects)

MOnitoring

(rants are assigned to
project officers to
monitor by state.

Project officers do
telephone monitoring
of grantees.

IMPLEMENTATION OUTPUTS OUTS:MIES

Applications Funded tNew.FY86)

(See Table C-1.)

Review Criterie

Extent of need (25 points)

Program content (15 points)

Operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (15 points)

Quality of key personnel
(15 points)

Adequacy of resources
(5 peints)

Budget (10 points)

Review Prorese (TY86)

Applications are reviewed by
external peer review panels
consisting of 3 reviewers.

Project officers' recommen-
dations are based heavily on
raw and standardized score
ratings by peer review
panels and on panels'
narrative justification.

Review process usually takes
3 months or more.

Figure C-3. Rural

Number and category of
students trained

Number and nature of mate-
rials and programs devel-
oped, revised, or supported

Number and degree !evel of
students receiving stipeedo

Increase in personnel
qualified to fill a
variety of rural-specific
roles with hanoicapped
students, parents, peers,
and administrators
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COMPETITION OBJECTIVES 1100 INPUTS IMPLEMENTATION OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

To provide preservice
preparation of personnel
to serve handicapped and
at-risk newborn and
infants

To prepare personnel to
provide short-term or
long-term special educa-
tion and related services
(as in an intensive care
nursery Or a prosch001
program)

To prepare personnel ior
employment in programs
characterized by inter-
action of the medical,
educational, and related
slrvice. communities, and
involvement of parents
or guardians

Legislation and Regulations

P.L. 91-230, Sections 631.
632, and 634, Part D, as
amended by P.L. 93-380
(1974), P.L. 98-149 (1983)

34 CFR Part 318

EDGAR.14 CFn Parts 74, 75,
77, and 78

Funding(FY86)

(See Table C-1.)

Elbiltty Requirements

IHEs, public and private
colleges, SEAs, LEAs,
other nonprofit public
and private agencies

Conditions That Must Be Met

Applications must show
evidence from data col-
lected annually that
need does exist, and
reflect priorities
identified in CSPD
portion of state plans.

Reporting Requirements

Annual Financial Status
Report

Final Performance Report
(within 90 days after
project termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation projects)

Monitoring

Grants are assigned to
project officers to
monitor by state.

Project officers do
telephone monitoring
of grantees.

Applications Funded(New,FY86)

(See Tabl, C-I.)

Review Criteria

Extent of need (25 points)

Program content (15 points)

Operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (15 points)

Quality of key personnel
(15 points)

to Adequacy of resources
(5 points)

Budget (10 points)

Review Process (FY86)

Applications are reviewed by
external peer review panels
consisting of 3 reviewers
experienced in the prepara-
tion of personnel to serve
newborn and infant handi-
capped and at-risk.

Project officers' recommen-
dations are based heavily on
raw and standardized score
ratings by peer review
panels and on panels'
narrative justifications.

Review process usually takes
3 months or more.

Figure C-4. In:ant

Number and category of
students trdined

Number and nature of mate-
rials and programs devel-
oped, revised, or supported

Number and degree level of
students receiving stipends

Increase in personnel qual-
'fied to provide short- and
long-term care to handicap-
ped and at-risk newborn and
infants

Increase in qualified per-
sonnel working in progtams
characterized by inter-
action between medical,
educational, and related
services communities,
and parental or guardian
involvement



COMPETITION OBJECTIVE

, a To provide preservice
training for personnel
preparing for employment
in programa designed to
prepare handicapped
youth for community
placement and adjustment
to the community setting.

INPUTS IMPLEMENTATION OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

Legislation and Reolations

O P.L. 91-230, Sections 631,
632, and 634, Part D, as
amended by P.L. 93-380
(1974), P.L. 98-199 (1983)

e 34 CFR Part 318

EDGAR, 34 CFR Parts 74, 75,
77, and 78

Funding (FY89

(See Table C-I.)

ElIgfbilIt Resmirements

IHEs, public and private
colleges, SEAs, LEA, other
nonprofit public and
private agencies

Conditions That Must Be Met

Applications must show
evidence from data col-
lected annually that need
does exist, and reflect
priorities identified in
CSPD portion of state
plans.

Reportiug. Rempirements

Annual Financial Status
Report

Final Performance Report
(within 90 days after
project termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation projects)

Monitorku

Grants are assigned to
project officers to
monitor by state.

Project officers do tele-
phone monitoring of
grantees.

Apeications Funded (New, FY84)

(See Table C-1.)

Review Criteria (FY84)

Extent of need (20 points)

Program content (15 points)

Operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (15 points)

Quality of key personnel
(15 points)

Adequacy of resources
(ID points)

Budget (10 points)

Review Process (FY84)

Applications are reviewed by
panels consisting of 3 review-
ers with appropriate expertise
(one of whom must be non-
federal).

Project officers' recommenda-
tions are based heavily on
raw and standardized score
ratings by peer review panels
and on panels' narrative
justifications.

Review process usually takes
3 months or more.

Figure C-5. Transition

Number and category of
students trained

Number and nature of
materials and programs
developed, revised, or
supported

Number and degree level
of students receiving
stipends

Increase in special edu-
cation and related
services personnel
qualified to prepare
handicapped youth to
meet adult roles

1S2



COMPETITION OBJECTIVES INPUTS IMPLEMENTATION OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

To provide preservice pre-
paration of special educa-
tion and/or related perso.-
nel to educate minority
children

To provide preservice pre-
paration to groups that
have been underrepresented,
such as members of racial
or ethnic minorities

Legislation mind Regulations

P.L. 91-230, Sections 631,
632, and 634, Part D, as
amended by P.L. 93-380
(1974). P.L. 98-199 (1983)

te 34 CFR Part 318

EDGAR 34 CFR Parts 74,75,

77, and 78

Fun4i1g(FY86)

(See Table C-I.)

Eligibility Requirements

IHEs, put,lic and private
colleges. SEAs, LEAs,
other nonprofit public and
private agencies

Conditions That Must Be Met

Applications must show
evidence from data col-
lected annually that need
does exist, and reflect
priorities identified in
CSPD portion of state
plans.

Reporting Requirements

Annual Financial Status
Report

Final Performance Report
(within 90 days after
project termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation projects)

Monitoring

Grants are assigned to
project officers to
monitor by state.

Project officers do tele-
phone monitoring of
grantees.

Applications Funded (New,FY86)

(See Table C-1.)

Review Criteria

Extent of need (25 points)

Program content (15 points)

Operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (15 points)

Quality of key personnel
(15 points)

dequacy of resources

0 points)

Budget (10 points)

Review Process (FY86)

Applications are reviewed by

external peer review panels
consisting of 3 reviewers
(to include 1 reviewer
active in the prepatation
of minority handicapped
children).

Project officers' recommen-
dations are based heavily on
raw and standardised score
ratings by peer review
panels and on panels'
narrative justifications.

Review process usually takee
3 monthsor more.

Figure C-6. Minority

Number and category of
students trained

Number and nature of mate-
rialsandprograms devel-
oped, re"ised,orsupported

Number and degree level of
students receiving
stipends

Increase in personnel
qualified to educate
minority handicapped
children and youth

Increase in minority
personnel qualified to
educate handicapped
children and youth

1 S



COMPETITION OBJECTIVE

TO provide preservice
doctoral and postdoctoral
preparation of professional
personnel to conduct train-
ing of teacher trainers,
researchers, administrators
and other specialists

185

INPUTS IMPLEMENTATION OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

Legislation and Regulations

P.L. 91-230, Sections 631,
632, and 634, Part D, as
amended by P.L. 93-380
(1974), P.L. 98-199 (1983)

34 CFR Part 318

EDGAR 34 CFR Parts 74, 75,

77, and 78

Funding(FY86)

(See Table C-I.)

EliAibility Reqpirements

IHEs, public and private
colleges, other non-
pnafit public and private
agencies, including
parent organizations

Conditions That Must aeMet

All applicant agencies
must meet state and pro-
fessional standards.

Applicants must show
evidence that proposed
projects address state
and/or nationalneedsdata.

Reporting Requirements

a Annual Financial Status
Report

Final Perfcrmance Report
(within 90 days after
project termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation projects)

Monitoring

Grants are assigned to
project officers to
monitor by state.

Project officers do tele-
phone monitoring of 1/3
of grantees annually.

Applications Funded (Nee, FY86)

(See Table C-1.)

Review Criteria

Extent of need (25 points)

Program content (15 points)

operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (15 points)

Quality of key personnel
(15 points)

Adequacy of resources
(5 points)

Budget (10 points)

Review Process (FY86)

Applications are reviewed by
external peer review panels
consisting of 3 reviewers:

- panel limited to reviewers
with a doctorate who are
working with doctoral
programs;

- panels should include
I repeat reviewer and
1 director of a current
federally-funded doctoral
or postdoctoral program.

Project officers' recommen-
dationsare based heavily on
raw and standardized score
ratings by peer review
panels and on panels'
narrative justifications.

Review process usually takes

3 monthsur more.

Figure C-7. Leadership

Number,category,andlevel
of students trained

Number, category, and level
of students receiving
stipends

Increase in doctoral level
personnel qualified to
train teacher trainers,
do research, administer
progrars



COMPETITION OBJECTIVE
10111°

INPUTS

To support projects to
develop, evaluate, and
distribute new approaches

for preservice and
inservice training

Legislat ion and Regulatinn#

10° IMPLEMENTATION 400,

P.L. 91-230, Sections 631,
632, and 634, Part A, as
amended by P.L. 93-380
(1974), P.L. 98-199 (1983)

34 CFR Part 318

EDGAR34 CFR Parts 14, 75,
77, and 7E

Fundigg(FY86)

(See Table C-I.)

Eltgibility Requirements

IHEs, public and private
colleges, SEAs, LEAs,
other nonprofit public
and private agencies

Conditions That Must Be Met

Applicants must show
evidence that proposed
projects address state
and/or national needs
data.

Reporting Requirements

Annual Financial Status
Report

Final Performance Report
(within 90 days after
project termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation projects)

Monitoring

Grants are assigned to
project officers tomonitor
according to their exper-
tise and their assigned
states.

Project officers do tele-
phone monitoring of
grantees.

OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

Applications Funded (New, FY86)

(See Table C-1.)

Revivi Criteria

Extent of need (25 points)

a Program content (15 points)

Operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (15 points)

Quality of key personnel
(15 points)

Adequacy of resources
(5 points)

Budget (10 points)

Other Selection Considera-
tions

Potential for broad impact

Potential to improve
significantly the quality
of personnel preparation
efforts

Review Process (FY86)

Applications are reviewed by
external peer review nanels
consisting of 3 reviewers.

Project officers' recommen-
dations are based heavily on
raw and standardized score
ratings by peer review
panels and on panels'
narrative justification.

Review process usually takes
3 months or more.

Figure C-8. Special Projects

Number, nature, and quality
of model approaches for
preservice training of
regular educators

Number, nature, and quality
of model apeteaches for
inservice t*-ining of spec-

ial education personnel,
including classroom aides,
related services personnel,
and regular education
personnel

Number, nature, and quality
of materials developed

Number and type of mate-
rials, models, or other
information disseminated

Number and types of dis-
semination targets

Use of quality practices
for preservice and in-
service training of
personnel (all levels)
who serve handicapped
children and youth

Improved quality of
personnel trained in
these programs
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COMPETITICM OBJECTIVES INPUTS

To provide preservice and
inservice training of
regular ve.wators to assist
with the en[ification and
delivery of services to
handicapped children aod
youth

To develop personnel
training programs for

regular educators on a
statewide basis

To disseminate/di f fuse state-

wide training models

189

i.rgislation and. Regulations

P.L. 91-230, Sections 631,
632, and 634, Part D, as
amended by PA.. 93-380
(1974), P.L. 98-199 (198))

34 CFR Part 118

EDGAR 34 CFR Parts 74, 75,
77, and 78

Funding (FY86)

(See Table C-I.)

Eligibility Requirements

SEAs only

Conditions That Must Be Met

Applications must show
evidence from data col-
lected annually that need
does exist, and reflect
priorities identified in
CSPD portion of state
plans.

Reporting Requirements

Annual Financial Status
Report

Final Performance Report
(within 90 days after
project termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation projects)

Monitoring

Grants are assigned to
project officers to
monitor by state.

Project officers do tele-
phone monitoring of
grantees.

IMPLEMENTATION OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

AnlAcations Fuoded(Rew, FY86)

(See Table C-I.)

Review Criteria

Exteht of need (25 points)

Program content (15 points)

Operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (15 points)

Quality of key personnel
(15 points)

Adequacy of resources
(5 points)

Sudget (10 points)

Review Process (FY86)

s Applications are reviewed by at
least 3 independent reviewers
(1 of whom is nonfederal),
who then convene as a panel.

Project officers' recommen-
dations are based heavily on
raw and standardized score
ratings by peer review
panels and on panels'
narrative justification.

Review process usually takes
3 months or mole.

Number and nature of state-
wide training models
developed/implemented to
identify and work with
handicapped students in
"mainstreamed" settings

Number and nature of "best
practices" evident in these
statewide training models

Number of regular educators
trained in these programs

Competencies demonstrated
by regular educators as a
result ot such training

Figure C-9. Regular Educators

Increase in regular
education personnel,
including administrators
and supervisors, who are
qualified to provide
services to handicapped
children in "mainstreamed"
settings



COMPETITION OBJECTIVES 1010 INPUTS INPLIZENTATION 1100 OUTPUTS 1100 OUTCOMES

To assist SEAs to increase
the supply and improve the
quality of teachers of
handicapped children and
youth and their super-
visors

To improve SEA leadership
capability for developnent,
dissemination, ant, incor-
poration of successful
educational training
practices statewide

To assist states in pre-
service and inservice
training in areas of unique
need

Legislation and Regalations

P.L. 91-230, Sections 631, 632,
and 634, Part D. as amended by
P.L. 93-380 (1974), P.L. 98-199

(1983)

14 CFR Part 318

EWAN, 34 UK Parts 74, 7S, 77,

and 78

Funding(FY86)

(See Table C-1.)

Eligibility 64 ;ufrements

Only SEAs are eligible.

SEAs may conduct training direct-
ly or contract with IllEs.

Condit3ons That_ftst Be Met

Projects must deal with unique
statewide training needs iden-
tified by data collected annu-
ally, and recommended by i:SPD

unit.

Projects must focus on training
of supervisors and teachers of

handicapped children and youth.

Projects may include training in
management and crganizational
design to enhance states' ability
to ptovide special ;Attention
services to children snd youth.

Reporting Requirements

Annual Financial Status Report

Final Perforaance Report (within

90 days of termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation projects)

Monitoring

/ Grants are assigned to project

I

officers to monitor by State.
Project officers monitor a mini-
mum of 10 projects annually.

Monitoring is conducted by phone.

Applications Funded (New, FY116)

(See Table C-1.)

Review Criteria

Extent of need (25 points)

Program content (15 Points)

Operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (15 points)

Quality of key personnel

(15 points)

Adequacy of resources
(5 points)

Budget (10 points)

Review Process (FY86)

Applications are reviewed by
panel of external and internal
peer reviewers: current SE:.

employees, former SEA employ-
ees, individuals who current-
ly or formerly work closely
with SEAs.

Project officers' recomaends-
Lions are based heavily on raw

and standardized score ratings
by peer review panels and on
panels' narrative justifica-
tions.

Review process usually takes

3 months or more.

-514s. frolegui

,41.004=11
a Number and category of

personnel trained (all

levels)

Number and nature of
:raining programa devel-
oped and disseminated

Number and nature of
"bust practiceteevident
in these statewide
training programs

Number and nature of
statewide priorities
addressed by these
training programs

Increased and improved
capacity of states to
train teachers and
supervisors

IMP



COMPETITION n8JECT1VF INPUTS IMPLEMENTATION

To provide training and
information to parents of
handicapped children, and
to persons who work
with parents

193

Legislation and Regulations

P.L. 91-230, Sections 631,
612, and 634. Part 0 as
amended by P.L. 91-380
(1974), P.L. 98-19r '1983)

14 CFR Part 318

EDCAR, 14 tFN Parts 74, 75
77, and 78

Funding (FY86)

a (See Table C-I.)

Eligibility Reqpirements

Parent organizations or
private, nonprofit agencies
meeting very specific
requirements in Orr law
that ensure parents a majr.r

vole In developing and
implementing proposed
projects

Repprtiak, Requirement

Annual Financial Status
Report

Final Performance Report
(within lin days 01

termination)

Annual Performance Report
(continuation prOccts)

Monitoriqg

Crants are assigned to
project officers to
monitor by state.

Project officers do tele-
phone monitoring of
grantees.

OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

Applications Funded (New, FY8()

(See Table C-).)

Review Criteria

Extent of need (25 points)

Program content (15 points)

Operation plan (15 points)

Evaluation plan (35 points)

Quality of key personnel
(15 points)

44equacy of resources
1 points)

Budget (10 points)

tther Selection Considerakions

Geographical distribution

Focus on providing service to
parents of all handicapped
children in all categories

Focus on unique training and
information nerds of parents

Review Process (FY86)

Applications are reviewed by
external peer review panels
consisting of 3 reviewers.

Project officers' recommenda-
tions are based heavily on
and standardized score ratings
by peer review panels and on
panels' narrative justifica-
tion.

Review process usually takes
3 months or more.

Types of information
provided to parents

Number and types of cur-
riculum and programs
developed!revised

Number .-.nd nature of parent
training art ivities ronducte

Competencies and knowledge
demonstrated by partici-
pants in patent projects,
e.g.:

- handicapped children's
educational rights;

- educational system's
responsibilities: and

- effective strategies
for working with ecinca-

tional system.

Figure C-11. Parent Organization Projects

Parents, and persons
who work with th.m, become
actively involved an
behalf cf their e.ildren's
education and assist in
that process.
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APPENDIX D

The Study Sample

Table D-1. Reasons for Deletions from and
Additions to the Sample

Bar.c Descriptive Information for Projects in
the Sample

Table D- 2.
Table D- 3.
Table D- 4.
Table D- 5.
Table D- 6.
Table D- 7.
Table D- 8.
Table D- 9.
Table D-10.
Table D-11.
Table D-12.

"Special Educators" Projects (N=9)
"Related Services" Projects (N=5)
"Rural" Projects (N=5)
"Infant" Projects (N=3)
"Transition" Projects (N=5)
"Minority" Projects (N=3)
"Leadership" Projects (N=6)*
"SIecial Projects" (N=7)
"Regular Educators" Projects (N=4)
"SEA Projects" (N=4)
"Parent Organization Projects" (N=5)

* One of the 7 projects in the Leadership subsample
was dropped because available information was too
minimal to include it in subsequent analyses.



Table D-1

Reasons for Deletions from and Additions to
the Sample for the Personnel Preparation Program Goal Evaluation

Competition Area
Total

in Sample Deletions/Addltions Reason

Special Educators 9

(5)

No changes

Related Services:

"Paraprofessional" 1 Delete PR029F1140077

"Train...Deaf Interpreters"
"Deaf interpreters" a much more spec-
ific target (personnel) than the
"typical paraprofessional" so not a
true specimen of this subsample.

Add PR029F1140014 Identified by random draw as
"Train...Paraprofessionals" "Replacement Pl."

"Career Ed" 1 No changes

"07, PT, Nurse" 1 No changes

"Counselor" 1. No changes

"Therapeutic Rec." 1 No changes

Rural 5 Delete PR029AN60064 Not a true specimen of focus on
Delete PRO29A1160224 Rural training.
Delete PR029A1160022

Add PR029V1160007
Add PR029V1160004
Add PRO29171460003

Had to go to FY85 to complete sample
with 3 wrojects that focused on RURAL
training.

Infant 3 Delete PR029AH60043 Second project directed by same person.
Delete PR029A1160097 Early childhood focus, NOT infant.

Add PRO29AH60060

Add PR029AH60105

196

Next in random draw for replacements,
with true focus on INFANT training.
Two other replacement candidates dis-
carded because of focus on early
childhood, not infant.
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Table D-1 (continued)

Reasons for Deletions from and Additions to
the Sample for the Personnel Preparation Program Goal Evaluation

Competition Area
Total #
in Sample Deletions/Additions Reason

Transition 5 Delete PR029VH60005 Anomalous selection.
Delete PR029VN60007 Second project with same director.

Add PR029A1160026 Next in random draw for replacements.
Add PR029AH60057

Minority 3 No changes

Leadership 7 No changes

Special Projects 7 Delete PR029KH40141 Emphasis on delivery of training;
not much development.

Add PR029K1140016 First selected by random draw.

SEA Projects 4 Add CALIFORNIA Only 3 states had both SEA projects
and Regular Educators projects

Regular Educators 4 Add NEW YORK (KS, MN, SD). Therefore, added the
4th project of each type from two
big states.

Parent Organization No changes
Projects



Title

Table D-2. "Special Educators" Projects (11,09)

Target Roles Target Handicapped Population Funding

"Multidisciplinary Master's Degree
Program for Teachers of the Behavior-
ally Disordered/Emotionally Disturbed"

Type of Institution: IHE

Location: Maryland

"Bachelor's Degree Teacher Training
Program in Deaf Education"

Teacher of behaviorally/emotionally
disturbed, especially secondary aged
encarcerated youth

Level: M.A.; Preservice

Certified special education teachers
of hearing impaired

Behaviorally disordered, emotionally
disturbed children and Youth

Mainstreamed underserved, transition,
early childhood, institutionalized,
and multiply handicapped deaf and
hearing impaired children and youth

FY84 $89, 330
rY85 $89,3hti
1v86 $89,3110

FY84 $45,000
fY8i $45,000
FY86 $45.000

Type of Institution: IHE level: B.A. or Lertiiicate;
Preservice

Location: Arkansas

-

"Pre-Service Training of Master's Certified teacher in adapted physical Handicapped children and yo ith in FY$4
Degree Students in the Area of
Adapted Physical Education"

education special schools, regular schools,
and itinerant programs

FY85
YY86

Type of Institution: IMF Levvl: M.A.; Preservicv

Vocation; Nevada

"Personnel Preparation in the Area
of Behavior Disorders"

Type of im.titution: 1HE

Loration: Utah

"Preparation of Special Educators -

Undergraduate Program In Applied
Developmental Disabilities"

Type of institurin: lHE

Location: Florida

200

Classroom teacher, :iiildren and youth

Level: B.A. and post B.A.;
Preservice

Classroom teacher

Level: B.A.; Preservice

Behaviorally disordered childr.n
and youth

Learning disabled, emotionally
disturbed, and mentally retarded
children and youth

BEST COPY AMAMI

$25,769
$25,769
$25,769

FY84 $78,794
FY85 $78,794
FY8b $78,794

FY84 $67,349
FY$S $67049
rySt, $67.149
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Table 0-2. "Special Educators" Projects (continued)

Title Target Roles Target Handicapped Population

"Master's Level Training for Teachers Special education teacher

of the Handicapped"

Type of Institution: IHE Level: B.A.; Preservirc

Location: Oregon

Handicapped children. Youth, and young

adults

"Training of Speech/Language Patholo- Speech/language pathologists, children and adoleseents severely

gists. Audiologists audiologists handicapped by communication
disorders

Type of Institution: 1HE Level: M.A.; Preset-vice

Lova t 1 011 : NVW YOr k

"Preparation of Special Educators for Special education teachers

the Mildly/Moderately Handicapped" (all levels)

Type ot institutiou: HIE Level: certificate (reendorse-
ment); Preservice

Location: Nebraska

"Training Specialists to Appropri-
slily Serve Blind and Visually
Impaired Individuals"

Type of institution:

Location: California

2'

leachers of visually handicapped

Mildly/moderately handicapped children
and youth (ages 0-21) in rural areas
(i.e., those identified under the
categories of specific learning dis-
ability, behaviorally impaired, or
educable mentally handicapped and who
are mainstreamed into regular educa-
tion)

Visually handicapped children and

chi)dren and youth (agcs 0-21) youth (ages 0-21)

Level: Certificate; M.A.;
Preservice, Inservice

Funding

FY84 $79,575

FY85 $79,575
FY86 $79,575

FY84 $21.391
FY85 $21,193
11'86 $11,39 i

FY84 $47,827
FY85 $52,937

f/86 $55,584

FY84 $76,805
FY85 $76,805
FY86 $76,805

2u3



Table 0-3. "Related Services" Projects (N,05)

_

Title

------------

Target Roles Target Handicapped Population Funding

"Ploject PARA: A Project to Improve Speer.l educators (primarily class- School-age children and youth (all FY84 $72.640

the Training and Utilization of room !vaulters :n public and private conditions, all levels) FY85 $72,640

Paraprofessionals in Special 1:dmvation" institutions); special education
paraprofessionals

FY86 $72,640

Type of Ins;itution: IHE Level: Certificate of tompletion:
Preset-vice

Location: Nebraska

"Occupational Therapy Students' occupational therapists in school- Severely handicapped high school rY84 $94,860

Training tor High School-Based based programs students FY85 $94,860

Independent Living Skills Development" FY86 $94,860

Type of Institution: DIE Level: M.A.; Preservice

Location: talitornia

"Traiuing Parent-Trainers to Facilitate Carver oducation trainer o parents lnner-vitv handicapped Hispanic FY84 sah,889

Career Education Practices In the (primariiy school personnel) students (primarily nurologically am $86,889

Homes of Uthan Handicapped Yoath" and/or emotionally handicapped) FY86 $86,884

Type of Institution: IHL Level: certificate of competency;
Preservice

Location: Now York

"Callaudet College Proiect for the School counselors ol hearing impaired Hearing impaired children and Youth FY84 $34,967

Training of School Counselors for children and youth In a variety of YY85 $34.967

Hearing impaired Children"

Type of Institution: lHE

settings (all levels, public and
private)

level: M.A.; Preservice

FY86 $43,659

Location: District of Columbia

"Fres?rvice BA/MA Level Programs in Therapeutic recreation/child life III and handicapped children, includ- FY84 $44.907

Therapeutic Recreation/Child Life specialists and ade'listrators in ing infants, toddlers, youth, and VY85 $44,907

Services" pediatric units of general or spec-
ialty hospitals

adolescents FY86 $44,907

Type of Institution:

Location: New York

204

IHE Level: B.A.; M.P.; Preservice
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"Preservice Training of Rural Special
Education Personnel in the Area of
Severely Handicapped"

Type of Institution: IHE

Loca t ion: Vermont

"Rural Ceneral Special Edocation
Preservice Personnel Preparation
Program with Emphasis on Low-
Incidence"

Type of Institution: IMF

Location: Oregon

"Preparation t Special Educators:
Bachelor and Masters Level Training
for Teachers of the Hearing Impaired

in Rural Kentucky"

Type of Institution: II1E

Locat ism: Kent ucky

"Preparation of Special Educators:
Masters Level Training for Teachers
of the Communicatively Handicapped
in Rural School Districts"

Type of Institution: IHE

Location: Mississippi

" Prepa ra t ion o f Ear I y Clii Idhoud

Special Ethwation Rural Service
Providers"

Type of institution: 1HE

Location: Washington

Table D-4. "Rural" Projects (Nw5)

Target Roles Target Haidirapped Population Funding

Classroom teacher, teacher consultant,
resource room teacher, itinerant

teacher

Rural moderately to severely/
profoundly handicapped students
and families

FY84 $39,852
FY85 $41,009
FY86 not in grant file

Level: B.A.; Preservice

Rural education consultant, rural Low incidence handicapped learners FY84 $78,840

special education generalist 3 $78,840
FN,0 $78,840

Level: M.A.; Preservice

Classroom teacher in resident school,
self-contained classroom, or

Deaf children FY84
FY85

$25,629
$38.123

itinerant program FY86 850,673

Level: B.A., M.A.; Preservice

Rural service positions, speech- Communicatively handicapped in FY84 $75,000

language pathologists rural school districts FY85 $80,000
FY86 $83,549

Level: M.A.; Preservice

Direct service providers, indirect Young handicapped rural children FY84 $52,968

resource managers three years and above FY85 $52,968
FY86 $52,968

Level: M.A.; Preservice



Table 0-5. "Infant" Projects (WO)

Title Targvt Roles
----------

Target Handicapped Population Funding

"Preparation Program for Parent- Parent Educator and Consultant Handicapped, multi-handicapped PY84 $72,507

Infant Education Specialists" infants three years and below, FV85 $74,721

minority and underserved, espec-
ially bearing impaired and their

parents

PY86 $72,502

Type of Institution: IHE Level: M.A.; Prescrvice

Location: Washington, P.C.

"Preparation of Special Educators, Early childhood special educators, Handicapped infants and pre- PY84 $54,706

Master's Level Training for Teachers early intl., rventionists schoolers FY85 $54,706

of Handicapped Infants and Pre-School FY86 $54,706

Children"

Type of Institution: IHE Level: M.A.; Preservice

Location: Pennsylvania

"Preparat Ion of Special Educx.ors: Audiologists, speech-language Handicapped infants: hirth to FY84 $47,787

Ereservice Training of Master's pathologists; early interventionists five years FY85 $42,742

Level Speer ti-Langtuoge Pathologists,
FY86 $43,260

Audiologists to Serve Infants/
Preschool Chi 'dren"

Type of Institution: IHE

Location: South Carolina
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Level: M.A.; Preservice

Ts
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Title

"Masters Level Training for Special
Vocational Educators 01 the Handi-
capped"

Type of Institution: 1HE

Location: Connet ieut

"Preservice Training of Special Educa-
tors, Counselors, and Vocationz..1
Educators to Work Cooperatively in
the Vocational Programming of Hoodi-
capped Students"

Type of Institution: 1HE

location: Connecticut

"Transition Special Educators for
Seriously Emotitmaliv Disturbed
Adolescents: An Education Speclalist's
Degree Level Training Program"

Type of Institution: IHE

1o4ati0o: District 01 columbiJ

"Secondary Vocational Education for
the Handicapped"

Type of institution: IHE

Location: Indiana

C ?Ifi

Table 0-6. "Transition" Projects (Nm5)

Target Roles Target HandicappA Population

Secondary-level vocational classroom
teachers/instructors in nontraditional
settings; supervisors and administra-
tors of vocational programs

Level: M.A.; Preservice

Secondary-level personnel in Indus-
trial Arts, Vocational Education,
Special Education, School Counseling
(e.g., industrial arts instructor,
vocational education instructor,
special education resource specialist,
seism.' counselor) who work in a
variety of settings (e.g., local
schools, regional vocational-techni-
cal schools, sheltered workshops,
other human services agencies)

Level: Certif(cate; M.S.;
Preservice

_., .....

Transition special educators In a
variety of settings (e.g., LEAN,
private psychiatric facilities,
commnnity schools, residential/day/
hospita) programs)

Level: Ed.S.; Preservice

Secondary special educator with
ability to provide comprehensive
vocational/carver education; resource
consultant to vocational educators;
special educator with ability to
adapt curriculum to needs of secon-
dary/postsecondary handicapped
learners (in middle, high, and alter-
native schools and postsecondary
schools)

Level: Certificate; B.A.; M.A.;
Preservice

All age groups, educational levels,
and types of handicapping conditions
(who typically receive prevocational--
13-I5--and vocational/career/occupa-
tional training--15-21)

Secondary level handicapped students,
crossing all conditions

Seriously emotionally disturbed
adolescents

Funding

FY84 $44,054
FY85 $44,054
FY86 $44,054

FY84 $45,000
VY85 $50,000
FY86 $57,000

Youth at secondary/postsecondary
level who are learning disabled,
mentally retarded, seriously emotion-
ally disturbed, physically handicapped,
severely/profoundly handicapped

FY84 $79,054
FY85 $79,054
FY86 $80,907

FY84 $100,000
FY85 $100,000
FY86 $100,000



Title

"Leadership Deveiopment Program in
Vocational Special Needs Edutation"

Type of Institution: WE

Location: I'tinoi

212
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Table 1)-6. "Transition" Projects (continued)

Target Roles Target Handicapped Population

Local leadership personnel in voca-
tional special education in a variety
of agencies (e.g schools, rehabili-
tation iantlities. correctional
venters, etc.) which all recive
federal funding under PL 94-142 and
PL 94-482

level: 4 units of credit toward M.A.
OF doctoral degree;

Preservice

All handicapped populations served
by LEAs In Illinois (youth and adults)

213

Funding

YY84 $72,500
FY85 $72,500
Fysh $72,500



Table D-7. "Minority" Projects (t1w3)

Title Target Roles

"Preservice Special Education
Preparation of Minority Status
Teachers"

Classroom teacher

Type of Institution: illE Level: h.A.; Preset-vice

Target Handicapped Population Funding

Learning disabled or emotionally
disabled children

FY84 $(0,608
FY85 $b4,220
FY8b $bb,989

Location: Iowa

-------

"Bilingual Special Education Building administrators (principals Xegular, special education, bilingual, FY84 $47,003

Administrative Interns rioject" and assistant principals) linguistically and culturally differ- FY85 $70,000

ent student populations FY86 $70,am

Type oi Institution: LEA Level: M.A.; Preservice

Location: California

"Preparation of Teaulters to Serve Classronm teacher Behaviorally disordered and severely FY84 $84,243

Severeiv Behaviorally Disordered
behaviorally disordered minority FY85 $84,243

Students from Minority Populations children and youth FY811 $84,241

Type of Institution: Private, Level: M.A.; Preseryice

noilprolit

6.cation: Ohio

21ci
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Table D-8. "Leadership Projects" (gm6)

- --.----
Title Target Roles Target Handicapped Population

"Preparation of Special Education
Personnel"

Special education teacher trainers,
researchers. administrators

Type of Institution: IHE Level: Doctoral (Ed.D.);
Preservice

Location: Kentucky

Funding

Handicapped children, youth, and
adults

FY34 $103,748
FY85 $103,748
YY86 $103,795

"Doctoral Training in Special Special education/schuol paychology Handicapped Hispanic children and FN84

Education/School Psychology and
the Handicapped Hispanic Child"

teacher trainers, researchers,
specialists. school psychologists,
administrators, supervirs

youth with learning and behavioral
problems; children with behavior
problems

FY85

FY86

Type of Instlintion: IHE

Local TexaN

Level: Doctoral (Ph.D.);
Preset-vice

"Doctoral Leadership Training in euiversity-level teacher trainers and Young children with language and FY84

Teaching and Research--Psycholingnis-
ties of Early Childhood Language

researchers; aaministrators, evalua-
tors, consultaots, clinicians

communication disorders, who come
from bilingual, minority, aud

FY85

FY$6

Disorders irom a Bilingual and Multi-
cultural Perspective"

Type ot I n. i it nil tai 1HE

Locat ioe: lhu,s,Iehuht t t s

"Preparation oi Leadership Personnel
in Communicatioe Disorders"

Type ot Institution: IHI

Location: Washington

216

Lcvel: Doctoral; Preserviee

College and university teacher
trainers of commnnication Disorder
Specialists (direct clinical service
providers)

level: Dortoral; Preservice

multicultural homes

Preschool and school-age children
with communication (speech-hearing)
handicaps, focusing on children
with communication disorders in
the early childhood, severely handi-
capped, and hearing-impaired
populations

"r.ST COPY AVAILABLE

$110,211
$110,211
$110,899

$61.764
$61,764
$75,851

FY84 $101,732
FY85 $103,732
FY86 $103,732
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Title

"Preparation of Leadership Personnel
for the Visually impaired"

Table D-8. "Leadership Projects" (continued)

Target Roles Target Handicapped Population Funding

Ter.vnel trainers in colleges and
voiversities preparing personnel in
the special education of visually-
impaired students; researchers,
administrators, supervisors in LEAs,
SEAs, regional and other programs;

consultants

Type of Institution: 1HE Level: Doctoral; Preservice

Location: Tvrinvssee

"Ceorge Mason University Doctor of
Arts in Education: Special Education"

Type of in...111'1110n: IHE

Location: Irginia

Special education administrators,
teacher trainers, r.trriculum special-
ists, diagnosticL. researchers;
policymakers at 101.0, state, 1ederal.
international levels

Nictoral (D.A.Eil); Preservice

Visually-impaired and multiply
handicapped children and youth

All handicapped learners

EY84 $87,474
FY85 $90,474
FY86 $98,000

FY84 $101,469
VY85 $ 95,169
FY86 $ 91,169
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Table D-9. "Special Projects" (N07)

Title Target Roles

"Preparation of Speech Pathologists
and Audiologists (to serve) Handicap-
ped Children, Birth to Five"

Type of Institution: IHE

Location: Colorado

"Training Syatem for Infant Service
Providers"

Type of Institution: IHF

Location: District of Columbia

"Training School and Conmnnity
:4:evive Personnel for Transition of
Secoedary Handicapped Students to
Post-chnol Environments"

Type o Institution: ME

Lovatioo: Oregon

"cradnate Training in Technology
for the Handicapped"

Type of Institution: 114E

Location: Maryland

"Advancing Technology Through
Statewide Recreation Network"

Target handicapped Population Funding

Speech pathologists, audiologists

Level: M.A. (Specialists);
Preservice

Medical, educational, and thera-
peutic specialists in hospitals and
in the community who serve handicap-
ped Infants in their first year of

life

Level: Spetlalists, Inservice,
Pregervire

Special eaucat ion teavhers, school
administiators. and commumity
srvice providers

Level: Inservicv

Aaministrators, special educators,
therapists, and computer coordinator
(emerging role)

Level: M.S. or Certificate

Young children (0-5 years) with com-
munication disorders

Sick, high-risk, handicapped infants,
birth to one year old

Moderate to severely handicapped
youth (middle school and high school
age, chronologically speaking)

All; multiple-handicapped individ-
uals most frequently represented

Therapeutic reereation and other
specialists, educators, agency
administrators, parents

Type of Institution: 11fE Level: Inservice, Preservice
(graduate level)

Location: Massachusetts

2 2 0

All disabilities

FY84 $44,705
FY85 $63,111
FY86 $60.251

FY84 $100,000
FY85 $122032
FY86 $ 95,699

FY84 $65,113
FY85 $75,199
FY86 $71,813

FY84 $44,705
FY85 $63,111
FY86 $60,251

FY84 $74,563
re85 $74,563
1.186 $80,000
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Table D-9. "Special Projects" (continued)

Title

-----

Target Roles Target Handicapped Population Funding

"Mainstreaming: Home/School Special educators, administrators, Mildly handicapped and "at-risk" FY84 $97,846

Integrated Intervention" parents, and support personnel students in elementary and secondary "Y85 $89,810

schools FY86 $84,391

Type of Institution: Area Education Level: Inservice

Agency

Location: Iowa

"Project S.H A.R.E." Information givers, fii:;abled pre- All who attend public schools FY84 $92,660

senters, and volunteer facilitators/ FY85 $92,660

trainers FY86 $92,660

Type of Institution: Parent (community-
based coalition of
parent organiza-
tions)

Location: Illinois

222

Level: N/A
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------.

"Preparation of Regular and
Special Educators"

Type of Institution: SEA

Location: South Dakota

"Prereferral to Special Education
Pinder

Type of institution: SFA

Location: Minnesota

"School Administrators Statewide
Inservice"

Type of Institution: SEA

hocat ion: Kansas

"Expanding Edncational 0pportu-
nitics for LD Students"

Table 1)-10. "Regular Educators" Projects (Ro.4)

Target Roles Target Handicapped Population

Regular educators, special educators Mildly handicapped students in regular
classrooms

Level: Inservice

Regular educators, special educators

Level: Inservice

School administrators, superintendents. All handicapped students in regular

Learning disabled and all mildly
handicapped students in public schools,
including children with behavior
problems

schnul board members

Level: Inservice

Regular classroom teachers, building
prinlipals, school psychologists,
special educators. 1HE teacher trainers

Type of Institution: SI-A Level: Inset-vice

Location: New York

24,4

classrooms

Learning disabled students and "those
not classified who are experiencing
learning difficulties"

2EST COPY AVAILABLE

Funding

FY85 $44,576

FY86 $55,505

FY85 $69,5111

FY86 $69,518

FY84 $44,652
VY85 $44.652
FY86 $44,652

FY85 $110,000

FY86 $122,000
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Title

"ED-MED: Statewide Inservice Training
Models for Increasing Collaborative
Interaction between Physicians and
Educators to Improve Services to Handi-
capped Children--Provide Training for
Educators and Physicians"

Type of Institution: SEA

Location: California

"A Statewide Network for Special
Educati,n Paraprofessional Preservice
and inset-vice Training"

Type of Institution: SEA

Location: Kansas

"Pceparing Special Educators for
Partnerships in Special Needs Voca-
tional Training"

Table D-II. "SEA Projects" (N'4)

Target Roles Target Handicapped Population Funding

Primary care physicians (develop-
mental/behavioral pediatrics, family
practice, general practice); special
educators and regular educators
(administrators, teachers, school
nurses, other support personnel)

Level: Inservice; Preservice

Paraprofessionals in all areas of
special education, all settings,
all levels

Level: Paraprofessional Permit at
Level I, 2, and 3; Inservice;
Preservice

Special education teachers, some of
whom are trained through the project
as "job development specialists"

Handicapped children in general--
0-5 years and school age

FY84 $85,000
FV85 $85,000
FYP6 $85,000

All conditions, ages 0-21

Secondary-level mildly handicapped
youth

FY84 $109,710
FY85 $109,710
FY86 $109,710

FY84 $49,076

FY85 $76,664
FY86 (not in grant file)

Type of institution: SEA

Location: South Dakota

Level: Inservice

"Regional Inservice/Preservice in Special educators, special eduvation All conditions, lor the following FY84 $80,000

Early Childhood Handicapped, Transi-
tion to Work, Limited English Pro-
ficiency (f.E.P), and Indian Social

administrators, regular educators,
community service providers

groups: children 0-3 years old;
children and youth wiaa are Native
American, or who are enrolled in

FY85
FY86

$96,782
$96,782

Work Aide (ISWA)"

Type of Institution: SEA

Lucation: Minnesota

2 :I t;

level: lnservice

secondary-level special education,
or who have limited English
proficiency (LEP)



Title

"Technical Assistance for Parent
Programs - TAPP" (prime contract)

Type of Institution: Private,
nonprofit

Location: Massachusetts

"Technical Assistance for Parent
Programs - TAPP" (regional sub-
contract)

Type of Institution: Private,
nonprofit

Location: New Hampshire

"Nevada Specially Trained Effective
Parents Prolect"

Type of Institution: Private,
nonprofit

Location: Nevada

"Parents Training Parents"

Type of Institution: Private,
nonprofit

Location: Michigan

"Training Parents of Handicapped
Children in Central Arkansas

Type of Institution: Private,
nonprofit

Location: Arkansas

9 9R

Table D-12. "Parent Organization Projects" (10.5)

Target Moles Target Handicapped Population Funding

Effective Parent Training Project

Effective parent training project

Parent Facilitator

Parent trainer

Parent trainer

All currently funded parent organiza-
tion projects under DPP for parents
of children with all handicapping
conditions

FY84 Period 1 $129.723
FY114 Option 1 $732,571
FY85 option 2 $750.868
FY86 Option 3 $679,283

All currently funded parent organiza-
tion projects under DPP for parents
of children witb all handicapping
conditions

FY84 $55.000
FY85 $58,000
FY86 not in grant file

All handicapping conditions

All handicapping conditions

Parents of children with all
handicapping conditions

FY84 $88,500
FY85 $88.500
FY86 not in grant file

FY84 $129,602
FV85 $136,082
FY86 $142,886

FY84 $42,225
FY85 $42,225
FY86 $105,225 (The extra
funds cover a joint grant
in another city.)

2 2 9
F*0 .410,

BEST CM AVAIAILE



APPENDIX E

List of Persons Interviewed
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Table E-l. List of Persons Interviewed

OSER4/0SEP PERSONNEL

Max Mueller
Director
Division of Personnel Preparation

Harvey Liebergott
Chief, Related Personnel Branch
Division of Personnel Preparation

Martha Doke.
Manager, Related Services

Personnel Competition
Division of Personnel Preparation

Frank King
Manager, SEA Competition
Division of Personnel Preparation

Betty Baker
Manager, Transition Competition
Division of Personnel Preparation

Jack Tringo
Manager, Parent Organization

Projects Competition
Division of Personnel Preparation

Norm Howe
Chief, Leadership Personnel Branch
Division of Personnel Preparation

William "Pete" Peterson
Manager, Special Projects
Competition

Division of Personnel Preparation

Doris Sutherland
Manager, Leadership Competition
Division of Personnel Preparation

CONGRESSIONAL SOURCES

Gray Garwood
Staff Director
House Select Subcommittee on

Education

Dave Esquith
House Select Subcommittee on

Education

Lani Florian
Legislative Assistant
Senate Subcommittee on the

Handicapped

STATE SOURCE?

Karl Murray
Administrator, Personnel

Development Unit
California State Department of Education

OTHER OSERS PERSONNEL

Mike Harrell
Office of the Assistant Secretary
OSERS

Richard Melia
Project Officer, National Insti-

tute of Handicapped Research
OSERS



onsmigp PXISONNEL (cORT.)

Robert (Bob) Gilmore
Manager, Rural Competition
Division of Personnel Preparation

Dick Champion
Manager, Regular Educators

Competition
Division of Personnel Preparation

Angels Thomas
Staff, Leadership Personnel Branch
Division of Personnel Preparation

Don Blodgett
Manager, Special Educators

Competition
Division of Personnel Preparation

Sandra Hazen
Manager, Infants Competition
Division of Personnel Preparation

Vickie Ware
Manager, Minority Competition
Division of Personnel Preparation

Tom Finch
Chief, Early Childhood Branch
Division of Educational Services

Marty Kaufman
Director
Divisiaa of Innovation and

Development

Paul Ackerman
Acting Director
Division of Program Analysis

and Planning

Etta Waugh
Staff, Regional Resource Centers
Division of Assistance to States

Greg Frane
Budget Analyst
Office of Planning, Budget, and

Evaluation

Ann Weinheimer, Mary rcipageorgiou

Center for Statistics

Larry La Mourn
Center for Statistics

OTHER FEDERAL OFFICES

James Ricciuti
Budget Examiner
Office of Management and Budget

TAPP

Martha Ziegler
Director, Technical Assistance Center

for Parent Organization Projects

CONSTITUENCIES

Judy Smith-DaviT.
Private Consultant

Dick Schafer
University of Missouri

Deborah Smith
University of New Mexico

Stan Dublinski
American Speech and Hearing
Association (ASMA)



Dave Rostetter
Chief, Monitoring Branch
Division of Assistance to States

Bill Tyrell
Deputy Director
Division of Assistance to States

Jim Hamilton
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